Practical projects to build at home

everydayv
electronics

ALSO INSIDE...

PHOTOCUBE
RECEIVER

CAR BRAKE
WARNING DEVICE

*****************
SOLDERING
in EASY STEPS *

Stirling
QV* MODULES FOR
COST-CONSCIOUS
CONSTRUCTORS
STIRLING SOUND policy

is

to

ensure

customer satisfaction by designing and making
their products in their own factory in Essex and
selling direct. Production control -checked

r.m.s. into 4 ohms

g 45V supply such as
SS345.

TODAY'S BEST VALUE IN

88. 100 Active tone control, stereo. z=15dB on bass and on
treble
1E1.80

for low output magnetic P.Us
R.I.A.A. corrected. Linear feedback facility. E2.65

SS.102 Stereo pre -amp

x

£3.95

PRE-AMP/TONE CONTROL MODULES

£160

101

76 x 19mm (4" x 3- x 1")

within the range and with much other equipment.

55.101 Pre -amp for ceramic cartridges, radio, tape. Stereo.
Passive tone control circuit shown In data supplied

small

for

Ideal

discos and P.A.

throughout. All QV Modules are compatible

UNIT ONE PRE-AMP/TONE

CONTROL
Combined pre -amp with active
tone -control circuits. ±15dB at
10Khz treble and 30 Hz bass.

POWER SUPPLY
UNITS

Stereo. Vol./balance/treble/bass.

200mV out for 50mV in. Takes
£7 80

10-16V.

With 13-15v
take -off

points

POWER AMPLIFIERS
88.103 3 watt r.m.s. mono I.C. with built -In current.
£1 75
short, end thermal protection
815.1034 Stereo version of above

£3.75

7

88.1055 watts r.m.s. Into 4 ohms, using 12V

£2 25

MODELS TO
CHOOSE FROM

88.11010 watts r.m.s. using 24V and 4 ohm load
£2.75

88.120 20 watts r.m.s. into 4 ohms, using 34V

£3 25

SS.110

The above all measure 89 x 50 x I9mm 131 r 1 a

ins)

Suitable power supplies will be found in the accompanying range.

SS.102

FM TUNING MODULES
65.201 Front end tuner, slow geared drive, two
gang. A.F.C. facility. Tunes 88-108 MHz

£5.00
SS.202 I.F. amplifier.

Metering and A.F.C.

facilities

£2.85

Complete with mains transformers and low volt takeoff points. (except SS.300) All at 8% V.A.T.
rate. Add 50p for p/p any model.
S5.312 12V/1A
£3-75*

58.318

18V/1A

SS.324

24V/1A

£4.15
£4.60

55.334

34V/2A

£520

SS.345

45/V2A

£6 25"

88.350

50V/2A

£6 75'

85.300 Power stabilising unit 10-50V adjustable
for adding to unstabilised supplies. Built-in pro£325
tection against short circuit (p/p 35p)

515.203 Stereo Decoder for use with the above or
SS.3111/58

other FM mono tuners. A LED may be
fitted

Stabilised power
supply with vari-

£3 85
,

* THE BUILT-IN QV FACTOR

Stirling Sound

able output from

10 to 50V/2A
Built-in protection

means Stirling Sound's guarantee of QUALITY AND VALUE to give you to -day's
best value all round.

against 'short circuit.

L11.95

WHEN ORDERING

A me-nber of the BI-PRE-PAK group of companies

add 35p for p/p unless stated otherwise. V.A.T. add
124% to total value of order unless price Is shown
when the rate Is 8%. Make cheques, etc. payable to

220-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX SSO 9DF

of Information at time of going to press. Prices subject

Telephone: Southend (0702)

46344

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

Bi-Pre-Pak Ltd. Every effort Is made to ensure correctness

to alteration without notice

Unique full -function
8 -digit wrist calculator...
available only as a kit.
A wrist calculator is the ultimate in common-sense portable
calculating power. Even a pocket calculator goes where your
pocket goes -take your jacket off, and you're iost!
But a wrist -calculator is only worth having if it offers a
genuinely comprehensive range of functions, with a full-size
8 -digit display.
This one does. What's more, because it is a kit, supplied direct
from the manufacturer, it costs only a very reasonable £9.95
(plus 8% VAT, PEP). And for that, you get not only a high calibre calculator, but the fascination of building it yourself.

How to make 10 keys do the work of 27
The Sinclair Instrument wrist calculator offers the full range of
arithmetic functions. It uses normal algebraic logic ('enter it as
you write it'). But in addition, it offers a % key; plus the
1/x, x2; plus a full 5 -function memory.
convenience functions
All this, from just 10 keys! The secret? An ingenious, simple
three -position switch. It works like this.

Assembling the Sinclair Instrument
wrist calculator
The wrist calculator kit comes to you
complete and ready for assembly. All
you need is a reasonable degree of
skill with a fine -point soldering iron.
It takes about three hours to
assemble. If anything goes
wrong, Sinclair Instrument
will replace any damaged
components free: we
want you to enjoy
assembling the kit,
and to end up with a
valuable and useful
calculator.

1.The switch in its normal, central
position. With the switch centred,
numbers-which make up the vast
majority of key -strokes - are
tapped in the normal way
2. Hold the switch to the
left to use the functions to
the left above the keys...
3. and hold it to the right to
use the functions to the
right above the keys.
The display uses 8 full-size
red LED digits, and the
calculator runs on readily available hearing -aid
batteries to give weeks
of normal use.

Contents
Case and display

window.
Strap.

Printed circuit board.
Switches.
Special direct -drive chip
(no interface chip needed).
Display.
Batteries.
Everything is packaged in a neat plastic
box, and is accompanied by full instructions.
The only thing you need is a fine -point soldering iron.
All components are fully guaranteed, and any which are
damaged during assembly will be replaced free.

The wrist -calculator kit is available only direct from
Sinclair Instrument. Take advantage of this 10 -day money back undertaking.
Send the coupon today.
To: Sinclair Instrument Ltd,
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB2 1SN.
Please send me ... (qty) Sinclair Instrument wrist -calculator
kits at £9.95 plus 80p VAT plus 25p P&P (Total £11).

' I enclose cheque/PO/money order for £
Complete as applicable.

PLUS VAT,

P& P

Name_

_

Address ____

Sinclair Instrument Ltd,
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge,
Cambs., CB2 1SN.
Tel: Cambridge102231311488.

Everyday Electronics, January 1977

( Please print)

I understand that you will refund my money in full if I return the
it undamaged within 10 days of receipt.
EE/1

Lk

1

PAKS PARTS -AUDIO MODULES
TRANSISTORS

PANEL
METERS
4" RANGE
Size If" x 35" x 11"
Value
0-50UA

Price

No.
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306

111-1041UA

0-500UA

0.1MA
0-50V

£450

£4.50
£4 50
£6 00
£6 00

2" RANGE
Size 21"x 1r

No.

Price
£3 SO
E.3 50
E3 SO

0-1MA

1307
1308
1309
1310

0-50V

1311

£3 50

E350

MR2P TYPE
Size 42 x 42 x 30rnm
Value
No.
0 -SOYA

Price

E480

1313
1315

0-1MA

E3. 20

EDGEWISE
Size 3I" x tr
14"

0-500LIA

AC141

18
30
18
12
26
25
25
20
30
20
30
16
26
16
26
so
85
75
60
36
36
75
20
20
20
20
40
30
30
30
32
5$

AC141K
AC142
AC176
AC176K
AC178
AC179
AC180
AC180K

No.

Price

1316
1317

E4 05
E4 05

MINIATURE BALANCE
TUNING METER
Size 23 x 22 x 26mm

Sensitivity 100/0/100MA
No.

Price

1318

E1 -OS

BALANCE/TUNING

AC181K
AC187
AC187K
AC188
AC188K
A D140
A D142
A D143
A D149
AD161

AD162
162 MP
AF114
AF115
AF116
AF117
AF118
AF124
AF125
AF126
AF127
AF139
AF180

ss
ss
ss

AF181

AF186
AF239
AL102
AL103
AU104
AU110
AU113
BC107A
BC107B
BC107C
BC108A
BC108B
BC108C

38
95
95
00
00
oo
08
Olt
011

OS

Price

No.

£2N

1319

Type

11-15

1.12
1112

'615

C170

1

0U

0 70
9-3.5

048

0N

C172
C173
C177
C178
C179
C180

*010

C181

C182L *015

*9.25

80140
00139,'

C183

*IV 16

140 PAP

1.26
0.011

.0 10

80155

C184

BD175

0 44
0.16

*0 12
0111

016

045

C183L 010

C184L 010
C207
C208
C209
C212

0 11

C213

*11-11

*611

C213L 1111

4.12
C214L 112
C251

.11-15

COI A I -Is

FN

C301

0-28

C302
C304
C327
C328
C337
C338
C440
C441

1126

11.16
*8.15

1115
11.15
8.38

010

C4110

9341

C401

0-38
0-29

C477
C478
C479
C547
C548
C549

515
5.2*
11.12
11.12

2N3707

95 12N3708
95
2N3708A

-38

BU204
BU205
BU208
BU208/02

'70

.110

-45

90

-95
-70
40
05
38
88
60
45

MJE2955
MJE3055
MJE3440
MP8113
MPF102
MPF104
MPF105

45
35
39
39
20
20
20
20
50
50

MPSA05'
MPSA06

0.80

BOX77

014

BF457
BF458
BF459
BF594
BF596
BFR39
BFR40
BFR79
BFR80
BFX29
BFX30
BFX84
BF X85

0.37
0.37
0'38
'OAS

0071

IS
IS

TIP29A

29
29
44

TIP2913

S2

TIP29C
TIP30A

62

TIP3OB
TIP3OC

60
70
54
66
68
64
76

1.70

204 Nip

I 7e

111111

9-N

40
60

N

90
00
90
90

0070

TIC44
TIC45

'0 17
0'25
.0 25

.0 ss

TIP3I A

*0 25

TIP3113

0 25
0 30

TIP31C

TIP32A

SO

TIP3213

0 23
0.24
0 25
0.22

BFX86
BFX87
BFX88

*8.12

78

TIP42C
TIP2955
TIP3055
TIS43
TIS90
UT46
ZTX107
ZTX108
ZTX109

B0Y20

202 MP
BD203
BD204

80203/

C214

Type

TIP4213

14
14
14
38

BIP20
BIP19/
20 MP
BRY39
BUI105
BU105/02

E1222

09$
005
976

80179
BD201/

11.12

ice

55

MPSA55*
MPSA56.
0C22
0C23
0C24
0C25
0C26
0C28
0C29
0C35
0C36

BD178

C212L 9ll

.8.16
.8-18

0 36
0.30
0.38
0 45
0.54
0,60

80176
80177

'OM

C237
C238

ON

BD135
BD136
BD137
BD138
BD139

010

BFY52
81P19

095

BD131/
132 MP
80133

1118

C171

BFYSO
BFY51

0 89

BD124
BD131
BD132

11.12

C169C '012

B X90

*014
010

811123

Price

Type

'014
0.13
0.12

0 80
0 64

TIP32C

TIP4I A
TIP41B
TIP41C
TIP42A

0-22

070
0-80

0.72

Type

P

75
22
18
20
10
10
10

ZTX300
ZTX500

12

2N2904

14
20
20
45
45
30
75
70
80
38
38
38
22
22
20
20
24
18

2N2904A

21

2N2905

111

2N2905A

21

2N2906

16
19
20
22
09
08
08

2N1613
2N1711
2N1889
2N1890
2N1893
2N2147
2N2148
2N2160
2N2192
2N2193
2N2194
2N2217
2N2218

2N2218A
2N2210

2N2219A

2N2906A
2N2907

2N2907A
3N2926G

2N2926Y
2N29260
2N2926R
2N2926B

OS

2N3053
2N3054
2N3055

283414
2N3415
2N3416
2N3417
2N36I 4
2N3815
2N3616
2N3646
2N3702
2N3703
2N3704
2N3705
2N3706

j

2N3821
2N3823
2N4058
2N4059

07
07

07
07
20
60
40
12
14
14
12
12
18
18
18
18

'

2N4285
2N4286
2/44287
2N4288
2N4289
2N4290

IS
18
18
18
18
55
65
10
10
10
56
28
34
35
32
32
38
30
32
70
70
36
95
58
36
36
45
42
55

2N4292
2144293
2N4921

2N4923
2N5135
2N5136
2N5138
2N5104
2N5245
2N5294
2N5296
2N5457
2N5458
2N5459
2N5551
2N6027
2N6121
40313
40316
40317
40326
40327
40346
40347
40348
40360
40361
40362
40406
40407
40408
40409

Size 23 x 22 x 26mm

Sensitivity 200UA
No.

Price

1320

Cl 95

11 14

7409
7410

015
814

0.15

7411

0.23

11.15
11.15

7412
7413
7414
7410
7117
7410

14

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408

6.15

Ole
0411

0.15

623
627
15$
6.28
0.211

815

0 411

7482
7483
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490

0511

7491

6-95

7492

7441

11-114

7442
7445
7446
7447
7448
7475
7480

11114

7481

9-N

N

0 78
0 80

40311

70
38
35
38
40
28

Type
CD4001

Sensitivity 130UA

Price

No.

N

1321

MINI
MULTI METER
Size 60 x24 x 90mm
Sensitivity 1000 ohims/V
AC VOLTS 0-10, 50, 250, 1000
DC VOLTS 0-10, 50, 250, 1000
DC CURRENT 0-1-10OrnA
Resistance 0-150K ohms
No.
1322

Price

CD4000

Type

18

CD4011

18

Type

Price Type

CA3011
CA3014

.9 SO LM309K

911

10
95
SS
SS

Price

CD4012
CD4013
CD4015
CD4016
CD4017
CD4013
CD1019
CD4020
CD4021

CD4002
CD4006
C04007
CD4008
CD4009
CD4010

0.18
0 50
0 90
0 SO
d 0

1.00
0.52

110

11111

Type

Price

CD4022
CD4023
CD4024
CD4025
CD4026
CD4027
CD4028
CD4029
CD4030

8.95
5.18
6.72

0 85
0 95
0 88
I 20

0 30
2 90
0 42
0 75
0 45

P ice

Type
CD4031
CD4035
CD4037

CD4040
11-N

CD4041

111111

CD4042
CD4043
CD4044
CD4045

6.41

115
0 SS

CA3018
CA3020

Price
£5.95

add

25p

unless otherwise shown. Add extra
for airmail. Minimum order £1.

1 -7564C1469R

4.37 LM320-5V 2.1111 MC1496G
4.70 LM320-12V ZOO NE536
.1'40 LM320-15V 2 -SO NES15A

CA3028A 1.18 LM320-24V 2 N NE540
1.311 LM380N
1 N NE555
C A3035
CA3036
CA3042
CA3043
CA3048
CA3054
CA3075
CA3081
CA3089E

P&P

Price Type

7493

11.411

74122
74123

7495
7496
74100
74110
74118
74119

0 75
0 80

74141

74121

0 30

11.3S LM381 AN '1.15 NE556
.1 .15 LM3900N 0-83 NE561
9.55 MC724P
1.5O NE562B
4- SO MC1303L
°I -08 MC1304P

1U MC1310P

LM304
L M 308H

3.00 MC1456G
'0 95 M C1468 L

00

1

0 50
0 90
55

1

74154
74180
74181

74190
74198
74199

0 50
0 70
0 50
1
1

30
10

2 00
1

190

Type

Price

Type

3-9572710

Beginners
Guide to
Colour Television

No. 234

Price E2 .25t

Electronic
Diagrams

No. 235

Price Et 8111"

Electronic
Components

No. 236

Price 81 1107

No. 237

Printed

Circuit Assembly
Price E1 -sit
Transistor
Pocket Book

No. 238

Price £390t

1

004047

1 10

CD4071
CD4072

95
95
$2
02

CD4049
CD4050
CD4054
CD4055

0 S5
0 SS

1.20

C04081
C04082
CD4510

0 28
0.25
0.18
0 28
1.30

20

CD4511

1

94

CD4069
CD4070

1.40
0 40
0.40

CD4516
CD4518
CD4520

N CD4056
40

1

30

110 COS/MOS

No. 227

Digital IC Projects
For the Home
Constructor

Price £2-2st
110 Operational

No. 226

Amplifier Projects
for the Home Constructor
Price E2 NH

Price

CD4046

OS

1

60
40
08

1

25

1

Electronics
Pocket Book

No. 242

Price E3 lot
30 Photoelectric
Circuits A Systems

No. 239

Price Et SU

Just a selection from our huge

0 50 SN76023N

.0 20 SN76115
'0 20 51476660

T8A540Q .2 50
'2 25

'1 541 TBA641B
90 TBA800
11 75 TBA810S
'1 75 TBA820

*0 80
11 95

'2 50

709P

Radio

Price 12 25t

50

3 SO NE5136
SO NE567

*0 SS UA7I0C

Beginners
Guide to

No. 233

2 00

'I 45 NE565A

'0 $5

Price 3225.1

Price E2 501 -

3 25 U A747C '0 70 S L4030
0 90
9 75 TBA9200 3 40
'2 9572747
'0 79 SL414A
'2 000A748 '0 35 TAA550B 035 TCA270S '3 90

HI 50 MC1312PQ .1 50 UA702C
.1 50 MC1330P '1.3572702
.1 50 UA703A
S MC1339
CA3090AQ*4.29 MC1350
*0 75 UA709C
CA3123E *1.46 MC1351P .0 8572709

LM301AH 9047 MCI352P

0 52741P

Beginners
Guide to
Transistors

No. 231

Price

28

2 40 UA741C '0 20 SN76110
0 4072741

Guide to
Television
Price E2 25I

110 Thyristor
Projects Using
SCRs A Triacs

Price
Price Type
Price Type
Price Type
2 SO U A7I IC 0 3272748
0 35 T A A621 A 2 00
*0 35 T AA661 A 1 50
0 9072711
'0 32 748P
2 00 UA723C 0 50 SN76013N .1 40 TA DIDO
1 30

21072723

Beginners

No. 230

No. 225

LINEAR IC'S

C A3052

Packing

14
18

Price L2 2S7

52

CMOS IC'S

Vu METER
Size 40 x 40 x 29mm

Guide to
Electronics

111

2N4291

2N5122

Beginners

No. 229

40

2N4061
2N4062
2N4284

40

TECHNICAL
BOOKS

05
07

2N4060

05
16
40
16
16
29
29
85
90
90
09
05
08
07
07
08

Price

2N3709
2N3710
2N3711
2N3819
2N3820

i

7401

2

4.12

C158
C159
C167
C168
C169

Price
.0 14

BC550
BC556
BC557
BC558
BC559
BD115
BD116
BD121

BC109C 0 OS
BC147 11.1111
BC148 '0.89
BC149 11.911
C157
11.12

BI-PAK STILL LOWEST IN PRICE.
FULL SPECIFICATION GUARANTEED ALL FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS
Price
Type
Price Type
Price Type
Price Type
Price Type

7400

MIN. LEVEL METER

and

BC109B ON

74 SERIES TTL IC'S

Size 45 x22 x 34mm
Sensitivity 100/0/100UA

Postage

Type

Price

Type

P co
Type
AC126
18
AC127
.14
AC128
.12
AC128K
20
AC132
15
AC134
IS
AC137
15

AC181

1.i"

Value
0-50UA
0-100UA
0-500UA

Cut out 2E'
Value
9-1MA

NEWNES

BRAND NEW - FULLY GUARANTEED

stocks!

SEE OUR
1977 CATALOGUE
126 pages packed with valuable
information

ORDER NOW
ONLY 50p plus 15p p & p

1 50
*0 46

'0 46

0 25
*0 25

0 46
0 25
0 40
.0 30

P.O. BOX 6, WARE HERTS
Everyday Electronics, January 1977

SEMICONDUCTORS -COMPONENTS
DIODES
Type Price

Type Price

Type Price

BY100 0 16
BY107 a 12
BY105 0 18
BY114 0 12
BY124 '0 12
BY126 '0 15

AA129

AAY30 098
AAZ1311111

AAZ17 0-10
BA100 0 1O

BA102 012

BAI48 015

BYZI1
BYZ12
BYZ13
BYZ16

BA154 912

BA155 0 14

BY130 .0 17

BA156 014

BA173 0 15

0Y133'0.21
BY164 0 51

BB104 11.15

BY176 NI 75

BAXI3 6:97
BAX16

BY2013

0A81
OA85

BYZIO 111.34

0A90

07
07
07
08

0A95

0A182
0A200
0A202

211

41

36
36

011

SD1O

06
06
07
07
04
06

SD19
iN34
IN34A

211

0A10
0A47
0A70
0A79

BY128 0 16

0A91

31

BYZ17
BYZIEt
BYZ19

BYI27 0.16

Type Price

31

35
07
07
07
07
09
07

IN914
1N916
1N4148
1544
13920

06
OS
1111

SILICON RECTIFIERS
Type Price
15920
15921

15922
15923
15924
1N4001
1N400'2

Type Price

10
05
06

Type Price
S031
025

Type Price

N4003 0'07
N4004 0 08
N4005 0 09
N4006 0 10
N4007 0 11

00
07
08
09

S020

-RI

S021
5023

11
13
14
16
20

S025
S027
S029

5015 0 09

N5400 0 13
N5401 0 15
N5402 0 16
N5404 0.17
N5406 0 21
N5407 0 25

PAK No.

U53
U54
U55
U56
U57
U58
U59
U60
U61

U62
U63
U64
U66
U67
U68
U69

100
200
400

6 Amp.

Volts
100
200
400

TO5
No.

Case

TRI2A/100
TR12A/200
TR12A/400

1066
No.

TR16A/100
TR16A/200
TR16A/400

Price
31

51
71

Case

Price

T048

10 Amp.

Volts.

100
200
400

Volts

6.51
8.61

400

8 77

SR100

T0220
No.
TR110A/400P

DIACS

11.23

Volts
10
20
30
10500

200
400

1 Amp
Volts
50
100
200

400
600
800

3 Amp
Volts
50
100
200
400
600
800

5 Amp
Volts
50
100
200
400
600
800

5 Amp

Volts
400
600
800

Case

Price
1113

0.13
9-19
4.22
0 23
0.38
1245

7 Amp
Volts

D32

T05

C se

200
400
600
800

THY7A/200

THYIA/200
THVIA/400

THY1A/600
THYI A/800

36

50
100
200
400
600
800

45
58

16 Amp

P lee
21
27
28

Volts
SO

TO66
No.

THY3A/50
THY3A/103
THY3A/200
THY3A/400
THY3A/600
THY3A/800
TO66
No.

THY5A 50
THY5.41100

THY5A200

THYSA/400
THYSA/600
THY5A/800
TO220
No.
THY5A/400P
THY5A/600P
THY5AI800P

Case

100

Price

200
400
600
800

25
27

33
42
50
65

Case

Price
0 34
0 41
0 SO

0 57
0 69
0 81

Case

Price

57

0-U

No.

THY7A/50

Volts

No.
THY1A150
THY1 A/100

1048

50
100

10 Amp

THY7A/I00
THY7A/4030

THY7A/600
THY7A/1130

1048

Qty.
200

C3

50

C4

Case

C5
C6
C7

Case

Price
11-41

80
5

2
1

Cl

10

C9
CIO

15

3
5

C12

30

C13
C14

20
1

5-51

CIS

5

5.57
5.62
0-78
e.e2

C16

20

Case

Cl?
C18
C19
C20

15
4

2
1

C21

5.51

C22

15
50

C23

60

T048

Case

o.
THY1N6A/50

IP -71

CIE

1.22

T094

C24
C25

25
30

54
58
62
77
90

39

Case

Pack
No. C/ty.

St

6

S2

6

Price

S3

6

1-18

1.43

SI

6

63
79

55

6

56

6

No.
BT101/500R

BTI02/500R
BT106
BT107
BT108
2N3228
2N3525

BTX30/50L
BTX30/4001
C106/4

SO

Price
80
80
25
93
98
70
77
33
46

N

PLEASE WORD YOUR ORDERS EXACTLY

660
1-26
1-26

OW

MC4

.0 60

16165

0 60

16166

0 60

16167
16168
16169

0 Co

16170
16171

16172
16173

0 60
'0 60
0 60
06 NI
'6 611

FN

16174

*0 60

16175
16176

0 60
0 60

18177
16178
16179
16180

0 60

0 60

0 60

1.60

16182

N
0.66

16183
16184

0-00
0 60

16181

Slider potentiometers, mixed

Order No.

0 60

Price

16190

0 60

16191

0 60

10k lin.

16192

0 60

22k lin.

16193

0 60

47k lin.

16194

'0 60

47k log.

16195

0 60

Slider potentiometers, all
Slider potentiometers, all
Slider potentiometers, all
Slider potentiometers, all
Slider potentiometers, all

CERAMIC PAKS

MC2

Price

SLIDER PAKS

Price

3 of each value -22p1, 2701, 3301,
3901, 47pf, 6801, 82Of

16160

0 60

1800, 12001, 33001 6 390p1, 27001

16161

'0 60

8200, 1000pf, 1500pf 2200pf 6 31130

16162

0 60

3 of each value -470001. 680001.
11511uf,
015uf, 033u1.1 047u1, 0220

16163

'0 60

24 miniature ceramic capacitors
3 of each value -100M, 1200, 15001,

Functional Units.

are ideal for learning about I.C.'s and
experimental work.

30 Assorted Linear Types 7511-

U721

741447440-7104U Etc.
ORDER No. 16227
Price Et 54
U76SE) FM STEREO DECODER
5 I.C.'s 76110 Eqv. to MC13111PMA767.

Data supplied with pak.

ORDER No. 16229

Pric E1 50

AUDIO POWER OUTPUT
AMPLIFIERS
Assorted types. SLUG 76013, 76003
Etc. Data supplied with Pak.
ORDER No. 16228
Price £1 Or
U7619

74 SERIES PAKS

Functional

and

part -Functional

Units.

21 miniature ceramic capacitors,

SEE OUR
1977 CATALOGUE

74G IN Gates assorted

7400-01-04-10

ORDER No. 16224
74F 50 Flip -Flops assorted

E1 26

56-60 etc.

7470-72-73-74-76-104-166 Etc.

ORDER No. 18225

El 20

7441-4740-154. Etc.
ORDER No. 16226

El 20

74M 31 MSI. Assorted Typos.

VEROBOARD PAKS

1/131 Approx. 30sq. ins. various sizes,
all 1" matrix
EOM
VB2 Approx. 30sq. Ins. various sizes.
15" matrix
ORDER No. 16199
ORDER No. 16200

Ea ND

ELECTROLYTIC PAKS

A range of yaks each containing 18 first
quality, mixed value miniature electro-

lytic'.

EC1 Values from 47mFD to 11ImFD
ORDER No. 111261

1111*

EC2 Values from 10mFD to 1114ImFD
ORDER No. 16262
EC3 Values frorn1110mFD to 1180mFD
ORDER No. 16203
Ea 80

EI)

C280 CAPACITOR PAK
75 Mullard 0280 capacitors, mixed values
ranging from 01 uF to 22uF complete with
identification sheet.
ORDER No. 16254
E1 20°

CARBON RESISTOR PAKS

These paks contain a range of Carbon
Resistors, assorted into the following
groups: -

RI II mixed ive 108 ohms --820 ohms
ORDER No.16213
E0 60'
R2 SO mixed 5w1Kohms-8.2k ohms
ORDER No.16214
E0 60'
R3 60 mixed 5w 10Kohms-112K ohms
ORDER No. 16215
Ell 60'
R4 60 mixed 5w 100Kohms-820Kohms
ORDER No. 16216
El) 66'
R5 40 mixed 5w 100ohms-820ohms
ORDER No. 16217
El) 64'
R6 40 mixed 5w 1Kohms-4 2Kohms
ORDER No. 16218
E0 60°
R7 40 mixed ow 10Kohms-*2Kohms
ORDER No. 16219
E0 611`
40 mixed -5w 100Kohms-8211Kohms
ORDER No. 16220
EO 60
R8
R9

60 mixed 5w 1 Meg-10Mg ohms

ORDER No. 16230
Ea 6
R10 40 mixed 5w 1 Meg-1061*g ohms
ORDER No. 16231
El) 110'

WORLD SCOOP
JUMBO SEMICONDUCTOR
PACK

Transistors -Germ and Silicon

Rath-

fiers-Diodes-Trlacs-Thyristors-LC.'s

and Zeners. ALL NEW 6 CODED. Approx.

24 miniature ceramic capacitors
3 of each value -470M, 5600, 680p1,

VAT
MARKED f THESE ARE ZERO RATED

*0.60

0 60

Just a selection from our huge

ADD 8% TO OTHERS EXCEPTING THOSE

660

0 60
0 60

AS PRINTED, NOT FORGETTING TO INCLUDE
OUR PART NUMBER.

ADD 12}% TO PRICES MARKED

16164

Order No.
Containing a range of nrst quality miniature
ceramic capacitors. Unrepeatable value.
MCI 24 miniature ceramic capacitors,

MC3

ORDERING

ft 60

*LIN

16185

470 ohms

No.

1

060
060

161813
preferred values
Presets assorted type and value 16186
Metres stranded wire assorted
16187
colours

values

THY30A/50
THY30A/100
THY30A/200
THY30A/400
THY30A1600

Assorted fuses 100mA-5 amp.
Metres PVC 'leaving assorted
size and colour
9 watt resistors mixed

Price

THY16A/100
THY16A/200
THY16A/400
THY16A/600
THY16A/600

8.60
0.60

part

These are classed as 'out -of -spec' from
the maker's very rigid specification8, but

experimental work.

Order No.

Resistor mixed value approx.
(Count by weight)
Capacitors mixed value approx.
(Count by weight)
Precision resistors. Mised
values
9th W resistors mixed
preferred values
Pieces assorted ferrite rods
Tuning gangs. MW/1W VHF
Pack wire 50 meters assorted
colours single strand
Reed switches
Micro switches
Assorted pots
Metal jack sockets 3 0 3-5mm
2 s standard switch types
Paper condensers preferred
types mixed values
Electrolytics trans. types
Pack assorted hardwareNuts/bolts, gromets etc.
Mains slide switches ass.
Assorted tag strips and panels
Assorted control knobs
Rotary wave change switches
Relays 6-24V operating
Pak, copper laminate approx.

200 sq ins

Price

0.57
P 62

860

060
'0 W

COMPONENT PAKS

5.77
6-92
1 12

5.23

16142
16143
16144
16145
16146
16147
16148
16149
16150

N

I

Pack

Price

1 12

16141

66
O 60

Functional and

These are classed as 'out -of -spec' from
the maker's very rigid specifications, but
are ideal for learning about C.'s and

150

Price

16132
16133
16134
16135
16136
16137
16138
16139
16140

Manufacturers "Fall Outs" which include

unmarked.

No.
THY10A/50
THY10A/100
THY10A/200
TH110.4/400
TH910/91600
THY10A/800

30 Amp
Volts
50
100
200
400
600

30 Germ. 0071 PNP
15 Plastic Power 2N3055 NPN
10 TO3 Metal 2N3055 NPN
20 Unilunction trans 11543

C2

THYRISTORS
TO18
No.
THY600/10
THY600/20
TH Y600/30
THY600/50
THY600/100
THY600/200
THY600/400

30 NPN Plastic 2N3906 silicon
30 PNP Plastic 2143905 silicon

16131

0 50

of device in the pak. The devices themselves are normally

ClI
600mA

25 NPN BFY50/51

Case

No.
TR110A/100
TR110A/200
TR110A/400

10 Amp

50 Sil Top Hat 750mA
20 Sil Rect Stud Type 3 Amp
50 400mW Zeners D07 Case
30 NPN Trans BC107/8 Plastic
30 PNP Trans BC1uu/178 Plastic
25 NPN TO39 2N697/2N17Il ail.
25 PNP TO59 2N2005 silicon
30 NPN T018 2N703 silicon

16130

Manufacturers "Fall Outs" which Include

No.

2 Amp.
Volts

150 diodes 75mA 1N4141

LINEAR PAKS

Order No.

10 lamp SCR T039
1.211
070
8 3 amp SCR TO66 case
1.211
Code No's mentioned above are given as a guide to the type

Cl

TRIACS

SUPER UNTESTED PAKS

100 Germ. Gold bonded 0A47 diode
U51
150 Germ. 0A70/81 diode
U52 100 Silicon Diodes 200mA 0A200
U50

100 Pieces. Offering the amateur a fantastic bargain PAK and an enormous
saving Identification and data sheet In
every pak.

ORDER No.16222

£2.25

stocks!

126 pages packed with valuable
information

ORDER NOW

ONLY 50p plus 15p p & p

IN-PAK
P.O. BOX 6, WARE HERTS
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A. Marshall (London) Ltd Dept: EE
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW23ET Tel: 01-4520161/2 Telex:21492
& 85 West Regent St Glasgow G2 2Q D Tel: 041-332 4133

Ma rs

fera rear'deed Ooot

Straits Paradeooto sFsi ys hi_peoantr,.:14 so Bristoleeo xBK6ris2L92X Tel: 0272-654201/2
j&& 217oe

S

TC reel 1(1 ien eannrcil esxepeourtse9r;q5.u3i0riehasown-eFlcrio9r;it00 Sat

Please enquire for types not listed

POPULAR SEMICONDUCTORS
23p2N3906
22 AFI39

WE ARE NOW AT NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE!
Marshall Aitken Ltd., 35 High Bridge, Newcastle -on -Tyne
CA3020A LI -45 CD4050
CA3028A 85p CD4510
CA3035 LI 35 CD45 I
73p CD45 I 6
CA3046
CA3048 62.15 CD45 1 8
CA3052 LI -61 CD4520
I

Tel: 0632 26729
56p NE556 61.3 SN 7448

LI 54 NE560
LI 54 NE565

64-

SN7450

El- SN7451
LI 54 SL4I4A L2.3 SN7453
LI 38 SL6 IOC Cl SN7454
L1.3111 SL6I 1C 61.3 SN7460

119piSN 74160

168 page Catalogue price 55p
(40p to callers)

I

20

11p1N7416111 20
2IpSN7416261 20

21 p SN74163 LI 20
2IpSN74164 98p
21 SN74165
98p

35p SN7416714 20
CA3089E £2.00 LM30IAH 47p SL6 I2C 62.3 SN7470
19 SN74174 98p
5N7472
CA3090Q 64.25 LM308N LI 17 SL620C L3
33p SN74175 98p
20p LM309K LI 80 SL621C L3.50 5N7473
CD4000
33p SN74176 98p
98p SL623C 6.5.7 5N7474
20p LM380
CD4001
46p SN74 IBM 96
SN7475
20p LM381ANL2 07 SL640C 64
CD4002
39p SN7418112 85
75p SN7400 21p SN7476
CD4006 LI 16 LM702C
55 SN7419011 48
5N7401 21 SN7480
CD4007
2.0p LM709
SN74191 LI 27
40p SN7402 21p SN7481 11
97p TO99
CD4008
77p SN741926I '27
40p SN7403 26 SN7482
57p 801L
CD4009
4
5N7419361 27
57p
5N7404 26 SN7483 LI
CD4010
5N7419661 17
45p SN7405 26 5N7404 LI
20p LM710
CD40 I I
60p SN7406 59 SN7485 LI
5N74197 90p
CD4012
20p LM723C
5N7407 59 SN7486
32p SN74198 90p
CD4013
59p LM741C
38p 5N7408 22 SN 7490
49p SN7419962 28
CD4014 LI .01 T099
77p SN76003N
SOIL
38p 5N7409 22p SN749I
CD4015 LI 01
49p
40p SN7410 2Ip SN7492
12 28
CD4016
56p I4DIL
49p SN76013N
780 SN7412 21p SN7493
CD4017 61.401-M747C
85p
LI 90
SN7413 5 1p SN7494
CD4018 11.01 LM748
61 p SN76023N
44p 5N7416 46p SN7495
CD4019 L1.51 BOIL
88p
II 91
41p SN7417 46p SN7496
CD4020 LI-56
I 4DIL
55p 5N7420 2Ip SN74100 LI 23 SN76033N
CD402 I LI -01 LM3900N
L2 50
CD4022 6163 LM7805P LI 319 SN7423 30p SN74107 33p
CD4023
10p LM78 I2P LI -39 SN7425 30p SN74118 99 TAA263 El 25
CD4024
79p LM7815P LI 395N7427 30p SN7411912 -0 TAA300 1267
CD4025
20p LM7824P LI .39 5N7430 2IpSN74121 39p TAA350A 62 48
40p
56p MC1303L LI 44SN7432 20 SN74112 54p TAA550
C D4027
910MC1310P 619I SN7437 43 5N74113 46p TAA611C 62'25
C 04028
SN7438 30 SN7414 I /lOp TAA621 L2 15
CD4029 LI -17 MCI330P
11
CD4030
SN74145 83 TAA661B LI 32
57p MC135 IP 97p SN7440
80 SN 74 150 LI
TBA641B L2 50
CD403 I L2.16 MC14553 6430 SN 744 I
C D4037
97p MC 1466L L4 59 SN7442 61 SN74151
85p TBA651
LI BO
CD4041
Illp MC I469R CI SN7446 96 SN74153 85p TBA800 LI 19
CD4049
411p
S
N7447
89
SN74154
LI
48
TBA810
LI .28
Shp NE555V
N74157 78p TBA820 LI-00

SEND FOR OUR NEW 168 PAGE CATALOGUE WITH 500
NEW LINES -ONLY 55p POST PAID OR 40p TO CALLERS.

2N696
2N697
2N699
2N706
2N708

16p 2N4058
55p2 N4062
I 2p,2 N492 I

21 p 2N4923

43p 2N5245
34p 2N5294
37p 2N5296
45p 2N5458

2N9 1 6
2N9 1 8

2N 1302
2N 1306

2N1308

27p 2N6027

60p 3NI28
2N2148 LI .652N140
2N2218A 47 3N141
2N2219A S2p3N200
2N2220

35p 40361
22

2N2221

2N2222
2N2369
2N2646
2N2905
2N2906
2N2907
2N2926G
2N3053
2N3054
2N3055

2N3773
2N3789
2N3819
2N3904

45p BC I58
80p BC l67
L1.00 8C168
85p BC169

L2 '60 BCI82
182L

411 BC I83
48p BC183L
30p BC184

25p 40406

25p40407
55p 40408

50p BC1134L
BC2 I 2

37 40409
28 40410
2.1

40411

13p40594
23p 40595

50p40636

55p BC2 I2L
L2 3 8C2131.

LI

65p 40673

29 AC126
15 AC127

2N3391

2N37 I 6
2N3771

36p BC 147
16p 13C149
29p BC 157

60p 21,15459

2N1711
2N2 I 02

2N3393
2N3440
2N3442
2N3638
2N3702
2N3703
2N3706
2N3708

20p AF239
18p AF279
60p AF2/30
70p AL102
29p BC107
35p BC109

LI

57 AC 128
ACI52
I

AC 153

17 AC I76

15p AC187K
14p AC I88K
14p ADI61

62 60A0162
LI 60 AFI06

a

£2.60 AF 1 15

36pAFI 16

2IpAFII8

88p BC237
I

EIC239

73p B0257
37p BC259

44p BC301
37p BC307
50p BC309
40p BC327
40P BC328

40 BCY70

45p BCY72
75p BDI21
75P 130124
65p BD 136

65p BDI37
65p BDI38

69p 130139

42p MPSAS6

36p 0C28
70p 0C42

74p BF 115

BOP BFII7

Sop

15 TIP29A

115013F154

LI

10p

6200
50p
62p
73p

36 TIP3 1 A

BF180

14 BFI81

15p BF 184

36- TIP32A
35- TIP34A

L1.20

I

I

L2 -SO

13

TIP35A
13- TIP36A

BF 196

11 BF 197
I

BFI 98
BF244

I

13E258

1I

14

13.35

70p
70p

TIP4 I A

15 TIP42A

35- TIP2955

11p BF259

49 TIP3055
49 TIS43

BFS98
BFR39
1 1 p BFR79

ZTX50 I

61.00

50p
30p

17 ZTX300
24 ZTX301

11
1

36- ZTX502

14p BFX29

lip BFX84

38

32 I N4I48
30. 1N5404
38 I N5408

16p BFY51

36 AA 119
I9P BFY52
14p BRY39
50 BA102
16p ME0412
20 BAI45
17p,ME4102
I-BA155
18p MI480
61.3 BB 103B

LI

45p M1481

111310413

11.3 BY I 26

20p MJ490

61

25p M1491
20P M12955

I9p MJE370

25P MJE371
2.4p MJE520
L2 00111E521
LS' 00111E2955
3 1 p MJE3055

BYZII
BYZI2

LI
91 0A47
LI
0A90
iI

90

LI.

54p MP8113
36p MPSA05
36p MPSA06
39p MPSA55

ISp
ISp
18p

1N914/916

41 1N4007

14p BFX85
14p BFX88
14p BFY50

15p

0A200
BY164

7p

lip
7p

18p

40p
14p

p
11p
1915p

2.0p

34p
27p
70p
70p
10p

6p
6p
8p
57p

85p
10A9I
ST2 disc
20p
45p 40669
II 00
29p
10p TIC44
65p
20p C106D
20 ORP 12
70p

PRICES CORRECT AT 19 NOVEMBER 1976, BUT PLEASE

ADO VAT. P. & P. 30p.

2. Become a

1. Understand

radio amate

electronics.

Learn how to become a radio -

Step by step, we take you through
all the fundamentals of electronics
and show you how easily the subject can be mastered using our
unique Lerna-Kit course.

amateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
forthe G.P.O. licence.

Build an oscilloscope.
(2) Read, draw and understand
circuit diagrams.
(3) Carry out over 40 experiments on basic electronic
circuits and see how
they work.

(1)

im No um on EN

31soNsEN EN NI el Et iff IN Ell

Illi

WAA

MI ill EN MI

Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH. NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME
ADDRESS
MI
4

mi MI MIR =I MI EN INN

Mil MN INN

NM NM ME IM1 INN

Block caps please I

=I

1111

MII NE NE NMI NM
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RETURN OF POST MAIL-ORDER SERVICE
BAKER MAJOR I2" 114.95 BAKER DISCO SPEAKERS

R.C.S. 100 watt MIXER AMPLIFIER
ALL VALVE CHASSIS

Post /1
30-14.500

12in.

c 5,

double

cone, woofer and tweeter cone
together with
BAKER
ceramic
magnet
aseembly
haying a flux density of

HIGH QUALITY -BRITISH MADE

2 x 12" CABINETS
for Disco or PA all fitted with carrying handle. and corners.
Black finish. Other cbinets in stock.
SAE For leaflet

14.000 eau.. and total fug

of 145,000 Maxwell..
Ban
resonance 40 c
rated 25
watt.. NOTE: 3 or 8 or

Four Inputs. Four way mixing, master volume, treble and
Sass controls. Suits .11 speakers. This profes.ional quality
amplifier cha.sis is suitable for all group., disco, P.A., where
high quality power is required. 6 speaker output.. A C main.
operated. Slave output. Produced by demand for a quality

valve amplifier. Send for detail.
Suitable carrying cabinet 114.

15 ohm. must be stated.

ELAC 9 -- Sin. HI-FI SPEAKER TYPE 59RM
This famous unit now available, 10 watt.. 8 ohm.

50 18,000
cps.

55

10 watt..
Post40p

10in round £5.50.

cps.
8

Bass resonance

ohm

impedance.

L445

TEAK VENEER HI-FI SPEAKER CABINETS

Robustly constructed to stand up to

R.M.S.
£55

"BIG SOUND"

power.

Carr. £3

Useful re.ponee
30-13.000
Bans resonance 55 cps.

GROUP "25"

cp..

-`-'

8 in..peaker

Carr. £4

Post 11

1 x 15

£20.95

GROUP "50,12"

R.C.S. ROSEWOOD
SPEAKERS
Size 12in.
9: in
So,,.
to
14.000 cps

BAKER ISO WATT

Re... 50
8 watts rms 3 or 8 or 16 ohms.
LI2 pair 11"

QUALITY
TRANSISTOR
MIXER/AMPLIFIER

CABINET
LOUDSPEAKER
WADDING 181n. wide. 20p It.

Professional amplifier u.ing advanced circuit design. Ideal
for disco, groups, P.A. or musical instruments. 4 input.

31In. dlarn. 18.000 C.P.S. 25 WATTS
8 inch woofer 15 watts 113 75.

I 2in 25 watts
A high quality loudipeaker.
It. remarkable low cone

E3.25

clear
encore.
reproduction of the deepest
bass. Fitted with a special
concentric
resonance

4 way mixing. Master treble, bass and volume controls. 3
speaker output sockets to Mit various combinations of

GOODMANS CONE TWEETER

I x 12" 100 WATT CABINET

"SUPERB HI -Fl"

Post 11.60

75p

-

Size 36' x 24 x IS OS 00. Carr. L5
Ideal for Disco, Ogran or PA work.
High quality.
Full range.

£24.95

15in 75 watt
8 or 15 ohms.

Poet

R.M.S.
£69

£13.95

12in 40 watt
3, 8 or 15 ohms.

GROUP "50'15"

Sin. or L7

WATT

Post £1

GROUP "35"

Illpstrated

For 13

100

El 1.95

12in 30 watt
3, 8 or 15 ohms.

12in 60 watt professional
model. 8 ohms or 15 ohms.
Post £1 60
With aluminium presence dome.

10In..peaker.

70

WATT

MODEL "A". 20
13
12in.
For 12 In. dia. or 113.50 Poet
MODEL "B".

Carr. £3

BAKER SPEAKERS

Dual cone plasticised roll sur-

round. Large ceramic magnet.

R.M.S.
£50

and instructions. Li 8.95

periods of electronic
A. used by leading group..

8" ELAC
HI-FI SPEAKER

c

state 3 or 8 or 15 ohms. Post £1 80

long

Price L3 25 Poet 400

30-17.000

with tweeter, crossover, baffle

Price L85 cam 12 50

ANOTHER R.C.S. BARGAIN !

kit,

Module

50

WATT

tweeter cone resulting in full

speakers. 4 to 16 ohm. Slave output. A.0 mains. Guaranteed.
Details S.A.E.150w SLAVE £80

with
reproduction
remarkable efficiency in the
iMPerregMer.

Latest 50 watt Model L49

FluzDensIty

£68 C"'

LI 00

range

25cp.
16.500 gauss
Useful response 20-17.000cps
Batt Resonance

100 WATT DISCO AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

8 or 15 ohms models.

SISTOR MONO MIXER. Add

MADE BY JENNINGS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
4 .pecker output.. vol treble, bass controls
CAN BE USED AS 100WATT SLAVE

£21.95 Post
11 80

Microphone, records, tape and
tuner with .eparale controls into

B.S.R. SINGLE PLAYER DECK

BARGAIN 4 CHANNEL TRAN-

musical highlight. and sound
effects to recording.. Will mix

,

.Ingle output. 9 volt £5.75
battery operated.

3 .peed. Plays all me records. Stereo Cartridge
Cueing. Ideal Disco Deck
Post 75p

STEREO VERSION OF ABOVE t7 50.

QUALITY LOUDSPEAKER

BARGAIN 3 WATT AMPLIFIER. 4 Transistor
13.95
Push -Pull Ready built with volume. treble and
bats control.. IS volt battery operated. Main. Supply 12 95.

ENCLOSURE

.

THE "INSTANT" BULK TAPE

ERASER A HEAD DEMAGNETISER.
suitable for cassettes, and all sizes of
tape reels. A.C. mains 200 240V.
Leaflet S.A.E.

14.25 Pg

WAFER
THIN

E52

HEATING ELEMENTS

OFFERING 1001 USES for every type of heating and
drying application. in the home, garage, greenhouse,
factory available in manufacturing quantitie.i. Approx.
sixe 101
8;
ri in. Operating voltage 200;250v. cc.
260 watts approx. Printed circuit element enclosed in

ashe.tos fitted with connecting wires. Completely flexible
providing safe Black beat. British -made for use in photocopiers and print drying equipment.

Ideal for home handymen and experimenter.. Suitable
for Heating Pads, Food Warmers, Convector Heaters, etc.
Must be clamped between two sheets of metal or asbestos,
etc., to make efficient clothes dryers, towel rails ideal for
airing cupboard.. Ideal for anti -frost device for the garage
preventing frozen radiators or acting as oil sump heater.
Use in greenhouse for seed raising and plant protection.

Invaluable aid for bird houses, incubators. etc.. etc. C.
be used in eerie. for lower heat. Or in parallel for higher
heat applications.

EI350

"AUDITORIUM"
I2in. 35 watts
A full range reproducer for
high power. Electric Guitar.,

Teak veneered tin thick wood cabinet.
Size 181in
18Iin
filin. Weight

This cabinet features a wide
mesh Silver Grill covering separate
compartment for mounting Tweeter.
or Mid -Range Horn. The fully sealed
bass compartment is cut out for
6 tin. Woofer £595. Rosewood Version £89S. Carr. £180.
Baffle could be cut for larger speaker.
231b.

P.W. SOUND TO LIGHT DISPLAY
Complete kit of parts with R.C.S. printed circuit. Three
channels. 600 to 1.000 watts each.

As featured in Practical Wireless.

Price E 12.50

Cabinet extra £3.

public address, multi -speaker
systems,
electric
organs.
Ideal for HI-Fi and
Discotheque..
Bass Resonance

35cp.
15.000 gauss
Useful response 25-18,000cps
8 or 15 ohms models.

Flux Density

£20.95

Post
£1 60

"AUDITORIUM"

8 inch PHILIPS LOUDSPEAKER

15in. 45 watts

4 ohm. 4 watt. ceramic magnet

A high wattage loudspeaker
of exceptional quality with a
level
response
to
bove

General purpose replacement unit.

LI .95

MAINS TRANSFORMERS '5°0'
6 VOLT
AMP. £1.00
3 AMP. £1.40
12 VOLT
300 MA. £1.00
750 MA. 51 .30
30 VOLT SAMP. AND 34 VOLT 2AMP C.T. £3.45
20 VOLT AMP. £1.75 1 AMP. 12.00 3 AMP. £2.20

20-0-20 VOLT lAMP. £2
30 VOLT 11 AMP. £1.75
40 VOLT 2 AMP. £2 95. 0-20-40-80 VOLT 1 AMP. £3 50

E.M.I. TAPE MOTOR

4 pole, 240 v. Size 31
1200 rpm. Spindle .11n.
meter. 75v version D.

dia-

ONLY 40p EACH (FOUR FOR C150)

E.M.I. GRAM MOTOR

ALL POST PAID

2 -pole. Size 2;

Discounts for quantity.

Carr. £1

240V a.c. 2.400 rpm

21in.

Collar° Ulm motor 120v. 75p.

LI 85

8,000 cps.

Ideal for Public

Address. Discotheques. Electronic instruments nd the
home Hi -Ft.
Bass Resonance

3Scps

Flux Density
15,000 gauss
U.elul response 20-14,000cp.
8 or 15 obme model..

L24.95 Post
El 60

Post 45p

Loudspeaker Cabinet Wadding 18in wide. 20p per It.

11 .25
Post 35p

Hi-Fi Enclosure Manual containing plans, designs.
crossover data and cubic tables, 88p

ROAD, CROYDON
RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS Open 9-6 WHITEHORSE
Wed. 9-I Sat. 9-5 (Closed for lunch 1.15-2.30)
337

Minimum poet 30p.

Components Lists 10p.
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Cash price includes VAT

Access & Barclay cards welcome.

Rail Slhurst.

Tel. 01-684 1665
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Incredible Value in Precision Test Meters
AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED STOCKISTS. WRITE OR PHONE FOR LIST
SUPER TESTER
MICROTEST 80-I.C.E 20,000 Ohms Volt 40 RANGES

680R-I.C.E.

20,000 Ohms/Volt, (d.c.) 4,000 Ohms/Volt (a.c.) 2% accuracy. V d.c. 100mV to
1 kV (6 Ranges). I d.c. 50/eA to 5A (6 Ranges). V a.c. 1 -5V to 1 kV (5 Ranges) I a.c.
Ohms ,,10,
25014A to 2.5A (5 Ranges). Resistance, Low Ohms, Ohms
Ohms 100. Output Level Measurements 1 5V to 1000V (5 Ranges)

20,000 Ohms/Volt 80 RANGES
20,000 Ohms/Volt 1% d.c. 4,000 Ohms/Volt a.c. 2%
V d.c. 100mV to 2kV (13 ranges). V a.c. 2V to 2kV
(11 Ranges). I d.c. 50(LA to 10A (12 Ranges). I a.c.
250µA to 5A (10 Ranges). Resistance Ohms., 1, x

+ 6dB to + 62dB (5 Ranges). Capacitance 2514F to 25,000 ,t4F (4
Ranges). 1000 times overload protection (on Resistance ranges).
Meter movement diode protection. Size (without case) 90
70x 18mm. Automatic zero, non -parallax mirror scale. Unbreakable carrying case and probes supplied. Full After
Sales Service available. Price £15.66 inc. VAT

100,

10,000 and Low Ohms. Reactance

rxF (4 Ranges using Internal 3 Volt battery). 1000
times overload protection on Resistance ranges
and meter movement diode protection. 10 Measure95 x
ment Functions and 80 Ranges. Size 128
32mm. Non -parallax mirror scale. Unbreakable

The I.C.E. Measurement System includes

a comprehensive range of accessories: shunts, transformers, specialised probes, transistor -tester etc.

case supplied which contains probes,
mains lead, crocodile clips and shorting link.
carrying

I.C.E. High -Voltage d.c. Probe, Model 18.

Input Impedance: 500M Ohm, nominal (Other
values available to order). The Model 18 d.c.
Probe consists of a highly insulated moulded
a

1000,

Detector 0-10M Ohms. Frey. Measurement 0-5000 Hz
(2 Ranges). Output Level 10-2000V (9 Ranges).
Decibels -24-+70dB (10 Ranges). Capacitance
0-500,000 pF (2 Ranges using mains supply) 0-20,000

Price £24.30 inc. VAT

plastic body, fitted with a hand guard -ring,
containing a stable, precision 500M
Ohm resistor, which may be used to
tyh e
voltageue measuring
d .acn.
multi -meters
of
or electronic voltmeters, to a maximum

) extendpabi

value of 25kV. The probe is fitted with

a prod -tip for connection to the voltage
source to be measured and a connecting
lead terminating in a 2mm plug for inser-

tion into the measuring instrument's d.c.
voltage input socket. (4mm plug available to
order). £6.42 inc. VAT

Sole Importers
and Distributors

Electronic Brokers Ltd

49-53 Pancras Rd., London NWI 2QB. Tel: 01-837 7781

A Happy
Christmas

to all our

Of course, by 'Santas' I mean Dads, Grand -dads and Uncles
who, at this time of the year, are often desperate for inspiration!
Well, if your son, grandson or nephew is keen on electronics
may I make a suggestion? Buy a Home Radio Catalogue. In it
you will find dozens of wonderful presents. When you give him
the present you have chosen you can double his pleasure by
giving him the catalogue as well!

readers

This is the one catalogue every electronic enthusiast must have. rPle*s wile Four 1,44~ ow/ Adlohe.s
Ifs 200 pages are crammed with over 5,000 items, well over 1,0001 NAME
of them illustrated. It's a present that will last for years, because I
it can de updated with new price lists, supplied free on request. ADDRESS .
With every catalogue comes a free bargain list-another worth- 1
while bonus. At the price of £1 plus 40p for postage and packing

01or A capfals

it's certainly wonderful value; so send off the coupon with a
LTO
cheque or P.O. for £1 40 ... and become the Santa of the year! I HOME RADIO (Components)
laitana..,
231.240 London Road

. Dept. EE
S, -"e, 094 31.00

(Rego No
Loodoo 912966

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD. Dept. EE., 234 -240 London Road. Mttcham,CR4 3H0 Phone 01-648 8422
6
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Bring 'scope/to your interest.
'There's only one way
to master electronics...
to see what is going
on and learn by doing.
This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You learn the practical way in easy steps
mastering all the essentials of your hobby or to
further your career in electronics or as a selfemployed electronics engineer.

All the training can be carried out in the
comfort of your own home and at your own
pace. A tutor is available to whom you can
write, at any time, for advice or help during
your work. A Certificate is given at the end of
every course.

T
1 Build an oscilloscope.
As the first stage of your training, you
actually build your own Cathode ray
oscilloscope! This is no toy, but a test
instrument that you will need not only
for the course's practical experiments, but
also later if you decide to develop your
knowledge and enter the profes-sion. It
remains your property and represents a
very large saving over buying a similar
piece of essential equipment.

Read,draw and
understand circuit
diagrams.
In a short time you will be able to
read and draw circuit diagrams, understand the very fundamentals of television,
radio, computors and countless other
electronic devices and their servicing
procedures.

All students enrolling in our
courses receive a free circuit

nCarry out over 40

w experiments on basic
circuits.
We show you how to conduct
experiments on a wide variety of different
circuits and turn the information gained
into a working knowledge of testing,
servicing and maintaining all types of
electronic equipment, radio, t.v. etc.

To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new, exciting and absorbing
wayjust clip the coupon for a free colour brochure and full details'of enrolment.

board originating from a
!Write to:- British National Radio & Electronics School,
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
Computer and containing
rreny different components
:NAME
that can be used in experiments and provide an
excellent example of current 'ADDRESS
,electronic practice.

EEB
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JOINTS AND JOINTS

There is one immediate way to judge the
quality of a constructor. Look at his or her
joints-the soldered variety. They will speak

volumes. But it is not only the external appearance-though this is important. The lustreless,
messy and untidy kind of joint is likely to be

unsound and unsatisfactory the whole way

through-and that's just where it really counts.
No one should be frightened of soldering.
Like most things, it requires knack, yet this can
be easily acquired by a little patient practice.
Soldering techniques have changed of course
with the reduction of size of components. And

Incidentally, this Multi -Tester has been designed around components specified for the

Teach -In 76 experiments. So followers of that
series will have already in their possession the
majority of parts needed. These items can now
find a permanent and most worthy home in this
useful instrument.
Other readers will have no difficulty in obtaining all required components from retailers
advertising in Everyday Electronics. By the way,
please do mention this magazine when ordering
from our advertisers. This helps them, it helps
you, and it helps us.
HOME AND DRY
Someone's wife, or mum, is going to be
Just

days of yore.

So those returning to the subject after some

years absence as well as those approaching

in need of guidance and advice on the art of
soldering. A special illustrated feature awaits
them within our pages this month.
If an iron has yet to be acquired our Special
Offer for a soldering kit will meet this requirement perfectly.
MADE TO MEASURE

THEORY....

multi -tester, as we fully explain in this issue.

rather more adroitness is demanded than in

electronics for the first time will find themselves

PROJECTS.

what the doctor ordered for those machines
without a built-in humidity sensor/controller.
(But not a project for beginners-see article.)
Another Special Request and another example
of how EE helps you keep up with the times.

And talking of times, right now it is opportune to send greetings to all our readers, from
all of us at EE. Happy Christmas and may it be
a brighter and more cheerful New Year.

If a soldering iron is number one item, a
multimeter is a hot contender for second place
amongst those essential items to be purchased
when taking up constructing. You can't make
your own soldering iron, but you scan make a
Our February issue will be published on Friday, January 21
See page 35 for details.

ASSISTANT EDITOR M. Kenward

EDITOR F. E. Bennett

ART EDITOR J. D. Pountney

TECHNICAL EDITOR B. W. Terrell B.Sc.

P. A. Loates

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER D. W. B. Tilleard
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...SIMPLY EXPLAINED
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
TUMBLE DRYER CONTROLLER Turns off the dryer at preset dryness level by A. J. Bassett
PHOTOCUBE RECEIVER A m.w./1.w. receiver in an unusual case by F. G. Royer
MULTI -TESTER Versatile test instrument by A. P. Stephenson
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with my newsagent.
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dryers have in recent

enclosed in a suitable earthed

popularity as a washday aid in
the home, but in many homes
there is a tendency to allow the

mounted out of reach.
If any constructor is in doubt
about any of the above points we
would suggest that he leaves this
design well alone and chooses
instead the Audible Warning Device which is battery powered,
more simple, cheaper and which

TUMBLE

years been steadily gaining in

machine

to

continue

working

after the clothes are dry enough.

A reader has suggested a
"humidity -sniffer" to be placed

near to the outlet of the dryer, to
sound an audible warning when

relative humidity of the
effluent air falls to a predetermined level.
The author has taken this
interesting suggestion a stage

housing

and

permanently

according to Fig. 1. It employs a
piece of printed circuit board for
mounting the sensor paper, with

graphite conducting paint used

to make the connections between
copper and
corrosion.

sensor,

to

avoid

will be published shortly.

the

further with a design which will

switch the tumble -dryer off when
the effluent air becomes dry
enough. By this prompt and direct

action the device will save even
more electricity than the "audible
warning" version, which calls for
a human response in order to be
effective.

The prototype is furnished with

SENSOR

The sensor consists of a piece

THE VERY IDEA

of thin blotting paper or tissue
paper soaked in sea water or a
3 per cent (approx.) solution of

The idea for a Tumble
Dryer Controller was pro-

sea salt in distilled water or rain-

posed by Mr. C. P. Kidger
of Wigan who receives our

water.

special award.

The sensor may be constructed

Fig.

I.

construction
mounting.

Sensor

and

COPPER
PAD

a level control to allow adjust-

ment of the humidity level at

which switching off takes place,
and by pressing a button the controller can be over -ridden for a
short period to enable the tumble
dryer to re -start.

The design for the controller

described here employs mains and

the mains neutral appears on the
sensor, which must be placed in

the air outlet of the machine.
Therefore not only is it important

that the unit

is correctly constructed and earthed but it is also
very important that the sensor is
10

EARTHED METAL
BOX
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The special paint is made by

measuring circuit would cause
problems due to polarisation
effects.

mixing 1 part varnish, 2 parts
thinners with powdered graphite

FOR

GUIDANCE
ONLY

taken, if necessary, from a very
soft pencil. This forms a thin
paste which when dried is a con-

To overcome this problem the

sensor is placed in a potential

divider (R2, R3) which is placed
across an a.c. voltage derived

ductor.

ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS *

When this type of humidity

from the mains via Cl (Fig. 2).
With variation in the resistance
of the sensor the voltage across
it will vary-rising as the sensor

the electrical resistance of the

this voltage is
rectified, smoothed and its level is

CIRCUIT

excluding VAT.

dries out-and

sensor is used we are measuring

£12.00

then sensed by TR1 to TR4 and

electrolyte (salt water), and a d.c.

excluding cases

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the Tumble Dryer Control.

[C,LI/OF

10-0 ,

Sin

1

BY127
O4R

TR2

Cl 0.1pF

BCd 78

001pF

e
TR7
RS

BC461

1840
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)000,JF
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4.74//2

LPi

L

2113V

A.C.MAINS
VIA 13A
FUSED
PLUG

CE
BC 108
9
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Rd

R5

4711
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F1C108
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SC500
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IN4118
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TR5
BC/178

IN4148
N

Sib
E

RI7
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Pl1
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R20
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T

9

0709
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Fig. 3. Layout and wiring of the main
circuit board.

X BOARD B

*0000

via TR6 and TR7. The triac

supplies mains voltage to SK2
and hence the dryer. Potentiometer VRI sets the turn off level.

Y BOARD B

O

0-0
10

e

0

zero
components.

Another board of the same size
(Fig. 4) carries the Zener diodes,
together with the components of
the timer circuit.
The

component

boards

are

mounted in an aluminium box
150 x 100 x 50mm (Fig. 5) by

means of 6BA nuts and bolts and
insulating tubular spacers to prevent the circuit from coming into

contact with the case. Resistors

RI, 2, 3, 10, diode Dl and capacitors C2 and C4 are mounted on an
insulating tagstrip and the triac is
mounted, by using mica washers
and silicon heat -transfer grease,
on a piece of 3mm thick
aluminium angle extrusion 50mm

x 25mm x 50mm long. This is

bolted onto the case, using more

silicon grease to further assist
cooling. Capacitors Cl, C3 are
mounted firmly in Terry dips
from which they are insulated by
a plastic sleeve or p.v.c. tape.
12

O

0 000000
C) o

cp

gm

0
ci

0ci

0

0
0

0

0

cl
0
0
00
000000000000000000

Components

ssi

is

IA)

Resistors
RI
R2
R3

CONSTRUCTION

Also on the board are

D0 0

00

R6
R7
R8
R9

voltage - switching

000

TO TRIAC
GATE
(CSR1)

R6

RI

0 r)

R4
R5

resistance of the sensor.

b

0 0 00 0 000 0

sistance with the moist air output.

95 x 41mm (Fig. 3) carries the
components which monitor the

D3

WIRE LINK (INSULATED)

The timing section of the circuit
comprising TR8 to TRIO and
associated components is fed with
a stabilised voltage derived by D7

A piece of 0.15 inch Veroboard

TR1

BOARD A

lems.

the controller to start the dryer
and thus reduce the sensor re-

0 rp
C5

C3/54

when the mains voltage is at or
near zero, thus preventing r.f.
radiation and interference prob-

sensor. If this were not included
it would be necessary to override

TO R10 ON
TAGSTRIP

R5

TO Cl

zero voltage switch, which makes
sure triggering of the triac occurs

for a period of about 1 minute
up to about 5 minutes before
coming under the control of the

TR3
R7

TO R5

The circuitry comprising TR5
and associated components is a

and D8 and this circuit provides
three time intervals which override the sensor circuit and hold
the triac on for the set time. This
allows the dryer to be turned on

V)

R9

TR2

O

used to prevent drive to a triac,
when a certain point is reached,

00

o

IOW IOW wirewound
!Mil
metal oxide

NCI f 250V
IOW
IOW
18kfl

IOW

IRO

2201(0 }metal oxide
220kf2

RI2

18kfl

4.741

R15
R16

10012

R19

47f2

R20
R2I
R22

4711

18kfl

2200
R17 10Mil
R18 470

4712

RIO
RI I

RI3
RI4

250V

O. 1pF 300V a.c.

C3
C4

1000pF elect. 24V
1pF C280

0.0IpF 300V a.c.

Semiconductors
TRI BC108 silicon npn
TR2 BC478 silicon pnp
TR3, 4 BC108 silicon npn
TR5 BC478 silicon pnp
TR6 BC108 silicon npn
TR7 BC46 I silicon pnp
TR8 BC478 silicon pnp

Tali(

IMO

page 43

221(0

IOW
All PN ± 10% except where stated
R23

Capacitors
CI
C2

Shoe

C5
C6

10pF elect. I6V
4.7pF tantalum 35V

C7

10pF tantalum 35V
47pF tantalum 16V

C8

BC108 silicon npn ,
TRIO BC478 silicon pnp
CSRI 2N5574 or SC5OD triac with mounting kit
DI BY127
D2 to D6 1N4148 (5 off)
TR9

D7 BZX85-3V3 or any I W 3.3V Zener diode
D8 BZX61-I2V or any I W 12V Zener diode
D9 to DII 1N4148 (3 off)

Miscellaneous

mains neon indicator with built-in resistors
d.p.s.t. IS amp mains switch
VRI 100kf2 carbon lin. potentiometer
SKI miniature 3 pin mains connector with chassis mounted socket.
LPI
SI

13A mains flush mounting socket
52 to 54 push to make release to break mains push buttons
XI materials for sensor, copper clad p.c. board approx. 30 x 25mm, materials
SK2

for conducting paint (see text), tissue or blotting paper and sea water or
sea salt and distilled water.

Veroboard 92 x 38mm, 0-15 inch matrix' (2 off). Mounting bracket for
CSRI, two capacitor clips, connecting wire insulated knob mains lead for
mains connection and connection of sensor. Case, 6BA fixings.
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Tumble

ryer
CONTROLLER

10 -WAY
TAGSTRIP

GOOD
CONTACT

WITH CASE

Fig. 5. Layout and wiring of the complete system.
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Drill and cut the aluminium
box to accommodate the 13A
socket SKI, the sensor socket

SK2, humidity control VR1, on/
off switch Sl, the neon indicator,
the three push -buttons S2, 3, 4,
and the internal component
mountings. Before fitting the 13A
socket, connect to L, N, E using
13A single cable flex, as it is
usually awkward to wire after
fitting. Fit the 13A socket, then

3A mains cable using a

p.v.c.

securely by means of

cable

grommet, and clamping the cable
a

clamp.
Fit the other external com-

ponents, then mount the triac on
the aluminium angle, taking care
that there are no rough edges to
damage the insulating washers,
and that the triac stud, case and
fixing nut cannot short-circuit to
the aluminium. Electrical connec-

tion to the triac stud is by a

large solder tag fitted on the stud.
Bolt the aluminium angle
firmly into place inside the box,
and fit the two Veroboard panels,
and the tagstrips and other
internal components. Wire up
according to Fig. 3. The sensor

0000 0000
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0
0
0
0
0

o

00

00

R17

+
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+
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0000000000
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00000000o000000ooo
Fig. 4. Layout and wiring of the timer board.

sensor is not connected until

ance of VR1 and R5 necessary to
cause reliable extinguishing of
the lamp. Repace R5 with a

preliminary tests have been com-

resistor of this value or slightly

pleted.

more, and re -connect.

Make up a connecting lead to
fit the sensor input socket, using

socket is wired up although the

X BOARD A

C3+

adjusting VR2

By

a

point

should be found at which the
lamp goes out. But by altering
VR1 this point will be varied.
Confirm that at all the settings
of VR1, the lamp can be ex-

Check all circuitry and wiring
being especially careful to ensure
that the earth wire is securely
connected to the metal case, and
to the 13A socket arid sensor

thin mains, 3 -core wire, but before

tinguished by adjusting VR2, and
this being so, unplug the unit and

fitting sensor to the other end of
the lead, fit instead a one megohm variable resistor VR2.

replace VR2 with the humidity
sensor. The sensor should be
mounted in an aluminium con-

Set VR2 to minimum resist-

tainer, which must be earthed for

TESTING

safety. Small holes drilled over
the sensor face will allow it to

When you are sure that it has
been wired and built correctly,

ance. Remember when adjusting
this potentiometer that one
terminal of it is connected to
mains neutral, so it should not be

seconds for C3 to charge up to

potentiometer should be earthed
for safety.
Using an insulated screwdriver,
momentarily short the collector
(case) of TR9 to the nearby

necessary to use several applications of salt solution to the paper,
drying it out between one application and the next before the best
response is obtained. Unplug the
sensor when applying salt solution or making any other adjustments, for safety reasons.

socket.

test the unit, first of all by
plugging an electric lamp into the
socket using a 3 amp fuse in the
plug. Switch on and allow a few
working voltage. Set

VR1

to

maximum resistance and press
the short time button S2. The

lamp should light and stay on for
nearly a minute, then extinguish.
Pressing the other buttons S3,

S4 should give a longer period
(up to 5 minutes) before the

touched, and the body of the

neutral pin on the Veroboard.

The lamp should light and remain
lit. (If it does not remain lit, VR2
is probably not at minimum).

sense the humidity level.
The unit should now be ready

for action, although it may be

4.

lamp goes out.
Set VR1 to minimum resistance
and once again press S2. The
lamp should still come on, and go
out after about 1 minute. If it
does not go out, gradually adjust
VR1 until the light goes out, then
unplug the unit from the mains.
Disconnect one wire from VR1
and measure the combined resist 14
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THis receiver utilises one of the

transparent "snap box"

or

photo cubical boxes as a case, and

the sides and back can be left

shorts out L2 for m.w. reception.
For 1.w. reception, Ll and L2 are
in series.

from Y to Y. Reception should
be as before, but at considerably
higher volume - probably too

simplification can be obtained, if
wished, by omitting L2 and con-

maximum.

For m.w. tuning only, a little

clear, or filled in with 90 X 90mm
photographs in the way originally
intended. Apart from being a

nections to Si. The free end of
Ll is then taken directly to the
frame of VC1; L2 and connec-

novelty in this way, it will provery good loudspeaker
reception, or allow personal
vide

tions to S1 can be provided at any
later date.

listening by plugging a personal
earpiece or headphones into the

An initial test that this part of

the circuit is working can be

socket fitted.
The receiver is straightforward

made by connecting medium or
high impedance phones to points
X -X. Only the tuned circuit, Cl,

and employs one integrated cir-

cuit and four transistors. As there
are no alignment or other
adjustments to be made, and
headphones can be operated
from the i.c alone, or i.c. and one
transistor, it is ideal for a
beginner. The circuit can also be
tested initially before adding long
wave coverage, and this extra
waveband can be included at any
stage wished.

C2, C3 and C4, RI, R2, R3 and R4

need have been wired, with ICI.
If all is in order, this will give
moderate headphone volume re-

ception of those m.w. stations

which are strongly received in
the area, plus the BBC transmission on 1500m, if L2 is provided and the receiver is within
the coverage of this long wave
station.

Resistors R3 and R4 are

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

a

potential divider, providing about

The integrated circuit is designated IC1, Fig. 1. It has only
three leads, and is particularly
intended for receivers of this and
similar types. It provides radio
frequency amplification, detection, and automatic volume control. Input is from the tuned
circuit inductors Ll/L2, and audio
output (lead 1) is sufficient to
operate headphones.
The medium wave winding of

1.3V for IC1. It would be pos-

loud for comfort with VR1 at
Should

a

personal

headphone receiver be wanted,
leads can be taken from Y -Y to
the jack socket, and the remaining stages can be omitted.
DRIVER AND OUTPUT

Transistor TR2 is the driver,

and TR3/TR4 the complementary
output pair. Direct coupling is

used and d.c. feedback from the
emitter circuits of TR3/TR4 to
the base of TR2 stabilise working
conditions.

FOR

*

GUIDANCE
ONLY

ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS

excluding VAT.

sible to take R2 directly to a 1.5V

dry cell, instead of using the 9V
battery, but this is scarcely worth
while in the present receiver.
AUDIO AMPLIFIER

Transistor TR1 is the first audio

amplifier, and VR1 the volume
control; C6 and R6 are to de -

£10.00
excluding case
This particular circuit requires
few components, has a low current consumption, yet can provide ample volume for this kind

these windings have high Q, or

couple the collector supply to this
stage. Audio signals are normally
from C7 to the output pair driver
stage TR2.

well with a wide range of output
loads. The speaker may be 35 to

Litz wound. Switch section Si

checked by connecting the phones

personal earpieces of 30 ohms or

the ferrite rod aerial is Ll, and

L2 is the long wave winding. Both

The operation of TR1 can be

provide high efficiency, Ll being

mrC
EG
By F. G. RAYER

A mw/lw receiver that can be built and tested in
easy stages making it ideal for the less experienced
constructor.
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of receiver,

and also operates

80 ohms, the latter being used
here, and most headphones or

R3

3.9k12
4-

C3 6. elp F

Inn

C0

220pF

58011
R2

d 70f2

RI /00kI2

TR2
BC1.19

VC1 208pF
2

1c1
Z

414

---

Cs

8pF

VR1

Skil
R9 270k12

'cz0 'pF
RB

220k.0

C8

4700pF

Imwl
OFF-

I

iLwi

Fig. I. The circuit diagram of the Photocube Receiver.

more (but not crystal earpieces)
will be satisfactory.

If the receiver has been tested
with phones as described, it is
only necessary to add R8 to R13,
C8, C9 and C10, with TR2, TR3

and TR4, and the speaker, to

complete the receiver.
The output jack is connected so

that when a plug is inserted the
circuit to the speaker is broken.
The shape and construction of

jack sockets varies considerably,

but it is usually possible to see
which tags to use. If not, test with

a meter to see that the circuit is

moderate speed, to avoid cracking the plastic material, or melting it so that it clogs the cutting
edge.

Tuning capacitor VC1 is centrally placed, about 30mm down
from the inside edge of the
"panel". With VC1 located as in
Fig.

3, mark and drill for the

Alternatively,

one.

Drills should be sharp, and used
with relatively light pressure, at
16

in

diametre, was used for the

washers

spindle projects enough for the

is constructed wholly in

is then drilled. A grille of 21 holes
at 12mm centres, each about 5mm

they do not project through the
front plate and foul the moving

never be wanted, wire the speaker
directly from C9 positive, to
battery positive.

The box consists of two Ushaped sections, and the receiver

matching holes for 6BA bolts in
the bottom of the case, also supporting the material as described.
The front (taking the speaker)

the tapped holes of the capacitor.
Countersunk headed bolts are
most suitable here. They must be
short, or cut down or filed, so that
plates.

CASE PREPARATION

the work table or bench. Drill

three 4BA bolts which run into

from A to B with no plug in, and
from A to C (via the phones) with

a plug inserted. If phones will

panel on a piece of wood, or on

can be put between the panel
and

capacitor,

provided

the

tuning knob to fit properly.

Two 10mm holes are needed

for VR1 and the switch. If neces-

sary, smaller holes can be carefully enlarged with a reamer or

file. Also drill holes for two 6BA
bolts, which will secure small
angle brackets, Fig. 3.
It is essential to support the

panel by resting the back of the
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speaker. The front was backed

The circuit board can be wired

and then fitted in position, or

by a piece of 2nun paxolin, 90 X
90mm, and with matching holes,
to which the speaker was
cemented. Three 6BA bolts and
the jack outlet secure the paxolin

components can be inserted and
wired to the fitted board, as the
board "underside" is fully accessible.

Black is used for the negative
battery line, to S2. Red is for

in position.

When drilling is finished the
case can be dusted, and the parts
fitted. A piece of thin tinted card
90 X 90mm is cut to fit under the

panel. A scale marked 0-10

BOARD WIRING

Both sides of the board are
shown in Fig. 2, and the layout is
arranged so that no connections
cross each other. In most places
the wire ends of components will
be long enough to reach, but for
the negative line in particular,

is

drawn on this for tuning, and the
volume control is marked, and
also the switch, for m.w., off, and
1.w. positions.

22s.w.g. or similar wire is needed.
The electrolytic capacitors have

CIRCUIT BOARD
The circuit board is 90mm high,

so that it will fit correctly, and

85mm wide (to clear the paxolin
mentioned). It is secured to the
small angle brackets at both the
top and bottom, and also serves

board. If connections are run

the box.

A strip of similar material
about 16mm wide is cut and fixed
at the other side of the case,
again with top and
brackets. The ferrite

bottom
rod is

secured to this strip, with glued
thread

passed

through

Components
Resistors
RI
1001d2

4700
3.9 kfl

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

small

RI

1

68051

and

are

taken

down

through the holes shown. These
joints in particular should not be

0-1µF

C8
C9

4700pF

case cannot be fitted together).

a notch or groove in it all round,

end sharply with a metal tool.
Thread and adhesive holds the

rod to the strip. It is shown out
of position in Fig. 3

so that

switch connections can be seen.

but -will

of

course

modify the actual tuning ranges.

Coil LI has a small coupling

0. li.aF

or any variable of approx. 208pFsee text.

winding, not required here, which

can be unwound. Coil L2 has a

tapping, also not needed, and this
can be wound round the tube and
secured with a little adhesive.

Place L2 so that its turns are

SEE

glIO1'

Semiconductors
ICI ZN4 I 4 integrated circuit
TR I BC109 silicon npn
TR2 BCI49 silicon npn
TR3 ACI41 silicon npn
TR4 ACI42 silicon pnp

TALK

page 43

in the same direction as those of
LI. Each winding is pushed about
6 to 8mm on from the end of the
rod (similar to Fig. 3). As movement of the windings will change

the tuning position of stations,
they are glued in place.
BATTERY ETC.

Miscellaneous

aerial.

90 mm photocube box
80f2 60mm or similar speaker

SKI 3.5mm jack socket (switched)
BI
PP6 battery, with connector
40mm knob; two small knobs. Veroboard, 0.15 inch matrix plain,
90 x 85mm 4BA and 6BA fixings etc.
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that if the rod is too long the

efficiency,

13/.4F elect. 4V

47µF elect. 10V

All ±5% * watt carbon

LSI

The 125mm ferrite rod has to
be reduced to a length of about
85mm (some variation from this
length is not important, except

L1/L2 are intended to be tuned
by 208pF. So the rear section is
unused. Fitting a capacitor of
different value will not change

VRI Skil log. pot

L I /L2 Denco MW/LW FR5 ferrite
SI
2 -pole 3 -way rotary switch.

FERRITE ROD

section of 208pF, and rear section
of 176pF. This type is used
because it is easily available, and

320µF elect. 6.4V
CIO 220pF elect. 10V
VCI Jackson 00, 208/176pF (208pF only used)

2.20

Connections to VR1 are as shown.

The tuning capacitor is a 2 gang component, having a front

6.4/.4F elect. 4V

R I 2 2.251
RI3

so that they cannot touch each

C4
C5
C6
C7

220kfl

dered to one of the tags of the
frame of the tuning capacitor.

then holding it securely at this
point and tapping the unwanted

C3

8 21d1

speaker or output jack socket. A
green lead from Cl and RI passes through the board and is sol-

semiconductors can be identified
from Fig. 2. The wires are spread

C2 OIF

2.2kfl

battery positive line run to the

The rod can be shortened by filing

Leads for IC1 and the other

Capacitors
CI
0.01/.4F

2.2Mfl

battery positive, from R3. Yellow
leads from C9 positive and

here.

14

68052

270k52
R 1 0 47f1

approximately as indicated, insulated sleeving is not necessary

other,

holes.
.3°
911

polarity marked, and must be put
so that leads come as shown.
Bend resistor and capacitor leads

over, cut them as required, and
solder on the underside of the

to brace the top and bottom of

subjected to prolonged and un=

necessary heating when soldering
them.
Thin flexible flying leads are
provided for external connections.
These may be colour coded.

A PP6 9 volt battery is most

suitable. Take care that the snap
connectors are soldered to the

receiver leads for correct polarity.
The tuning capacitor has
threaded holes, one of which can
take a 4BA bolt to secure the two
parts of the box together. It
17

X

X

0

.41111)R7

O
O

R8

041.111.
TR2

O
O

C8

R90

0-111/1-0 0
RIO
e

b

0-1111}* 0

SPEAKER

0
R12

GH1111-0
R1I

0
0
0

0
0

C9

00000000

ICI

Fig. 2. Layout and wiring of the circuit board.

TR3 i TR4

TR2
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/
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VC1

II
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0p
Sib

CP. ,
VR1
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COMPONENT

7 ////

BATTERY

A

'

Aff

'

Sib
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\

Fig. 3. Connection of the board to the remaining components
18
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should not penetrate beyond the
thickness of the capacitor frame.
Occasionally it may be worth
while turning the receiver so that
the aerial provides best reception
or freedom from interference.

ing continuity. Switch Sla is
closed in the medium wave

NOTE ON COMPONENTS

vice and cut off so that 10mm of
spindle remains for the knob.
As usual, electrolytic capacitors
can be of higher voltage rating.

The 2 -pole 3 -way switch may be
a 6 -way item
with a stop which can be

manufactured as

adjusted when the bush nut is

removed. Place this for three

ways only. If there is any doubt
about the tags to use, test with

a meter or similar means of show-

position only; Slb is closed except

for the central off position.
The

switch

and

length

of the

bath.

will

the free end of the spindle in a

There is a fair amount of free
space, if some components are
larger than the original items;
C6 could be 50/1F; C3 need not

be 6.411F, as 4/IF to 10/AF is
suitable; C5 can be 2,4F to 13,1F. r(

Physics
is FUN!
Radio Resonance
Resonance is the acoustic or electrical parallel to reverberation. Let me
explain. If we set a swing in motion it
will swing to and fro until friction
brings it to a halt. Similarly, in
certain circumstances electricity may
-for the sake of simplicity-be
thought of as surging backwards and
forwards in a circuit rather like bath
water sloshing up and down the

VR1

normally have long spindles. Grip

By DERRICK DAINES

Try moving the coils away from each
other. Now unwrap a few turns from

one of the coils and it will be found
lamp will go out,

that the neon

necessitating an adjustment of C2
to get it to glow again.
There are a lot of important lessons

to be learned from this apparently
meaningless experiment.

First, both

electrodes of the neon lamp glow,
clearly

indicating

that

alternating

current flows through it. If we dis-

Similar effects
are observable with radio waves.

connect CI, this phenomenon ceases,

Take the spark equipment of last

month, see Fig. I. Wind two coils
LI and L2, each of about 35 turns of

the a.c. of the last circuit is induced by
a.c. of the second; and secondly, that
the capacitor Cl is vital to this process.

round the hand giving a flat coil some
80 to 90mm diameter. Hold the coils

a circuit, resonance is set up between

any thin insulated wire wound flat
with Sellotape. Capacitor CI should

be of paper or polystyrene, about
500pF; C2 is also 500pF, but a variable

tuning capacitor. Make up the circuit
as shown and we are ready to go.

Switch on the battery and obtain a
spark across the gap, then shield it

with a tin to prevent radio interference
as mentioned last month. Lay coil LI

on top of L2 and adjust the variable
capacitor until the neon lamp lights.
BELL MECHANISM

which proves two things. First, that

When a spark

is

used to close a

the coil and capacitor. The period of
oscillation

(or

frequency)

depends

upon the inductance of the coil and

the capacitance Cl. If one could
observe on an oscilloscope the waveform through the inductance LI

caused by just one spark, one would
see not just a simple waveform but a
damped sinewave, that

is,

a decaying

sinewave as shown in Fig. 2.

Removal of L2 from LI for some
short distance without affecting the

glow of the neon lamp indicates the
presence of some sort of radio mag-

netic waves between the two and
indeed,

as

the

presence

of radio

interference shows (mainly on long
wave), the section of the circuit containing the spark gap is indeed a radio
transmitter. By means of the insertion

of a Morse key almost anywhere in
this part of the circuit, Morse can be

transmitted and read off at the neon.,
Finally, consider the role of the
variable capacitor C2. The function of
this capacitor is to adjust the tuning of

the resonant circuit of the final stage
to match the resonance of LI/CI. In
short, of the three stages of the circuit
of Fig. I, the first stage is the power pack, the middle stage is the transmitter and the last section is the
receiver.

Altogether, the circuit is a most
valuable piece of equipment for the

GAP

understanding and study of radio, and

for those readers who would like to
make up this gadget for regular use

-r-

but who are worried about inter-

3 -9V
90V
NEON

REVERSED BELL /
TRANSFORMER

Fig. I. The circuit of the spark equipment.
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ference on local radio receivers, let
me add that the addition of a small
capacitor across the spark gap will
obviate this problem entirely.
It is impossible to give an exact
suggest experiments
value, but
I

starting with 0.047µF and working
downwards.
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PART 4

at integrated
containing simple
two -input gates in previous parts
HAVING

LOOKED

circuits

of this series, we now go on to

more complex integrated circuits,

looking in particular at the dual
J -K flip-flop i.c., type 7473.

THE FLIP-FLOP
A flip-flop is

By O.N. Bishop
The 7473 integrated circuit contains two J -K flip-flops. The symbol for the J -K flip-flop is shown

in Fig. 4.1 and the pin connections of the i.c. in Fig. 4.2. Note
that outputs are provided from

changes of state of the J -K bis-

both halves of the bistable, these
being designated Q and Q, the bar
over the second output indicating
that it is the inverse of the

only change state
when its clock in-

transistors and 20 resistors are

several

a bistable with

control

The

inputs.

table are controlled by three
types of control signal:
1) CLOCK The bistable can

2) 1, K

put changes from a
high to low.
By setting each of
these inputs to
either high or low,

four outcomes are
possible when the

clock pulse occurs.
The bistable can be

former.
The symbol for the flip-flop does
not indicate the complexity of the
actual circuitry: a total of 22

used to make each, and there are
two of these for the price of about
five cheap transistors.
EXPERIMENTS WITH
FLIP-FLOPS

The 7473 i.c. has its power

made to:

a) Stay in the same
state

CLOCKI

JI

CLEAR.'

151

b) Go low
c) Go high
3) CLEAR

d) Reverse state
Irrespective of the
clock, this input

sets the Q output

K1

K

01

low.
+ve

Q

GND

Li"

CLOCK 2

CLOCK

02

CLEAR 2
K

0

CLEAR

Fig. 4.1. Symbol for the J -K flip flop.

Fig. 4.2. Pin connections of the 7473
integrated circuit.
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supply connections made to pins

4 and 11 so make sure that this
is remembered when using the
i.c.

As a start, the i.c. should be

put in the top left position on the
experimental board and wired up
as shown in Fig. 4.3.

In part 3 we saw how the 7400
i.c. can be made into a "clock" or
pulse generator and this circuit is

just what is needed to drive the
clock input of the 7473. Connect
up the 7400 i.c. as a clock using

the circuit of Fig. 3.11 with 470ILF
capacitors to give a slow fre-

FROM
CLOCK

quency. Connect up the output
from the clock (pin 3, 7400) to

Fig. 4.3. Wiring of one flip-flop on the circuit board.

pin 1 of the 7473.

It is not essential to use the
electronic clock input, connecting
section on "contact

bounce").

lamps indicate the state of the

The circuit of Fig. 4.4 shows
how to wire the i.c. Again the

the state of flip-flop 2 respectively.

addition.

then begin to record the sequence.

rectified.

the clock input wire alternately
to ground and 6V will do just as
well (see

this state of affairs will now be
electronic clock circuit is a useful

At this point the J and K input

In this circuit both J inputs,
both K inputs and both clears

wires should be left free. Now
try all possible variations of J and
K inputs clocking the bistable

are too high so the flip-flops will
change state whenever the clock

after each change. Make up a

input goes low.

Truth Table showing the state of
the Q output before and after the
clock pulse with all the different
J -K inputs. Table 4.1 is how it
should appear.
One important point to note is
that if the J or K, or both inputs
are allowed to go high while the
clock is high, this will count as a
high input when the clock next
goes low, even if the input is put
back to low before then.

Flip-flop 1 is fed from the clock

and its Q output is fed to the
clock input of flip-flop 2. The three

clock, the state of flip-flop 1 and

Switch on and see what happens.

Wait till all the lamps are out

Table 4.2 shows what will be recorded.

Rewrite the table using a 0 in
place of an L and a 1 in place of
an H. It will be seen that the outputs indicate the binary numbers
from 0 (000) to 7 (111) in ascend-

ing order. In other words the dr-

Which setting of the J and K

inputs always makes the flip-flop

change state? Which makes it

02 LAMP 2

always stay the same?

CLOCK

If during the experiments it is
necessary to make the Q output
low, touch the clear wire (from
pin 2) to ground.

GND
FROM
CLOCK

K1

CLEAR 2

12

FLIP-FLOPS IN COMBINATION
So far the second flip-flop in the

ALL TO +ve

7473 i.c. has not been used but

Fig. 4.4. Wiring of both flip-flops in the 7473.

Table 4.1: Truth Table of J -K flip-flop operation
Before clock goes low
Inputs
Output

L

L
L
L

After clock goes low
Output

K

Q

Q

L
L

L

L

H

H

H

L

L

H

H

L

H
H

L

L

L

H

H

H
H

L

H
H
H

H

L

H

LAMP 4
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cuit is counting from 0 to 7!

In the experimental circuit the
clock pulses were obtained from
another i.c. connected as a pulse
generator but, in fact, the pulses
could be derived in other ways.

For instance if a light sensitive
switch were connected across a
doorway in such a way as to pro-

duce a clock pulse each time a
light beam was broken, then the
counting circuit would keep a
record of the number of times the

beam was broken.

21

division by 16 to be achieved.

Table 4.2: Lamp sequence in Fig. 4.5
Lamp
2

3

4

L
L
L

L
L

L

H

L

L
H

H

H

L

L

H

L

H

H
H

H
H

L

H

H

Other integrated circuits are
available with as many as 14 flip-

flops in a single package enabling counts of 16,384 to be carried
out.

CONTACT BOUNCE
There is a problem which might

have occurred if the clock input

was made by
ground and 6V, which can be
to the flip-flop

touching the wire alternately to
identified by erratic jumps in the
sequence.

ing well with the high frequency

HIGHER FREQUENCIES

Reconnect the circuit of Fig.

4.4 but instead of using large
capacitors in the clock generator,

pulses.

This sort of circuit finds use in
electronic pianos or organs where

use 0.114F capacitors to give a
clock frequency of several hundred pulses per second (hertz).

a master clock (or oscillator as
we call it) produces a note of
the required frequency (say the

pulses? It is a bit hard to tell

for all the octaves below it are

Can the flip-flops count these fast

by looking at the lamps as they
flash too quickly, but here again
we can use an earphone (or the

loudspeaker unit of Part 3) to

see what is going on.
Connect the earphone or loud-

speaker unit to the clock,
flop

flip-

1 and flip-flop 2 outputs in

turn.
The output from flip-flop 1 is a

highest G on a piano) and the G's
produced by a series of flip-flops,

the frequency being divided by
two at each stage.
Thus a series of flip-flops can

act as either a counter or a frequency divider.

The second flip-flop changes
state after every fourth clock

from the dock and the output

pulse so two flip-flops can divide
by four. To count larger numbers
or divide by larger numbers more
flip-flops can be connected. There
are some i.c.s available which

again. Thus the flip-flops are deal-

thus enabling counts up to 16 or

note an octave lower than (i.e.
half the frequency of) the note

from flip-flop 2 an octave lower

have four

flip-flops in cascade

The electronic dock produces
"clean" pulses with sharp transi-

tions between states but touching the wire to a voltage rail or
even using a mechanical switch
produces what is called "contact

bounce" where, instead of a high low transition, a high -low -high low -high -low

transition may be

produced. When fed to the clock
input of the flip-flop, these transitions are interpreted as a series
of

pulses which, because they

are very rapid, cause the

flip-

flops to jump several counts in
the sequence.

To operate counting chains of
flip-flops, the clock pulses must
have a clean change from high
to low, so if a mechanical switch

must be used a "cleaning up"

circuit must be placed between
it and the flip-flops. This will be
described in a later section.
To be continued

solder could cause a bridge on Vero board or is flux a good insulator.
N. Staunton
Taunton.
Providing your iron is reaching the
correct temperature, the first problem is

AND

caused by the lack of flux, you should
always use new solder even when resolder-

ing as a dry joint is caused if all the flux

is burnt off before the iron is removed
(see page 24). Flux is a good insulator but
is best cleaned off as it may hide a solder
bridge.

Symbols
I am a beginner when it comes to

Soldering
I am a regular reader of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and am re -soldering a

project in which I think there may be
one or two dry joints. Two problems
have arisen.
Firstly, I

find that when try to
remove the iron from a joint solder
sticks to the bit and leaves solder
I

sticking up in points. Please could you

tell why this is and how it can be
avoided.

Secondly, is it possible that flux from
22

i.c.s and was pleased to see a Series
started on them in E.E.
Having just received November's
issue I feel as though I've taken a step
backward, because of the way the OR
gate is drawn on page 601.
My company have issued a booklet

showing signs and symbols for components, and gates are as follows.

Could you please state who is right,
if anyone or does it matter?
Thanks for a very helpful magazine.
L. Miller,
Oldham.

NAND

OR

NOR

The symbols you show are

to the

MIL STD 8068 specification which is an
American spec. used by some i.c. manufacturers. Our symbols for the gates you
show are in accordance with BS 3939
section 21 which is the relevant British
standard specification. Maybe you work
for an American company?
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fairly high resistance to achieve
working equilibrium without burning
a

out. If your projector lamp runs at

mains voltage without a transformer,
there is no problem, because the
current flow is relatively small. But
they should not be used in direct
series connection with a low -voltage,
high -wattage lamp on the secondary
side of a transformer, as the current
flow will be too great. Thus if the
projector incorporates a mains transformer which drops the voltage, for
instance to 12 or 24 volts, you should
use the thermistor in series with a
transformer primary.

This point has been widely overlooked, for instance by at least one
photographic manual, obviously written

by someone who had never actually
used a thermistor.

By ADRIAN HOPE

Calculator Batteries
London readers may have noticed
spreads in their newspapers

large
in technology the tail
wags the dog. In other words, we

SOMETIMES

are left

looking for applications for

new developments. This can produce
some quite daft examples of over sophistication. Recently one project
feature in a mazagine detailed the
design and circuitry for a car burglar
alarm. All manner of transistor switching devices

are hooked up to the

simple microswitch which is normally
used automatically to switch on the

car interior light whenever the car

door is opened so that an alarm sounds
whenever the car door is opened.

A self -hold relay, triggered by the
switching transistors, stays "on" even
when the microswitch is opened again,
so that closure of the car door can't

stop the alarm. But wait a minute,
wouldn't it be easier just to use the
relay in direct connection

self -hold

with the door microswitch, without
all those intermediate transistors?

Thermistor
Its also easy, with all the solid-state
sophistication now available, to forget

about the existence of a handy little

gadget called a thermistor or brimistor.

These were developed many years
ago to protect sensitive circuitry, for

projector lamps, which can have their
working life dramatically extended if
protected from switch -on current
surges.
Remember that projector
lamps

are

expensive

beasts

which,

when cold, have a resistance of only
about I/20th their resistance when hot,
and can be subjected to instantaneous

current flows of well over ten times
their normal operating current. This

is why most lamps usually blow at the
moment of switch -on.
For a while many people used
thermistors in series with expensive
lamps, but now all that seems to have

been forgotten and the thyristor has

taken over-with

all

its

attendant

problems of radio and audio interference.

Availability
For the benefit of anyone wanting
to take the simple way out, I checked
up on the current availability of thermistors. ITT Components still make a
full range (all referenced CZ), and
little gadgets can (if your normal component supplier can't help) be obtained
through their distributor, Nobel Electronics, Nobel House, Bowater Road,
London 5E18 STN.

All you do is select a thermistor of
the correct rating (e.g. a CZ -12 for

when any system is switched on from

500

in TV sets, from the high

cold.

A thermistor

is

a small rod device,

looking like an ordinary resistor, which
has a high resistance when cold and a
much lower resistance when hot.

And it is intended to get hot in use.
Thus, if it is placed in series with a
component that needs protection from

a current surge, it very conveniently
lets only a small amount of current

through to begin with and then an
increasing amount of current as it
heats up.

The bright idea dawned a while

back of using thermistors in series with

Everyday Electronics, January 1977

adverts are initially appearing only in
London is that the batteries are so far
only being test -marketed, and whether
they are sold more widely will depend

entirely on London's reaction.
The IEC has drawn up provisional
suggestions for the ideal battery to use
in a calculator, and have based this on

an assumption that most calculators
are used for around 30 minutes a day
and require more current than a radio
but less than a shaver. This means
that none of the ordinary cheap
Leclanche batteries currently on sale

fit the bill.

So Ever -Ready is test -marketing a
modified Leclanche to fill the gap.

The new batteries cost around a third

as much again compared with conventional "blue" radio equivalents;
but shbuld be up to 100 per cent
cheaper (in terms of pennies per useful
hour) than the expensive alkali manganese types that many people

now buy for their calculators.

ITT confirm that these cheap and useful

current surges which usually result

instance

advertising the new Ever -Ready calculator batteries. The reason these

Warning!
But one word ofwarning; Ever -Ready
being
readily acknowledge' that,
Leclanche's, these new calculator
very
probably
leak
if
batteries will

watt lamp with 200-250 volt
supply; a CZ -1I for a 300 -watt lamp
and similar supply voltage, and so on),
and wire it in series. Take care to leave
plenty of air space round the thermistor
because it has an operating body
temperature of up to 250 degrees C.
A good idea is to put a by-pass switch

left unused in a calculator for a matter
of months (or for that matter destruc-

warmed up, the surge is over and the
thermistor 's job is done. One word
of warning, however. As learned
years ago the hard way, thermistors
are: essentially current conscious
devices and need to be in series with

leaving leak -prone Leclanche batteries

across the thermistor to short it out
of the circuit once the !al..? has

tively drained by a calculator being
left on

overnight).

Ever -Ready

As

sum up the situation-"With batteries,
it is horses for courses, and when you
buy you must always choose between
use and storage".
Personally, as someone who has
several times ruined equipment by

inside for tot, long or inadvertantly
would no
draining them too fast,
I

more use Leclanche's

in

expensive

electronic gear than bathe it

in sea

water.
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soLpenno
in easy ste

It is a fact-if you cannot solder you will never be successfu
sequence carefully then practice making joints until you c
time.

s

s hobby. Follow our
eve a good result every

2 The iron

You will need a lightweight soldering iron with
a 3 to 5mm bit, some flux cored solder and a few
general tools.

3 Two methods of component mounting on Veroboard.
Bend the leads down in line with the strips and cut off
leaving about 2 to 3mm.

24

should be at the correct
should melt the
temperature,
spit violently, solder easily without
it
and should always
causing the flux to
solder.
carry a small
amount of

4 Transistors are easier to remove later if their leads
are only slightly bent over. Be careful not.to overheat
them when soldering.
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6 Two poor joints. In the upper one the solder has formed a
blob on top of the copper and not run evenly over it. In the
other the wire was not bent down, or cut short enough.
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5 Making the joint. Melt a small amount of solder onto

the joint, not onto the iron, wait just long enough for
it to run evenly over the whole area then remove the
iron.

wo

ow

7 On the left how a good joint should look. On the right a
mess made by using too much solder and keeping the iron
on too long, burning off all the flux.

joint
joining

Make a mechanical
solder
wires.
two
as in 5, melting

proceed
first then not the iron.

the wires
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onto

9 A good
joint between
flowed
evenly
the wires,
over the two wires,
and is c/ean
area,
the
but
and bright. not toosolder has
far
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By Adritht Hope -Cr C
WE conclude this short series
by looking briefly at the

availability of the final two systems and at some other areas.
BURWEN

At the time of writing, there

is no sign of any Burwen equip-

ment on the domestic market,
and dbx is still largely an unknown quantity.

As a guide, however, on the

professional level

doubt that dbx

there is no

regarded by
European studios as an addition
to Dolby rather than an alternative;

is

it would be commercial

suicide for any recording studio
to offer dbx but no Dolby. But,
on the other hand, some record
producers would prefer to use

dbx rather than Dolby
possibility exists.

if the

Mike Oldfield, for instance, recorded the LP Ommadawn using
the dbx system, and the only time

that Dolby master tapes of this

recording were produced was
when the need arose to send them

abroad to studios equipped only

with Dolby. Also dbx is often

found in studios handling master
tapes recorded, or partly recorded, in the USA.

On the domestic level, it is
likely that some tape machines
from Japan will soon be incorporating dbx 120 circuitry as an
integrated feature, in the manner
26

that many machines now incor-

porate Dolby B. It is to be hoped,
however, that such machines will
incorporate both dbx and Dolby,
rather than dbx instead of Dolby,
because a Dolbyised tape replayed on a dbx machine or vice
versa will produce decidedly odd
results.
Whether dbx add-on units
(either the 120 series, for encoding on "record" and decoding on
"playback" or decoding discs; or

the 110 series, for compressing
and expanding on "record" and

"playback" or expanding or compressing existing material) will
succeed commercially in the UK
must depend largely on the
economic climate and technical
reviews in the audio press.
CINEMA SOUND

What of future technological

developments?

Already,

both

Dolby and dbx professional for-

mats are being used in the
cinema. Dolby pioneered this

work and it remains to be seen
whether their current lead in the
field is maintained. (There is in
fact already a dbx version of the
film Tommy showing abroad.)

The train of thought linking
Dolby to the cinema is logical
once it has been explained. In the

early days of the professional
cinema, it was soon recognised
that optical soundtracks were

noisy, due to the presence

of

optical grain on the track and to
the ravages of dust and dirt. This
noise is hiss which since the

thirties has been rolled off according to the so-called Academy
Curve.

The curve quite simply takes
an axe to all the upper frequencies and in an effort to compensate

for

the

dullness

which

results, engineers started using
equalisation techniques to boost
the high frequency content
heavily. The idea, as always, was
to compensate for what would be
lost by putting too much there in

the first place. But putting too
much sound on an optical track

causes clipping and distortion,

and this is why a bad optical
track can sound terrible. (To be
fair, however, a good optical
track can sound astoundingly

good, if one bears in mind the

problems involved in equalising
to counteract the Academy roll off.)

Dolby Labs. were first to offer

a system for encoding optical film
track to cut down track noise and
thus enable engineers to abandon
the Academy roll -off and with it

the excessive equalisation tech-

niques. Several films with Dolbyised optical tracks have now been

produced and released (some in

stereo) and the results are impressive.

The frequency range is much

wider than has been conventional
for cinemas but there is as little,
Everyday Electronics, January 1977

or less, background hiss than with
the Academy curve and the wider
frequency range makes for

crisper, cleaner dialogue, music

and effects. At the time of writing
there has been no opportunity in

this country of hearing a rival

system, whereby several tracks
are recorded optically, using a
hue -modulated system.
BROADCAST

In the area of broadcast, dbx

have their broadcast encoder, but

there are no signs of any move

towards dbx-encoded broadcasting
in Europe, and there are certainly no receivers with the neces-

sary decoder built in. It is more

noise reduction

likely that, if

broadcasting is ever adopted in
it will

Europe,

centre

round

another clever idea put forward
Laboratories

Dolby

by

and

adopted by more than a hundred
USA radio stations to date.
The proposal is that FM broadcasts should be Dolby B -encoded
at transmission, but with modified pre -emphasis of the broad-

cast signal. If this signal is re-

ceived

on

a

conventional set

which has neither Dolby B nor
modified

de -emphasis

facilities,

then the "wrongness' of the undecoded signal will compensate
for the "wrongness" of the incor-

slightly too bright can
always turn back the treble tone
control of his machine, thereby
trimming the top frequencies to
restore a more natural sound and
in so doing reduce hiss noise.
Although the future is an open
book, the past is a closed book. It
is already written that the advent
of Dolby B as a compatible noise
reduction system provided massive impetus to the cassette as a
domestic recording medium. On
the professional level it is already
written that the advent of Dolby
A made it possible for recording
studios to cram 16, 24, and even
sound

broadcasts in this country to test
the system.
However,

experience in the

USA and some tests carried out
in Europe, unbeknown to the
listening public, suggest that if
problems do exist they are not
noticeable to the majority
listeners.

32 separate tracks of recorded

of

have
failed.
others
where
Although the Dolby B system has

is re-

response), the unnatural brightness of the encoded recording
will be an advantage rather than
a disadvantage. Moreover, any
listener who finds the resultant

countenance even experimental

de-emphasise the signal in mirror
image fashion to the modified
pre -emphasis, then the listener
will hear the full benefit of noise

If, however, the signal

tion has poor high frequency

the IBA nor the BBC will yet

COMPATIBILITY
This point on

reduction.

level high frequencies, when replay is on a cheap non -Dolby
machine (which almost by defini-

open to argument, because neither

ceived on a set which is equipped
both with Dolby B decoding

facility and circuitry adapted to

Indeed because Dolby -encoding
involves artificial boosting of low

rect de -emphasis offered by the
set. The result of this compensation is claimed to be an overall
return to normality, with improved rk.eption over a wider
area as a by-product of the higher
modulation levels made possible
by the modifications of the transmission with respect to conventional transmissions.
In other words, the system is
claimed to be compatible, providing improved results for those
with facilities to obtain them and
no change for the worse for those
with no inclination to go out and
buy new equipment. Whether the
system works as claimed is still

sound on a single piece of 2 -inch

tape, and thereby opened up all
the possibilities of modern multitrack recording.

On a final note, and with an

compatibility

neatly sums up the main reason
why Dolby has so far succeeded

eye to the more distant future, it
is worth noting that the original
work that produced the Dolby A
system was clearly directed more
at the field of video than audio.
In the event, Dolby A, and then

been criticised for the relatively

limited amount of noise reduction
that it offers, it has the over-

emerged as salvation for
various audio fields. And work by
B,

riding advantages of being in-

audible in action and generally

Dolby Labs in other areas continues. It is likely for instance
that in the not too distant future

compatible.

If a Dolby -encoded tape is replayed without decoding, it will
not sound unduly objectionable.

the system will be adopted in the
field of facsimile transmission.

The diagram shown below was omitted from the Min
Organ article last month. It should have been included as

PLEASE

Fig. 3.

We apologise to readers for these errors.
BATTERY

TAKE NOTE

CLIP
P. C.B. 101

P. C.B.

SKI

In

Fig. 2 (page 657) of the Light Flasher, November '76.

St

53

The underside view of the transistor shows e and c transposed.
Some breaks on the Veroboard were omitted in the Scratch

and Rumble Filter article, page 591 November '76 issue. In
Fig. 6 breaks should also be made at M9 to 15 and M26 to 31
to separate channels. Also, in Fig. 8, the two right hand wires

to SI should be transposed. Earthing of SKI and SK2 is
achieved through the metal chassis, if a non-metalic case is

used, earth wires should be connected back to the solder
tag. The OV connection on TI should also be connected
to earth.
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IF)

P. C.B.(13)

P.C.B.(AI

)

Some readers have had problems with spurious and even
continuous triggering of the Clunk -Click Jogger in the
September '76 issue. This should be overcome by reducing the

value of CI to 0.0IpF.
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THE Multi -Tester has been designed primarily for readers
who have been following the
Teach -In 76 series and will
already have most of the components (it will obviously appeal to
all constructors to no less a
degree). The additional expenditure is modest-a couple of rotary
switches, a few resistors and
capacitors. The case can be home
made to save money but a Vero box Type 103 will certainly pro-

fessionalise the appearance and
make it at least look nice.
The facilities available are as
follows:

(a)Measurement of d.c. Voltage
and Current in the ranges 50V
10V, 5V, 1V, 0.5V, 0.1V and
50mA, 10mA, lmA, 0.5mA,

0. lmA. In the writer's opinion,
these ranges are the best compromise where, for reasons of
switch economy, ease of scale
marking and simplicity, the
choice must be limited to six.

However, for those that dis-

agree, it will be a simple

matter to vary a few resistor
values.

(b) Measurement of Resistance is
available, unfortunately on

only one range with a mid scale reading of 90 kilohms.
Because the ohms scale on any

multimeter must range from
"zero" to "infinity" the scale
markings are always cramped
at one end. The choice of a
single 9 volt battery arid a
meter f.s.d. of 100A results

A useful piece of test equipment
which can be built from scratch

or which can incorporate parts
from the Teach -In 76 series

by A. P. Stephenson
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inevitably in the figure of 90
kilohms at centre. The extra
switching necessary to bring

another battery into circuit
was considered an unnecessary
complication.
(c) Continuity Testing

is

an

"extra" seldom found in a
testmeter. The normal resist-

ance scale can detect continuity between two points
because it will read "zero"
ohms. However, there are

distinct advantages in using a
system which gives an audible
tone when two points are electrically continuous-the most
obvious being the avoidance
of neck ache. There is nothing
more irritating than trying to
balance a meter at some
perilous angle in order to see
the scale without dislocating
the cervical vertebrae. When
the two terminals marked con,

tinuity are short circuited a
low level, but easily audible
whistle

of

around

800Hz

escapes from the case. (If a

morse key is connected across

these terminals a convenient

practice unit is formed.)
Signal Injector
To
utilise the oscillator (required
for continuity) two terminals

(d) Audio

are provided which will

de-

liver waveforms at 800Hz. One
terminal provides a "triangular" wave-or
more
strictly an exponential saw -

tooth. The other provides a
negative -going

pulse

wave-

form. Both of these signals

have an amplitude of about 3
volts. It would have been easy
to provide two additional pots
to control both frequency and

amplitude but unless a firm
hand is taken in the design

the panel could end up like a
scene from Star Trek.
(e) Visual warning of ohms and

mA Many multimeters
throughout the laboratories,

workshops and backrooms of
the world end up in dustbins,
their pointers twisted in agony
due to a few seconds lapse of
attention. The most common
cause of this catastrophe is to
attempt a voltage reading
when the meter is selected on

ohms or current. On our in-

FOR

GUIDANCE
ONLY

ESTIMATED COST

OF COMPONENTS *

excluding VAT.

for all parts
except case

£9.50

Io

m

MEI

c)//

VR1

RI3 82k12

110

R9

RB

R7

R2

RI

DI
TIL 209

25912

R,1

7<12

RI<

t.8kI1

4

a

4

V

\, I

mA

0
OFF

Sic

S2b

S2a
9v

OR DV

L__

651b0O
mA

OFF
R15
4.7k11

SAW TOOTH

TR1
SKI

T1583

FOR VALUES OF RI TO R12
SEE TABLE

CONTINUITY

C3

b2

0.5pF

S3

bl

SIGNAL

C

0.5pF

PULSE
SK2

C1

0-5FF

LS1
30 TO

san

SK3 ("1

r1SKd

CONTINUITY

SK6

SK5
COMMON

Fig. I. The circuit diagram of the Multi -Tester.

strument, a red light glows
whenever these two ranges
selected-warning
user to take care.
are

the

CIRCUIT

Multiway switches are always

for the beginner to
follow. Switch Si is used to select
which particular function is operadifficult

tive and is defined as three polefour way. This means that three
separate switch arms can be

moved together by the control
knob to any of four positions.
The separate arms are labelled
a, b, and c and the dotted lines
indicate mechanical synchronism.

Arm Slb is used to switch the

used to select which series resistor is used or which parallel
resistor; S2a is the arm which
selects the appropriate series resistor when volts is selected and
S2b selects the parallel resistor
when mA is selected.

The oscillator uses a unijunc-

transistor (u.j.t.) which
generates a sawtooth wave -form
at the emitter. Capacitor Cl
charges via R15 until the emitter
reaches a certain critical voltage
which initiates a "short-circuit"
action to base 1. This quickly discharges Cl causing a current

tion

pulse through the speaker. The
action repeats ad infinitumNote from Fig. 1 that oscillations can only start when:

minal and Slc decides when the

(a) 51

1.e.d. warning light comes on. The

switch S2 is a two -pole six way
Everyday Electronics, January 1977

are shorted or S3 is closed.

The switch S3 is not strictly

necessary but does allow the out-

put signals to be on without the
need to short the continuity terminals; it can be omitted if desired. Capacitors C2 and C3 are

simply blocking capacitors which
isolate the d.c. from the pulse and

triangular output terminals, ren-

dering them safe to inject into
other equipments. The warning
light turns on when appropriate
and passes about 4mA via R14
and Slc.

hence the whistle.

common terminal, arm Sla is to

switch the negative meter ter-

right hand continuity terminal)
and
(b) either the continuity terminals

is selected to off (arm b
puts battery negative to the
common

terminal

and

the

RESISTOR VALUES
Notice from Fig.

1

that no

values have been given for R1 to
R12 because they will depend on
29

the particular meter you originally purchased. The only stipulation was 100µA full scale deflec-

Components

11111

11111

tion but the meter resistance r
may vary between different manu-

Resistors
RI to RI2 see Table
RI3 82kfl
R14 1.8kil
R15 4.7kf2
All carbon ± 5% or better

facturers. To cater for a wide
range of possible meters it is

I

better to calculate your own resistor values.

The voltage range resistors RI
R6 are calculated by the

to

following formula,

Capacitors
CI
C2

V

R=--

C3

Ifsd

where V=the voltage range re-

0.5µF plastic or ceramic
05/4F plastic or ceramic
0.5/1F plastic or ceramic

See

Miscellaneous
VRI
25kf2 carbon lin. potentiometer
TIS43 n -type unijunction
TRI
TIL209 or similar I.e.d.
DI

quired; b.., =the meter full scale
deflection current which will be
100pA (write 0.1mA for calculation purposes).
Examples: Assume your meter

Tal(

three -pole four-way rotary switch
page 43
two -pole six -way rotary switch
52
S3
on/off toggle switch
30 to 80 ohm miniature loudspeaker
LSI
MEI
100µA d.c. moving coil meter type MR45P or similar
9 volt PP3 battery
BI
SKI, 2, 3, 4 miniature sockets (4 off)
SK5,6 spring -loaded terminal (2 off, red, black)
Double tag -board I4 -way (2 -off); battery connector; connecting wire;
case (Vero 65-2522K); pointer knobs (3 off).
SI

is the MR45; it will have a resistance of 1050 ohms (write as
1.05K) so the value of RI which

handles the 50V range will be

RI = 50/0.1 - 1.05 = 498.95

kilohms. Taking the nearest preferred value RI =500K. Plunging
to other end of the voltage range

I

I

(0.1V) we will find the meter

can't quite make it because R6 =
0 1/0 1 -1.05 = -0.05 kilohm.
This means a "negative resist-

example, the range 0.5mA would

an obviously impossible demand.
However if we take the resistance

R=N -1-

ance" of 50 ohms is required -

make N=0.5/01=5. The equation for the shunt resistors is:
r

r as one kilohm instead of 1.05

we can allow R6 to be "zero
ohms", i.e. R6 is a length of
copper wire. This will make the
0-1V range 5 per cent under reading but this is an acceptable
error. The resistors R7 to R12 are

used as current "shunts". They
can easily be calculated providing
a ratio N is first defined.

Let N be the ratio of required

f.s.d. to the

meter f.s.d.

For

Example: For lmA range, N=
1050

R10= -9 =

1.0 / 0.1 = 10 so

116.67 ohms which means 120

ohms, preferred.

The lowest range 0.1mA will
not require a shunt at all because
N =1, so R12=1050 =infinity. In

1050 ohms

preferred

calculated

preferred

4992kfl

500kfl

47kfl

3.9k11

4428k0
9.28kfl
4.28kfl

zero
2.2f1

2800
1.44n

27012

10.61 f2

1012

7.2711

21.43f2

1469f1

150

8012
18012

8212

infinity

leave out

RI
R2

498.9kf2

500kf2

98.95kL2

100kf2

5V

R3

IV

47kfl

R4
R5
R6

4895kf2
895kf2
3.95kfl

0.5N/

720 ohms

calculated

SOV
I OV

9.1kfl

0- IV
50mA R7
10mA R8
5mA R9
ImA RIO

-500

.500µA R I

26250

2212
12011
27012

infinity

leave out

I

100µA "R12"

2. III

116.711

99.28kfl

I 00kfl
9. I kf2

3.9kf2

I -sri
6812
180f2

The available preferred resistors often lead to a few per cent error. For higher
accuracy use a preferred value carbon resistor lower than calculated and
gently file away the body until the correct reading is obtained.
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anyone decides to use say, a 50pA
movement instead of the 1001AA
specified.

To save the labour of calculation, a set of values for RI to R12
given in Table 1 for two
different meters, one being the
MR45 and the other being a
similar model but with a resistis

ance of 720 ohms. (The 720 ohm
model appears to be superseding
the MR45).

CONSTRUCTION

(MR 45)

Resistor No.

meter, R12 can be left out altogether. A place is reserved for
its presence in the circuit in case

0

Table I: Meter Resistance using 100,uA Movement
Range
and

other words, if you use a 100/LA

Commence by drilling the case
in Fig. 2. It is
better to provisionally lay out the
switches, knobs etc before finally
drilling in order to ensure
clearance.
as indicated

Fit all the front panel components. The miniature sockets for
continuity and signal outputs can
be held in place by a few spots
of glue. The small speaker can be
fixed by a thin coating of Tensol
-not too much and restrict to the
outer rim of the speaker. Fit the
two tag boards to the side -again

use glue to avoid unsightly
screws. The tag boards were
specified instead of the more

usual Veroboard because they are
easier for beginners to solder and
Everyday Electronics, January 1977

MuitiTester-ma

111111111

SKI
SAW TOOTH

R15

TRI

bl

b2

CONTINUITY'

Fig. 2. Construction and wiring of the Multi -Tester.
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because they take more kindly to
unsoldering if you decide to file
some of the resistors; this opera-

tion is really a trial and error
exercise.

1k11

Stick labels on to the tagboard

TO METER

with RI, R2-C1 etc., on them.

up and fault finding. Solder the

(a)

resistors, capacitors and TR1 into

position, taking great care that
emitter, base 1 and base 2 are

in this area where you are the
most likely to make errors. Do
not connect the battery yet. Be

(b)

Fig. 3. Connections for testing the Multi -Tester.

correctly positioned.

Wire all connections as shown
in Fig. 2 except the wires to the
two rotary switches because it is

COMMON'

COMMON

This is a valuable aid when wiring

Switch to ohms and momentarily touch the meter leads to-

to the zero -volts end, set the

calmly to about full scale. Keep

advance the control until the

gether. The needle should go

leads together and adjust

zero,

careful about the l.e.d.-the long
wire is the anode and must go to

ohms for exactly full scale.

R14.

mad across the scale, stop testing and re -check wiring. In fact
it is important in all these tests
to expect the worst and the habit

The two rotary switches must
now be attacked. First remove
them from the panel, fix a knob
to them and check that S2 can
only be moved in six positions

and S1 can only be moved in four
positions. If this is not so, the end -

stop locking ring is in the wrong
hole. Experiment with different
positions until correct. In fact it

is wise to test the switch arms
with the aid of a battery and

lamp to ensure the arms are correctly switching. This will also
help you to understand multiple
particularly if you
draw a diagram to match up with
Fig. 1.
switching,

Replace S1 and S2 and make
sure the underside exactly lines
up with Fig. 2 (if you get this

wrong, every wire on your switch

will be wrong with perhaps disastrous results to your meter).
Complete the wiring to the switch.

Stick some provisional labels on

the front panel prior to testing
out.

The

permanent lettering

with Letraset (or equivalent) is
best left until after the final test.
TESTING

Install the battery either by
using a proper clip or solder

direct to terminals. Check that
1.e.d. lights when on ohms and
mA. Switch S3 to signal and
selector switch to off. The speaker
should whistle. Switch S3 to con-

tinuity and the whistle should
stop. Short continuity terminals
with a piece of wire. Whistle
should sound again.

Do not proceed with further
tests until the previous tests are
proved. Check wiring if faults
exist.
32

The word calmly means just

that. If the needle rushed like

of the "quick flick" (whilst keep-

ing a fixed stare on that expen-

meter to 50 volt range and connect the voltage. Very slowly

meter begins to read. At full 9

volts, the meter should read just
under 1/5th full scale. Repeat
again on 10 volts range, and then
through to 1 volt range.

To test the 0.1 volt range it
would be better to change to a
1.5V battery because the control
would be too fierce at the bottom

become a

While performing these
checks a reasonable estimation of

Test a 100 kilohm resistor on
ohms scale. It should read a little

by comparing the degrees of rota-

sive

ritual.

meter) should

less than half -scale.
The volts range should now be
systematically checked by the

following method, see Fig. 3(a):
Connect

a

kilohm

one

pot

across a 9 volt battery and use
the "bottom and slider" as a
source of voltage, controllable

from zero to 9V. Set the control

end.

meter accuracy can be obtained

tion of the pot with the scale

reading (the pot must be linearlog pots
purpose).

are useless for this

To check the current ranges is
a somewhat hazardous task because, unlike voltage ranges, a
badly soldered parallel resistor
(R7 to R12) will result in all the
test current passing through the

Table 2: Ohms Scale Calibration

Meter Reading (N)

R.

(approaching full scale deflection)
10kfl
0.9
20kS2
0.82
30kf3
0.75
40kfl
0.69
50k11
0.64
60kfl
0.6
70kil
0.56
80kf2
0.53
901(0
0.5
100kf2
0.47
200kf2
300ki2
400 kfl
500kf2

0.31

0.23
0.18
0.15
0.13
0.12

600kS2

700kr2

0.1
900kf2
IMO

0.09
0.08

The relevent formula, in a convenient form, is
N

1+0.0111 Rx
Where N = the fraction of f.s.d. produced and R. is the resistor being measured
in kilohms.
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poor meter. (Most of it is sup-

posed to be diverted through the
parallel resistor).
A source of test current can be
obtained by using a 9V battery
and one megohm pot, but using

only one outer and the sliderin fact using the pot as a series

resistance as in Fig. 3(b). Make
sure the resistance is initially set

to maximum and connect the
meter set to 10mA range. Only
9pA can pass so the meter cannot be harmed even if there is a
fault. The meter actually should
barely read at all.
Very slowly advance the control and somewhere near the
bottom end the meter sjiould

start to rise sharply. Stop this
test and start again with the

meter set to 5mA then lmA then
0.5mA and finally 0 lmA.
Then recheck the higher cur-

rent ranges again using a one

FINAL COSMETIC
TREATMENT

Remove the knobs (and the

switches if they are in the way)

terminals.

The marking of the meter scale
itself is tricky. Carefully remove
the meter cover and mark out the

ohms scale by using known resistors and putting pencil points
at, say, 5k, 20k, 50k, 100k, 1M,

IOM. Don't attempt too many be-

cause you will find difficulty in
fixing the numbers. This can be
done with the scale removed,
using a very fine pen and indian
ink or very small transfers. (Table

2 can be used if desired.) If you
think this task is too difficult
paste Table 2 to the back of the
instrument and convert the
readings.

Finally fix a crock clip to the
common flex lead and make some

plete.

lead-brass rod or knitting needle

COUNTER

good probe. Make up two longer
leads to plug into the continuity

and label the panel carefully with
Letraset or similar type lettering.

kilohm pot which can now deliver
a minimum of 9mA.

The initial tests are now com-

inside a ball point pen makes a

sort of probe to fix to positive

NTELEIGENCE
By PAUL YOUNG

machine on and the dot of light began
to move in all directions, first this way
and then that, quite at random. Your
job was to keep it right in the middle
by the use of your two controls. If you
allowed it to move outside the square
a mark was recorded against you.
As a further distraction, there was
a small lever on yoi r left hand side,
and if a red light came on you pushed

it forward, and if a green light came
on you pulled it back. The machine
ran for about four minutes and then
switched itself off.

climbed in and all the doctors
crowded round to see how would
make out. Then they switched on.
At the end of the alloted time had
chalked up four errors. The doctors
I

I

I

WANT to talk about
I

Extra

covers

E.S.P.,

or

Sensory Perception. This
things as telepathy,

such

precognition, and psychokinetics.
Professor j. B. Rhine established with
a fair amount of certainty, that we are

able to see a short distance into the
future, a matter of seconds, perhaps
minutes, and many years ago I proved it,
at least to my own satisfaction.

At the beginning of World War II
the King decided to give me his
commission, but first he decided to
send me to Oxford for a medical

examination to see if I was fit enough.
Now at this time thousands of would-be
pilots were striving to enter the Royal
Air Force. Many were highly unsuitable;
for example, it is a great advantage, if

you want to be a pilot, if you can
co-ordinate your arms, legs, and eyes.

on some of their new entrants, but
they had never yet had a real live pilot

to try it out on. Now they had one in
the shape of Pilot Officer Young.

were amazed: nobody up to then had
scored under twenty. Being big headed
even at that early age, I said let me have

Needless to say, they pounced on me,

another go. This time my errors were

and said you must try out our new

nil.

machine.

that the second time kept the dot
in the centre of the cross the whole
must have
time, and to do this
foreseen which way it was going to
move and made the corrections just
as it -was about to happen. In other
was looking into the future,
words

The machine consisted of a small
cockpit which you sat in and between
your legs was a joystick which would
move backwards and forwards, and on

the floor in front of you was a rudder
bar on which you placed your feet.
When seated you found yourself facing

a cathode ray tube about a foot in
diameter. On the screen was a small

dot of light. The joystick made it
traverse up and down, and the rudder
pedals made it traverse from side to
side. By combining the two you could
make it move anywhere on the screen.
However that was not the idea.

To me the interesting thing was this,
I

I

I

admittedly only by a fraction of a
have thought
second, and although
about it many times since I can see no
other explanation.
I

So if you have an old cathode ray
tube and a couple of pots, you might

like to knock up one of these con-

selection.

In the centre of the screen was
marked a small square about 100x

traptions yourself one Sunday afternoon. Then you can test out whether
you have pilot potential, or, more

had tried it out on themselves, and also

you were ready they switched the

and hoping it's bright.

So the boffins were trying to invent a
gadget that would speed up the
When I arrived at Oxford they had
just received the first prototype. They
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100mm, and in the centre of the
square was a small black cross. When

interesting still, if you have E.S.P.

Here's to looking into the future
33

DO MATHS BOTHER YOU?...

LET'S

FIGURE
IT
OUT
Part 2

By PHIL ALCOCK

TO THE uninitiated, the equation
VAB = I (RI + R2)

will seem strange and convey

nothing, yet the equation is a very

useful concept and is really just
a form of shorthand notation. The

letters or symbols V, I, RI, R2
are used to represent the values
of certain electrical quantities ac-

cording to some specific code.
Thus "VAB" could stand for vol-

tage, "RI" could stand for the
resistance of a component (shown

as RI) in some diagram, and "I"

could stand for the value of a

particular current in the circuit,
also possibly shown on the diagram. We use letters simply as a
shorthand notation, especially if

one pan are compared against the
contents of the other with the system at balance.
We can change one side of the
equation in any way we wish providing we make similar changes to
the other side to keep the balance.
Notice that in the above equation

Rather than listing the various
algebraic operations in a formal
manner the following examples
illustrate some of the important
features of basic equations and

shown enclosed inside a byacket

to show these in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS as RI, R2, R3, etc. Do not

the sum of the two resistors is

(RI + R2). This means that we
treat the contents of the bracket
as one entity.

ploy several resistors it is usual

confuse this with say 2.R, 3.R
which means 2 X R and 3 X R

it must multiply all the contents
of the bracket, not just the first
term Rl. Notice that the normal

respectively. In some cases, subscripts are used to avoid possible
confusion, e.g. RI, VAB, hre, etc.
Where ambiguity may exist the

shown but is implied, i.e.

10(R), l(R1), etc.

Since I multiplies the "bracket"

multiplication sign (X) is not

use of brackets can help. Thus

I x (RI + R2) is written I(R1 + R2)

the actual value of the component
is not 'yet known. Thus the above
equation in words might read as
follows :

the guidance notes for each
should be studied carefully.
Since circuit diagrams may em-

Continued next month

Table 2.1 Some Mathematical Terms Explained
Guidance Notes

Shorthand Notation

The voltage between points A
and B (VAB) is equal (=) to the
sum of the two resistance values
(R1+R2) multiplied by the value
of the current (I).

A-B

A+B
V x / or V.I
V=6

Subtract quantity B from quantity A
Add A and B together
Multiply V and I together
V equals 6 (units are normally shown)

Obviously the equation is a big
space saver. In addition, equa-

-g or R

Quantity R is divided by six

manipulated to
tions can
achieve some particular purpose.
be

If the values of VAB, RI and I

are known, then the equation can
be rearranged to allow us to find
the value of R2 that satisfies the
equation, i.e. makes the equation

correct by producing the same
value on both sides of the equal
sign (=).
The equation is rather like a
"balance" type of weighing
machine in which the contents of
34

2.- 6

/ (R ± 6)

/.Y- 10
R > 10

RI < 5
Vz%

4.7

R =22 kit or 1
R --22

SI orAl
cY

103

Add R and 6 together, then multiply result by value of I
Multiply I and Y together, then subtract 1 0 from result
Value of R is greater than 10
Value of RI is less than 5
Voltage Vz is equal to or greater than 4.7 (subscript
"z" may stand for some word, such as Zener)
R is approximately equal to 22 kL2
Usually means "A small change in the quantity I"
Percentage (one hundredth part of)
Different shapes of brackets

10 multiplied by itself 3 times, i.e. 10 x 10 x 10 =
1000
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Next Month...
Wiper Delay

Elect

STOC:1

us and this windscreen
clean
weather is now withkeep your screen
The dirty
will help
to keep the wipers
delay
unit
hard enough
wiper
aosesegsgmt.,.:
when it is not raini

An unusual

nc
i

CLOCK

design with
many

ntinuously,

Guitar
Practice
Amplifier
A

small

amplifier

unit

which can feed either a

Transistor
Checker

unit for checking
basic parameters of transisSimple

tors and diodes.

speaker or headphone for
private practice anywhere.

11=7,ccig

Plus POPULAR FEATURES
for EVERYONE!

Avoid

disappointment
REGULAR ORDER

by PLACING A
WITH YOUR

NEWSAGENT... NOW !

everyday
electronics
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SALE FRIDAY
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SPECIAL
aterodactoire,

A new soldering instrument is the star feature of this Adcola
Products soldering kit. It has been developed to conform
generally to British Standard BS 3456, 2:14 and to world-

wide safety precautions. Known as the Invader "S" 646the "S" stands for "safety"-it is flash tested at 2,000 V (far
in excess of most safety standards) and the accent is on complete user safety without sacrificing efficiency or ease of use.

The iron is thermally controlled to provide a constant level
of the correct heat for soldering at 400 degrees C. Each
model weighs less than 2 oz, and two metres of cable, fitted
with a cable protector, are provided. The standard soldering
tip provided is TV, in. (4.7 mm) diameter but two alternative
bits of 3 in. (3.2 mm) and + in. (6.3 mm) diameter are included

to provide complete versatility in use. These bits are easily

OFFER!
,cey, ee
Redo/m.4

MLA
SOLDERING
HIT
WITH SAFETY APPROVED IRC

inserted in the hexagonal shim at the end of the tool as
required.

An invader stand is also contained in the kit to provide the
user with a mobile and safe receptacle for the hot soldering
instrument. The stand features an integral sponge for cleaning excess solder from the soldering bits and two holders to
contain the spare bits. A wide angle spring holder is mounted
on the base of the stand at an angle of about 45 degrees and
the soldering tool is simply inserted into the holder when
not in use.

To complete the kit a packet dispenser of Adcola solder
wire-which contains its own flux-and a guide to soldering
are also included.
The kit is presented in an eye-catching pack consisting of a
lemon coloured plastic tray which incorporates recessed

areas to locate each part. This base is covered by a crystal
clear plastic lid to display the components in an effective
manner.

Remittances must be by postal order or cheque (name and
address on back of cheque please), crossed, and made payable
to Adcolo Products Ltd.

Please complete both parts of the coupon

below in BLOCK CAPITALS
11.1= 1.1=

I11

1

To: Adcola Products Ltd. (E.E. Offer)
Adcola House, Gauden Road, London SW4

I

6LH
send me the Soldering Kit(s)
indicated at L5.95 each.
Value
I enclose P.O./Cheque No
Please

Inclusive of post and packing
Manufacturer's recommended retail price £6.75

as

No. of kits required
Name

Address

Tel. No. (Home or Work)
No. of kits required
Name
Address

From: Adcola Products Ltd. (E.E. Offer) Adcola
Gauden Road, London SW4 6LH
Cut Round Dotted Line
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IT

is an offence to drive a motor

vehicle with defective brake

lights. Along with checking tyres
and so on, the careful driver

would see that his brake lights

were working correctly each time
he drove the car. It is a safe

0.

assumption that few people do
this and even if the will is there

any time in the course of driving and this is unlikely to reach
the driver's attention for some

£1.00
excluding case

ger to other road users because

a 12 volt negative earth system
as this is used in most modern

time. Meanwhile, it will be causing annoyance and possible dan-

intermittent use of the brakes
could easily be mistaken for a

turning signal-remember that
red is a legal colour for rear

indicators. A false right
turn signal could be especially
traffic

dangerous for a following car.
There certainly seems to be a
case for a device which will sig-

nal the driver in the event of

failure in the brake light system.
This could be due to a bulb blowing or a faulty earth connection

OF COMPONENTS

excluding VAT.

cars. The unit uses an operational

amplifier type 741. This device
has two inputs one inverting (-)
pin 2 and one non -inverting (+)
pin 3. The 741 has very high gain
and the output is proportional to

this gain and the difference in
voltage present at the two inputs
with respect to ground; thus the

output can be moved towards
either supply line.

Imagine two positive voltages

the car. The suggested circuit

one applied to pin 2 and the
other to pin 3. These voltages

at fault e.g. due to a blown
fuse the circuit will not work.

3 voltage the output will go to
"earth" potential. Under these

quickly apparent because other
electrical equipment fails at the

turns on. If the conditions were
reversed i.e., if the voltage at the
inverting input were less than
that at the non -inverting input
the 1.e.d. would remain off. A

at a lighting unit at the rear of

would give a visible dashboard
warning when the brakes were
applied. If the circuit as a whole
is

Usually

this sort of fault is

same time.

WARNING

GUIDANCE
ONLY

ESTIMATED COST

it is not an easy job without assistance.
Of course, a bulb may blow at

BRAKF
LIGHT:"

FOR

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagfam of the

Brake Light Warning is shown in
Fig.

1.

It has been designed for

Fig.

are measured with respect to the
negative "earth" line. If the pin
2 voltage is greater than the pin
conditions, the l.e.d. indicator Dl

filament light indicator would
be unsatisfactory as its power

consumption would be too great.
The input voltages to the

I. The circuit diagram of the Car Brake Light Warning Device.
+ 1 2 V1

BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH

DEVICE
ByI.I1.deYaa-Bali*
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circuit board to allow the heat to

operational amplifier are derived

VALUE FOR RI

from

A calculation is needed to give
the value of RI.

potential dividers across

the supply lines. An adjustable
reference voltage is produced by

A standard brake light bulb
is rated at 21 watts so the total

means of the divider action of

R2 and VR1 in series. The input

ohms if slightly more brightness

The current in the brake light
circuit with both lamps working
is given by (W/V)=(42/12)=3.5

wiper of VR1. The latter is used
for limited fine adjustment. With
VR1 set to midway position there
is about 11.5 volts on pin 3.
The voltage at pin 2 is derived
from the divider action of R1
series with

to a safe level. Its value
may be reduced to about 470

l.e.d.

wattage is 42 watts.

to pin 3 being taken from the

in

dissipate unimpeded.
The purpose of resistor R3 is to
limit the current through the

is required.
COMPONENT BOARD

amps.

As the voltage required across

Rl is 0.5 volt, then by Ohm's
0.14
law R1=(V//)=(0.5/3.5)
ohms. The power rating for RI is

the two brake

lamps (in parallel).
By choosing a suitable value

of

size 16 strips by 19 holes. The

layout of the components on the
board is shown in Fig. 2; it is not
critical and may be changed to
suit individual requirements.
It is recommended that an i.c.

given by W=/XV=(3.5X0-5)=
1.75 watts.

for RI it is possible to obtain a
similar 11.5 volts or so at pin 2

Theoretically R1 should be a
0.14 ohms resistor rated at 2
watts or so. This causes a prob-

with both lamps working. Due to
the potential divider action,
however, this voltage will be
higher if one bulb fails and will
be the full 12 volts with both out

of action. By adjusting VR1, a
setting can be found when the

pin 2 voltage will be slightly less
than the pin 3 voltage with both
lights on, but slightly greater
when only one light (or both) is
off. This critical setting for VR1
will be found when setting up.
It should be noted that the
half -volt drop mentioned above

socket be used to mount IC1

lem because this sort of value is
far away from those used in most
electronic circuits. The constructor has two possible courses of
action. He can either make his
own resistor from scratch, or use

eliminating
possible
thereby
damage from soldering iron heat;
removal is an easy matter should

types.

parallel to give a value of 0.12

solder the link wires in position
followed by the resistors, preset,
i.c. holder. Finally solder the flying leads to the l.e.d. and wire up
to the fitted terminal block. Use
heavy gauge wire for the positive
supply lead as this will be carrying about 3.5 amps.

required value. This method is

FITTING IN THE CAR

should be stood away from the

and carefully checked it will be
necessary to connect it temporarily in the car to make the

it be necessary.

Begin by making the breaks
on the underside of the board,
fix the terminal block and then

a combination of easily obtainable

A home-made resistor was
made using resistance wire for
the prototype and this worked
very well.

Alternatively, four 0.47 ohm

12 watt resistors can be wired in

means that half a volt less will
be available to operate the stop
lights. This is perfectly in order
and no difference in brightness
should be noticed. In any case,
this small voltage drop is well

ohms which is near enough to the

shown in Fig. 2.
Resistor(s) R1 becomes quite
warm in prolonged operation and

within the differences which may
be expected from other causes.

The circuit was built on a piece
0.1 inch matrix stripboard

When the circuit has been built

Fig. 2. Complete wiring up details and layout of the components on the circuit board.
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(apart from the actual earth connection). When finally fitting it
this must also be observed.
To check operation of the circuit, the ignition switch must be

Components
Resistors
RI
R2

See text

100kfl IW

operated and the brake pedal

Shoe

I kfl IW
All carbon ±10,0
R3

gently pressed. VR1 should then
be adjusted until the 1.e.d. comes
on. It should then be backed off
until the light just goes out. With

Talk

Semiconductors
ICI 741 operational amplifier 8 pin d.i.l.
DI
TIL209 or similar I.e.d.

one of the brake light bulbs removed to simulate a fault, the
1.e.d. should light. The operation

Miscellaneous
VRI
IOW horizontal preset

Stripboard 0-1 inch matrix 16 strips x 19 holes; 8 pin d.j.!. socket; 5A
terminal block; auto -type wire; case; spade connectors.

may be checked with the other
bulb removed and then both bulbs
removed. Adjustment of VR1

should be made to give reliable
operation.

operational checks and to set

VR1, unless the constructor has

available outside the car a car
battery and two 21 watt bulbs.
The circuit will not work properly

if the correct wattage bulbs are

not used, so a high power battery
is necessary for setting up.
When connecting the circuit to

the car's electrical system it is
wise to disconnect the car bat-

tery. This will eliminate the possibility of inadvertent shorts. The
necessary precautions should be
taken i.e. proper wire should be

used, bought from a car accessory shop, rather than the wire
used for general electronics work.

Single strand wire must not be
used as it soon breaks under

vibration. When wires have to be
led through holes in the car bodywork grommets should be used.

Using the car wiring diagram
locate the wire which leads from

the brake pedal switch to the

brake lights. This should either

be cut at a convenient point or
disconnected

from

the

switch

itself and then an extension fitted
to the switch. From the two new
ends, extension wires of the right
type should be made up, and led
to a convenient place close to the
dashboard for connection to the

board. A third connection from
the circuit board terminal block
should be made to a nearby earth

joined to the metal
If such a point is not to be

point, i.e.,

body of the car.

to be drilled and a self -tapping

screw fitted. The wire may be sol-

dered into the form of a loop to
go under this screw or a proper
"eye" attached to it.
Before reconnecting

the car

battery to make the tests, care
should be taken to ensure that
the circuit is entirely isolated

from the metalwork of the car

If all is well, the unit may be
fitted in the car permanently. It
is suggested that the unit be enclosed in a small plastic container,

such as those used for holding
soap, and the leads brought out

through holes drilled in the side.
The 1.e.d. needs to be mounted
in an easily visible place on the
car dashboard. Red is the obvious
colour choice for the 1.e.d., but

green or yellow could be used
especially when other red indicators are in use. The appearance
of the project could perhaps be
enhanced by using an l.e.d. with
a chrome bezel.

Replacement of one or both

the brake light lamps should not
demand resetting of VR1.

Having built and installed this
warning device the only trouble

is

you will probably drive for

thousands of miles without so

much as a wink from the l.e.d.
One day, however, the faithful
little light will glow and keep you
out of trouble.

JACK PIWC & FAMILY...
YOUR DAD SAYS THE BLEEP FROM HIS CLEAR SKY
INDICATOR LACKS CLARITY, SO HE'S RECONSTRUCTING
THE WHOLE THING AND INCORPORATING A SCRATCH
AND RUMBLE

FILTER.
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DO YOU SUPPOSE HE'S STILL
`FEVERISH FROM THAT LAST
ATTACK OF FLU?
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The Extra
ordinar
Experiments
of

Profess
Ernes

Evemure
by nnthony John Bassett
THE Prof. showed the boys how

to set the bias on each of the
Darlington power transistors of
the impedance -converter.

First he connected the input

terminal to the zero voltage tag
on the tag board, and connected
the output terminal to an 8 -ohm
wirewound resistor wired to the

The Prof. adjusted VR1 until

the meter reading was 5mV, then

transferred the meter leads to
measure the voltage across the
other 0.47ohm resistor. This he
adjusted by means of VR2 until
a reading of 5mV was obtained
here also.

Now by alternate small adjust-

terminal of the
power -supply, then re -connected
the mains to the power -supply
and once again switched on.

ments to VR1 and VR2 he brought

BIAS ADJUSTMENT

resistor he brought the voltage
across this resistor to zero, then

zero voltage

He switched a multimeter to

measure millivolts, and connected
it from the emitter of the MJ3001
Darlington power -transistor to
the output terminal. At first there

was zero reading on the meter,
but the Prof. carefully adjusted

until the meter needle
moved slightly to give a reading
VR1

of a few millivolts.

"Because we are measuring
the d.c. voltage across a 0.47 ohm
resistor," the Prof. informed Bob,
"every 0.47mV we measure will
be an indication of lmA flowing

in the resistor. To obtain a current of 20mA we would need to

the preset until the
voltage across the resistor is
9.4mV. But to begin with we will
set it a little lower."
adjust

40

the voltage across each resistor
up to about 10mV, then by final

adjustments, with the
meter connected across the 8ohm
small

switched the mains supply off.

Allowing a few minutes for the
power -supply capacitors to discharge, he explained to Bob and
Maurice: "When the input of the
impedance -converter is

at

OV,

its output should also be at OV,
as it is a d.c. coupled circuit, and
I have used VR1 and VR2 not
only to adjust the quiescent current to a suitable value, but also
to

"balance

out

component -

tolerances and bring the output
voltage to zero, so that when the
circuit is in use there is no flow
of current in the speaker until a
sound is produced".

IMPEDANCE
Now Maurice, who had been

contemplating
the
diagrams thoughtfully,

circuit
asked,

"What is the input impedance of
the converter, Prof?"
"A few kilohms, Maurice," the
Prof. replied.

"Then how does it match the
output impedance of the amplifier, which

is

only 8

ohms?"

Maurice wanted to know, "Because according to one of these

circuit diagrams we are connecting it to convert an impedance of
8 ohms to one of 4 ohms (Fig 1),
yet if we connect the 8 ohm out-

put of an amplifier to a load of

several kilohms surely this might
cause damage to the amplifier."
"I wondered who would be the
first to spot that," commented the
Prof., "and although most modern
transistorised amplifiers would

not be damaged by too high an
impedance, some amplifiers are
vulnerable to this condition. So
the impedance -converter which
we have built is designed to
operate in a slightly different

manner (Fig 2). Here the high
impedance of the input of the
converter is placed in parallel

with one of the speakers, and
does not make much difference
to the load seen by the amplifier.
Then the output of the converter
drives a further 8 (Arm speaker."
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DRILL CONTROLLER
CONTROL
DRILL
SPEEDS

Electronically changes
speed from approximately 10 revs to
maximum. Full power at
II speeds by finger-tip control,
Kit includes all parts, case.
everything and full instructions
13-46 including post & VAT.

Made up male' 11.00 extra.

MULLARD UNILEX

ITS FREE!

of the finest performer. in the stereo field this

Our

A mains operated 4 + 4 stereo system. Rated one

would make a wonderful gift for almost any one
in easy.to.assemble modular form and complete
with a pair of Celestlon speakers normally 28.
This should sell at about 230 -but due to
special bulk buy and as an incentive for you to
buy this month we offer the system complete at
only 117 including VAT and postage.

This heater unit Is most efficient, and quiet
running. Is an fitted In Hoover and blower heaters
costing 215 and more. Comprises motor, impeller.
2kW element and 1kW element allowing switching

Designed to operate transistor sets and amplifier,
Adjustable output Or.. 9r., 12 volts for up to
SOOmA (class B working). Takes the place of any

1, 2 and 3kW and with thermal safety cut-out.
Can be fitted Into any metal line case or cabinet.
Only needs control switch. 1583 plus VAT &
post El. 2kW Model as above except 2kW 54.25
plus VAT & post 75p. Don't miss this. Control

of the following batteries: PPI, PP3, PP4, PPS.

PP7, PP9 and others. Kit comprise.: main
transformer rectifier, smoothing and load resistor
condensers and instructions. Real snip at only
91.50 VAT A Postage 50p.

Switch 44p. P. & P. 40p.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

ISA ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER

Add colour or white light to your

amplifier. Will operate 1, 2 or
lamps (maximam 450W). Unit in
box all ready to work. 6795 phi.
969 VAT & Postage

Learn In your sleep; Have radio playing and kettle
boiling as you wake-ewitch on Lights to ward off

vo

eVZ

-

MOTORISED DISCO SWITCHES

With six 10 amp changeover switches. Multi
adjustable switches are rated at 10 amp each
so a total of 2000w's can be controlled and this
would provide a magnificent display. For mains
operating 6425 poet & VAT Paid. Ditto 9 switch
54.95 Post & VAT Paid. DITTO BUT 12 SWITCH
1575 POST & VAT PAID.

intruders -have a warm house to come home to.
441

All these and many other things you can do if you
invest in an electrical programmer Clock by famous
maker with 15 amp. on/off switch. Switch -on time
can be set anywhere to stay on up to 6 hours. Inde-

pendent 60 minute memory jogger. A beautiful unit. Price
60p, or with glass front, chrome bezel. 2160 extra.

MN.

VAT & Postage

ROOM THERMOSTAT

Famous Satchwell, elegant design, intended for wall mounting.

Will switch up to 20 amps at maims voltage. covers the range 0-30.0
Special snip this month 1250, poet and VAT paid.

4

SWITCH TRIGGER MATS
So underthin le undetectable
carpet but will switch on
with slightest preftenre. For

8 POWERFUL BATTERY MOTORS
motels, Meccano's, drills,
plane, boots, etc.. etc. 12 00.
For

burglar alarms, shop doors.

etc.

24in x 18in 12.33.

& VAT 60p.

13in x 101n 11.85.

VAT 50p.

Poet

Post

Self priming, portable fits drill or electric motor,
pumps up to 200 gallons per hour depending upon
revs. Virtually uncorrodable, use to suck water, oil,
petrol, fertilizer, chemicals, anything liquid. Bose

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
sill standard 230-250 volt primaries

24v

S amp ..

113v

2

6-3v
9v
9v
12v
12v
..
6 -6v -56-5u
18v
24v

3 amp

1213-12.

6 0-6v
8.0-8v
25v

50c
flOr

..
.

p

1.06
1 57
2 19

amp..

1 amp ..

3 18
1 85
1 26
1 86
1 88
2 82
4 75
1 56
1 56
1 85
2 44

lf amp

I amp..
1 amp ..
I amp

2 amp..
S amp ..
50mA
50mA

lamp ..
If amps
2 amp er 63v 1 amp ..
5 amp & 5v 1 amp ..

5 63
9.86
5 63
27 50
6 87
2 19
2 82

8 amp..

30r

37 amp

4 amp ..

flOr tapped 75v & 701]

250v60mA & 6-3v
275-0-275v at 90mA &

1.5 amps
a

arnpe

6-4v

EMT Transformer 5000v

connectors each end. 12-00 Poet Pahl.

MAINS RELAYS

With triple 10 amp changeover contacts -operating
coil wound for 230 volts AC, chassis mounting, one
screw fixing, ex unused equipment 600 each. 10 for LS
post and VAT paid.
TUMBLE DRYER CONTROLLER -MULTI TESTERPHOTOCUBE RECEIVER AND BRAKE WARNING DEVICE

To receive parts for the projects featured this month, and the estimated
price - 40p post. Any cash adjustment can be made later.

HORSTMANN 24 -HOUR TIME SWITCH

With 6 position programmer. When fitted to hot water
systems this could programme as follows:
Central Heating
Hot Water
Programme
0
1

;Intermittent)

Charger Transformers
..
2 amps
Or and 120
Sr and 12v
.. 9 amps
:
fl y and 12v
.. 5 amps
Add 805 per 11 to cover postage and VAT
.

.

.

:1

4

1 87

:r

i5

MULTI SPEED MOTORS

Six speeds are available 500, 850
and 1,100 r.p.m. and 7.000, 9,000
and 11,000 noon.. Shaft is 9 In.
diameter and approximately
in
long. 230/240r. Its speed may be
further controlled with the use of

2

6 87

ot&

1

our Thyristor controller. Very
powerful and useful motor size
appro., 2 In. die x 5 In. long.

5

Probably one of the best spit
motors made. Originally intended to be used in very high
priced cookers however this
can be put to plenty of other
uses, for instance your garden
barbeque or to drive a tumbler
for stone polishing; in fact, there are no ends to
Its uses. Normal mains operation. 13 25 including
POST & VAT.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET

Although this uees no battery it gives really amazing
reeults. You will receive an amazing assortment of
stations over the 19, 25, 31. 29 metre bands. Kit contains

chassis front panel and all the parts 11 -90 -crystal earphone 55p iv -lading VAT and postage.

aPAPST MOTOR

West German make, thew fine motors are note,l for their
performance and rellobility. Special features are the rotating
heavy outer which acts as a flywheel to eliminate wow and

flutter and Invitchable reversing.
We have four types in stock, all 1350 revs., including starting
capacitor.
(li Reference No. KLZ 20.50-4, 230 volts MHZ, price 55.50
(2) Reference No. KLZ 32.50.4. 230 volts 50HZ, price 56.50
(3) Reference game as above, 115 volts 50HZ, price £250
(4) Reference same as above, 110 volts 60Hz, price 1150
Poet and VAT SOp each extra.

TWIN OUTPUT POWER PACKS

These have two separately R.C. emoothed outputs
so can operate two battery radio.] or a stereo amp
without cross modulation (they will of course

AERIALS
for portable car radio or

tranunitter. Chrome plated .000.°V........"TELESCOPIC
six sections, extending from 74 to
47in. 50p + 15p. Poet & VAT.
KNUCKLED MODE!. FOR F M 80p - 17p
Poet and VAT

operate one radio/tape corneae/calculator, in fact any

battery appliance. and will gave their cost in a few
months). Specs: Full wore rectification, double
insulated mains transformer -total enclosed in a
hard P.V.C. case -three core mains lead -terminal
output -when ordering please state output voltage
44v, liv, 74v. 9v, 12v or 240.
Price 13-95. Post and VAT included.

RADIO STETHOSCOPE
Easiest way to fault find, traces

signal from aerial to speaker, when
signal stops you've found the
fault. Use it on Radio, TV,

amplifier, anything. Complete kit
comprises two special transistors
and all parts in
eluding probe tube
and crystal
piece, 12-95,

eartwin
etetho-set instead of
earpiece.
21.00
VAT and postage

Off
Off
Off

Twice Daily
All Day
Continuotully

Suitable, of course, to programme other than central heating and hot water, for
Instance, programme upstairs and downstairs electric heating or heating and
cooling or taped music and radio. In fact, there I. no limit to the versatility of
this Programmer. Malae operated. Size 3m x Sin x 3.1n deep. Price 0050. 80p
Post and VAT. as Illustrated but lees case

Price 1100 including Poet tt. VAT.

SPIT MOTOR WITH CARTER
GEAR BOX

Off

Twice Daily
All Day
Twice Daily
All Day
Continuously

TERMS: When order la under 55 please add 40p marchers* to abet packing
85penses

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD.

incl.
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?dullard Unite. with 538^ round
speakers

Advertising

(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAMWORTH ROAD,
CROYDON CR9 ISG.

Price Posing,
17 00

1.50

9 96

100

amp and control
Stereo amplifier for headphones
Luxistor amplifier in case with

7.00
3.50

.40
.25

Alf /FM Tuner with wale and
drive shaft
..
FM Tuner with wale and drive

6.50

.50

11 60

-40

Full.Fi stereo amplifier in teak

look cave
7 watt stereo amplifier with pre -

Decoder for stereo to work with
above tuner
..

Celeetion 8" speaker 12f watts
10 Watt Speaker System in polished wood cabinet
..
5 Watt Speaker in wood cabinet

30 Watt Speaker 14"
heavy duty

..

2000 watt motor driven disco
light flasher
..
9 Switch motor driven disco
light controller ..
Black light (CV) lamp for disco
Sound to Light unit ..

Remitone 7 transistor pocket
radio
Crystal set kit
BSR Olenborne Auto Changer.
ceramic cartridge & cueing arm
Atlas car battery charger with
panel meter, fiv and 12v
..

Motorised car aerial 12v with
controls

,

9.00

40

9.60

.40

4.00

-76

9 00

3.00

4.50

1 50

/2-60

200

9^

x

.

Light Dimmer, 1250 watts,
disco model
..

Battery charger Mt -transformer
-full wave rectifier & flush meter

119

3.5 amp

24v

remote control.

ROTARY PUMP

&

Advance

previous lists.

TANGENTIAL HEATER UNIT

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK

monthly

Bargains List gives details of bargains
arriving or just arrived -often bargains
which sell out before our advertisement
can appear -Its an interesting list and
its free -just send S.A.E. Below are a
few of the Bargains still available from

.

Autoset Timer heart 24 hours
Smiths Central heating con.
troller

Randall central heating controller
Horstmann central heating
controller
Clock with 25 amp switch
..

Clock with 25 amp switch, but
with glass front & chrome bezel
12v Maine unit for driving
model, cassette, etc. ..
Drill speed controller kit
Drill speed controller, but made
.

up

Battery operated fluorescent
light unit 12"
ICE Multi tester, 40 range
ICE Multi tester, 80 range ..
Multi -range test meter C1000..
.

Pack of 8 battery motors for

4,25

20

4 00

-20

4 95
7.00
8.50

-211

2 00
2 00

-20

-50
-20

25

10 95

50

1

3 50

I-00

2 26

-50

7 40

-80

3 95

.40

750

-30

7 00

-30

6 00
3 00

3,,
.

4 50

30

2 95
2.95

40

385

it,

3.05
15.66
24.30
4 86

(-00
'60
-85
-30

model making
..
5 Computer hoard. (at least 250

2 00

transistors, Ic's, etc)
Batteries (10.7v) pack of 25 ..
kutex soldering iron kit
Twin output power packs
7fr, 9v, 12v, 24v (state volts)..
PC board marker pen ..
Fluorescent kitchen light 20
watt with tube
Jug heater 900 watt immersion
heater
Multi -speed motor
..
Automatic night light switch

1 00
1.00
4.50

-40

3 50

-40

.

Automatic night light switch

30
-413

99

10

2 95

50

3.50
1.60

-30
-45

4.00

-25

1.50

-25

Immersion heater 2kw, standard
fitting
2 00
.60
Soil heating kit
..
3.50
.75
.20
Claymore Intercom/Baby Alarm
5.75
Technical hooks published by Illiffes50 Photo electric circuit. and
1.30
systems
-10
110 Transistor Projects
..
1.40
or two
20 Solid State Projects for the

20 Solid State Projects for the
car and garage
..
110 Integrated circuit projects
for home constructors ..
110 Semi -conductor projects
for home constructors
..

International data books Diode equivalent tables (128
pages)

Transistor data tables (227
Transistor equivalent tables

100

or
more

1.20 Poet

free

1.20

1.20

1.96
1.25

or two
or

more

(176 pages)

1.10 post

Page.)

1.10

Thryristor data tables (159

free
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CRESCENT RADIO LTD.

riliki/
Capacitive discharge
electronic ignition kit

164-166 HIGH ROAD LONDON N22 6EJ
(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, Edmonton, N.9

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 1 St Michaels Terrace Wood Green
London N22 4SJ Phone 888 3206 & MAIL ORDER 888.4474
AIRCRAFT BAND CONVERTER

POWER PACKS

with on/off

A most popular unit providing instant
conversion of any medium wave radio

switch and pilot light.
Sloe- 130 mm x 55 minx 75 torn

with any AM or FM radio without

PPI Switched 3, 4{,

volt @ 500

6,

7i, 9 and 12

ni/a,

ONLY= 54 50 - 11%

requiring to be connected. Tunes:
110.133 MHz. Size: 100 X 70 x 40mm.
12)0o VAT.
Our price 15.50

CASSETTE MICROPHONE
On/Off switch for Remote Control. Split

Lead with 2 5inni and 3 5mni plugs.

Standard Cassette Mice to cult all
types. Complete with Desk Rest.
Please atate which Impedance required
200ohm,50K.ohin.
PRICE 4160 4 1211%VAT.

P.C. ETCHING KIT

This kit contains all that the constructor
will need to etch the circuits of his own
design.

Contents-Plastic etching dish. [Sample

copper clad board. Laminate Cutter.
lb Ferric

1

Smoother running
Instant all-weather starting
Continual peak performance
Longer coil/battery/plug life
Improved acceleration/top speeds
Up to 20% better fuel consumption
Sparkrite Mk. 2 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge,
electronic ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable
and complete. It can be assembled in two or three hours and fitted in
15/30 rmns.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely
eliminates problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to
Contact breaker bounce which is eliminated electronically by a Pulse
SuppreSsion circuit Which prevents the unit tiring if the points bounce
open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker burn is eliminated by reducing the

current to about 1/50th of the norm. It will perform equally well with
new, old. or even badly pitted points and is not dependent upon the
dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system. Sparkrite
incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of

to cover the f.cinating V.H.F.
aircraft band. Spec.: 9 volts. Used

Chloride. Large Plastic

Spoon. Etch Resist Pen. Full Etching
Instructions.
Complete and Sig Kit Value at 13.75p

- 8% VAT.

"C100" 100WATT AMPLIFIER
All built and tested, mounted on
plain aluminium chassis which meas.
ures 18^ x 9t"x 4^ and which you can
mount Into a cabinet of your choice.
Four Controlled Inputs, Master Volume, Treble, Middle and Bus Controls.
8/C protected output. 100 watta Clean
into Bohm L/8. Ideal for Disco, Music
Groups. PA and Clubs.
carr. 4- 896 VAT.
A Bargain at £42
T1 MULTI -METER
Ideal tester for everybody Interested In
electronics. Weighing teas than 100

grammes and only tiOmm x 24min x
90mm.

Rouges: AC volts: 0.10v, 50v, 250v,
1.000v.

DC volt.: 0-10v, 50v, 250v,

FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous ferric chloride in double

1,000v.

DC current: 0-1m/a, 0-100m/a.
Resistance: 0-150K ohm.

sealed one pound Poly packs.

OUR PRICE - 55P - PP 1- 8'. per lb.
3

PRICE 54.75 - VAT 8%

K'WATTS PSYCHEDELIC LIGHT CONTROL UNIT

Three Channel Ea.,
Middle. Treble. Each
channel has its own
sensitivity control.
Just connect the In

this unit to
loudspeaker ter

put of
the

_

-

41111MINItelwass

minals of an amplifier and cobtkort three ..!SOV up to
1000W lanipS to the output terminals of the unit, and
you produce a fascinating sound -light display. I Al
Kuarantred).
118.50 pl. 75p P. a P. - 8*

1109

+I2i%

90p
90P

%

AT

BARGAIN PROJECT BOX
A plastic box with moulded
extrusion rails for PC or
Chassis panels with metal

front plate fitted with four
screws WI suppliedl
OUR PRICE 50p -

All prices are excluding VAT. Please
add to each i em the VAT rat., in-

U.K. CARR.
50p

MINI LOUDSPEAKERS

2E" 80 ohni
94" 40 ohm
2i- ohm

otherwise
stated

unless

dicated to all orders

blowing the transistors or the SCR. (Most capacitive discharge ignitions

are not completely foolproof in this respect). All kits fit vehicles with

coil/distributor ignition and up to 8 cylinders.
THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED

Reedy drilled pressed steel case coated in matt black epoxy resin, reedy
drilled base and heat sink, top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer
end components. cables, coil connectors. printed circuit board, nuts.
bolts, silicon grease, full instructions to make the kit negative or
positive earth, and 10 page installation instructions.

PHILIPS

111r7

23 PHILIPS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Electronic/conventional ignition switch.
Gives instant changeover from "Spark rite- ignition to conventional
ignition for performance comparisons, static timing etc.. and will
also switch the ignition off completely as a security device. Includes
switch connectors. mounting bracket and instructions. Cables excluded.
Also available.RPMlimiting control for dashboard mounting
(fitted in case on ready built unit).

CALLERS WELCOME. For C,VPIOn tuning and fitting service 'phone10922, 33008

PRICES INCLUDE VAT. POST AND PACKING.

Improve performance &economy NOW
Note:- vehicles with current impulse tachometers (Smiths code on dial
RVI) will require a tachometer pulse slave unit. Price E3-35 inc. VAT
post & packing.

00100'

'Quick installation
No engine modification }
required

Main

Electronics Design Associates, DEPT EE/1
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 30E. Phone: (0922) 33652
Name

41,11111,1

EIT

The top sellers for home assembly in
Europe-now available in the U.K.
Now - read all about the Philips range of
quality kits for home assembly - mixers, amplifiers,
speakers, etc, etc. Send today to
S.S.T. Distributors (Electronic Components) Ltd.,
West Road, Tottenham, London N17 ORN
!Please send me, quickly, the new colour catalogue.

EE71

Name

Address

Address
Ms 2 Div am 8,0 C11.80

I enclose cheque/PO's
f

Mt. 2 Reach, U.ill Negat.v Carlo 0. C14 97

II

MS 2 Ready 8..pit Pp... Earth ry E 14.91
R P M, Lon,t msmmt n ,Dora units as E2 42

116
42

Cheque No.

ignR.on Cnonesove. sprotcnes 41. C4.30

Send SAE if brochure
only.required.

SEND
TODAY!

I
I

s S.iDistnbutors Is a member of
the Philips Group of Companies
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1 -OHM LOAD

8 -OHM 0/P
50 WATT
AMPLIFIER

8 -OHM TO 4,OHM
CONVERTER
CIRCUIT

Fig.

I. (left) The circuit to which Maurice referred.

Fig.

2. (below) The diagram showing actual connection of the

converter.
TWO 8 -OHM 50 -WATT
SPEAKERS

At this moment Tom appeared

8 -OHM OUTPUT
50 WATT AMPLIFIER

perspiring from another part of

the laboratory, where he had

E2(

INPUT

IMPEDANCE
CONVERTER
CIRCUIT

8 -OHM

OUTPUT

1:11( 50 WATT
SPEAKER

been making a case for the impedance -converters.
He
obviously been working

had
very

hard, sawing, filing, drilling and

bending the metal to make the

case which he now brought, and
showed proudly to the Prof. and
his friends Maurice and Bob.

CASE
"Can we fit the impedance converters into this case now?"

he asked, "Then we could check
out the system and maybe give
it a trial run."
"Not yet, Tom, hang on, we've
only made one of them!" replied
Maurice, "We need another for

the other channel of the stereo
amplifier!"

8 -OHM 5.0 WATT
SPEAKER

"Oh, Maurice," said the Prof.

with a suppressed grin and a
twinkle in his eye, "Would you
mind opening that package for
me?"
Maurice

brought over the
package which the robot had
earlier delivered, and as he looked

inside it, gave a sudden yelp of
amazement.
"There are three more im-

pedance -converters in here!" he
exclaimed, "Where did they, come
from?"
"The
robot
made
them,
Maurice."

"But it only took him a few

Photocubes are now generally avail-

able from photographic shops; they
are designed to hold photographs and
one is used for the case of the Photocube
Receiver. As far as the electronic

By Mike Kenward

components go there should be no
buying problems, if any parts are not

A RECENT visit to the D.I.Y. Exhibition at Olympia did not reveal any
great displays of electronics and we
feel it is a pity that this popular hobby,

available locally one of the large mail
order firms should be able to help.
The Denco aerial can be obtained
direct from Denco they supply either

which anyone can undertake, has been
completely neglected. One item of

price is 94p and 70p respectively plus
12.5 per cent VAT plus 16p postage.

MW/LW or MW only type 5FR the

The item we spotted was a tool

row of tools tidily and on display for
easy access. The retail price is E3.99
including VAT and they are available
through Interore Ltd., 29 Thurloe
Street, London SW7 2LQ.
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routine

labour

of

producing

other

interesting

another three, then we could use
the time we have saved, to carry
out

a

few

projects!"

Continued next month

constructing the Tumbler Dryer Control
is a source of supply for sea salt if sea

Photocube Receiver

It is 9Icms long and holds a double

the

Warning Indicator should provide any
buying problems. It is important that
heavy gauge auto wire is used for the
connections to and from the unit and
that all joints involved in the lamp
circuit wiring are of good quality,
this is because the supply current for

on the board are linked together.

is made in England using 22 gauge mild
steel with a stove -enamelled finish.

replied

Prof., "But I thought that if we
made one converter ourselves,
and let the robot handle the

Tumbler Dryer Control

chain. This is also the reason four strips

rack from Hoga Products. The rack

one converter!"
"That's right,"

Brake Warning Indicator
None of the parts for the Brake

the brake lights flows through this

interest did however present itself.

minutes from the time you gave
him his instructions, to the time
he brought this package, and it
took all of us ages just to make

Multi -Tester
For those who have completed the
Teach -In 76 course the Multi -Tester
project is a good way of putting some

One problem that may arise when
water is not available. I am informed
that many grocers, chemists and
aquarium shops (particularly those
selling salt water fish) can supply this.
It is not possible to use ordinary table
salt because of the additives in it.
The angle bracket for the triac
mounting is made from a piece of angle

aluminium of fairly solid proportions
to provide a heat sink. You should be
able to obtain suitable material from
a good d.i.y. or metal shop-they may
even have an off cut!
The triac specified comes in a TO48

case which is easily mounted using a
single hole for the stud but it must be

insulated from the metal with the
correct mounting washers.

Literature
Finally brief news of a change of
ownership of Arrow Electronics, its
new shop and catalogue. The new
owner is Peter Clarke who says "My

staff are second to none and our large
technical library enables us to trace or

ed shortly. Buying the parts should

substitute most of the items used in
electronics today, and in most cases
supply from our now vastly increased
stocks of over 6000 lines".
A new catalogue is now available

not present any problems.

price 40p.

of the parts to use-another in the
form of a power supply will be publish-
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the mathematician makes the assump-

GEORGE HYLTON

tion that the coil is wound with flat

brings it

tape, infinitely thin. Since real coils

own
Inductance CalculationsHow to Avoid Them

are wound with round wire their
inductances are different.

You'll notice too that the formulae

all give the inductance L. The number
of turns N cannot be obtained directly.
Before you can do that the formulae
have to be rearranged. A mathematician will have no problem here. He'll
probably tell you that all that's needed
piece of manipulation.
is a trivial
That's his way of saying: "I'm all right,
Jack. can do it".
What can the rest of us do? We can
resort to a few simple "wrinkles" plus
trial and error. One thing you will find
in all these formulae is the term N2,
which is the square of the number of
turns. What this means is that, other
things being equal, twice the number
I

T

comes a time in the life of
every electronics enthusiast when

he must answer the terrible question:
put on?
How many turns should
Strong men have been known to run
away screaming at the thought of
having to work it out for themselves.
It isn't surprising,
Opening a well-known textbook at
the pages on inductance calculations
find a magnificent collection of
I

I

formulae, all purporting to tell you
the inductance of a coil and all different.
Here's a selection:

of turns gives four times the inductance,

trebling the turns gives nine times,
quadrupling gives 16 times, and so on.

By the same token, halving the turns
reduces the inductance to a quarter of
what it was, using one -tenth the
number gives one hundredth the
inductance, etc.

Thick Ones!

L-

L-

L=

a2 N2

9a + 101

a2 N2

(9 -(a/5I)) a

101

2

0 252. d2 N2
I

it doesn't
work out quite like that. If you have a
coil like the one in Fig. I, with 16 turns,
and you remove 8 of them, you have
done something else, too. You have
changed the shape. What started off
as a coil about twice as long as it was
thick, ends up as one whose length is
about the same as its thickness (i.e.
diameter).
This upsets the situation. The
assumption that we now have a
quarter of the original inductance isn't
quite true. To make it true we'd have
In

0.46 (0)

3

practice,

however,

to spread out the turns so that they
occupied

It becomes dear, on reading the

the

same

length

of

the

former as the original complete coil.

words that accompany this mathematical feast, that these formulae have one
thing in common. They are all wrong!

To make it tune to 4MHz with 400pF
you halve the turns. To make it tune
to I MHz you double the turns.
Remember that this is only approximate, and leave enough loose wire to
make a final adjustment!
we've been considering
So far
different numbers of turns on the same
coil -former. If the former is different,
too, (smaller or larger diameter) then
the inductance is different even when
the number of turns is the same.
Looking back, we've discovered
three things which influence the
inductance:

Number of turns.
Shape.
Size.

This is why those formulae are so
complicated. They take all three
factors into consideration. (For any

courageous reader with a calculator,
the first formula is approximately
right for coils of ordinary shape, like
Fig I. Formula (2) is for short coils.
Formula (3) is for ordinary coils but is
more accurate than (I). All dimensions
are in inches and the inductance is in
micro -henries.

All

coils

are

"single

layer", that is, with just one layer of
wire, not several on top of each other.)

Core
The inductance of a coil also depends
on the material near it, and in particular
on the material inside it. If, for example,
a coil is wound on a ferrite rod, the
material inside it is a magnetic material.
This increases the inductance. In
general, magnetic materials increase
the inductance, non magnetic insulators
like plastics or paper leave it unchanged, and non-magnetic metals
reduce it.
These effects are commonly used to
enable inductances to be adjusted.

A "core" of material is provided which

can be screwed into the bore of the
coil former. Depending on how far it
is

screwed

in,

the

inductance

is

changed by a little or by quite a lot.
Cores are usually made of ferrite or
iron "dust" cemented together, but

Not very wrong, perhaps, but wrong.
In order to make life easier for himself

for u.h.f. working are often of brass.
What if the core is of a magnetic
metal? Laminated transformer cores
are, and their effect is to increase the
inductance enormously, at low frequencies. But as the frequency increases
the "metal" effect gains on the
"magnetic" effect, and the core

becomes ineffective. Iron cores (which

must be of "soft" non-magnetisable
Fig.

to
eart
44

I. A solenoid coil.

All the same, you can get a fair idea
of the number of turns to add or take

off by applying the "squaring" rule.
It's even easier to adjust the turns if

the coil is part of an LC tuned circuit
which has to be set to the right
frequency by altering L. In this case,

the relation between turns and fre-

quency is quite straightforward.
To double the tuned frequency you
just halve the turns and so on. To take a
practical example, suppose a coil is
designed to tune to 2MHz with 400pF.

iron, not steel or any permanent magnet alloy) are seldom used above
the audio frequency range nowadays.
Ferrite cores are used from the

higher audio frequencies up into the
radio frequency range. Dust -iron is
used mainly at radio frequencies. The
extent to which the inductance of a
coil is increased by a magnetic screw
core varies from a few per cent to a
factor of several times, depending on
the size, shape and material.

The effect of enclosing a coil in a
metal "screening can" is to reduce the
inductance.
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HONES

p

SOLENT
MARK II

0

Announcement

STEREO AUDIO
SYSTEM

HEAC)P
BIER E0
1ED
wiTHT ORDER
suPPLERY ,ompLE

EVERY

Electronic

£5 down

Construction

Kits for 1976/77

Solent Mark II
Tuner

Stereo

Amplifier
chassis
AM/FM

with
radio

covering long,
medium, short
and stereo FM

wavebands.

Separate Bass and Treble controls. 30 watts total power
output (frequency response 25-20,000 Hz) AFC Switching.
Dimensions 18i" x 9" x 34". The very latest BSR automatic

record deck with cue and pause control. Two matching
elliptical speaker units. Order early limited stocks avail-

able cash price £69.95. Credit Sale £500 deposit 9
monthly payments of £8 70 (Total Credit price £83 30).

P. & P. £400. Send £900 today.

AF 25
AF 30
AF 300

Chassis only available for cash at £49 00+p. & p. £3 00
Full 12 months Guarantee.

AF 340
AF 380

Access and Barclaycard Orders Accepted by Telephone

AT 5
AT 30
AT 50
AT 56

CALLERS WELCOME

LEWIS radio

EE

I 77, 100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE

AT 320
AT 325
AT 347
AT 365
AT 405
AT 460
AT 465
AT 466
AT 468

LONDON N14 SPL Telephone: 01.882.1644

YES SIR 1st class post TONIGHT.
We specio/ise in high spec components
with express service for phone customers

GP 304
GP 310
GP 340
GU 330

111! M = M i =1 MS NI NM MN 11.1 all .

HIGH SPEC components FAST'.

N Agents for VERO - ANTEX N. BIB MULTICORE SOLDER

HF 61

HF 65
HF 305
HF 310

--:*
--.,-`,...7", 7

HF 325.2
HF 330

M OPEN Dam-5prn. 6 days-Phone orders 9am-4pm.
I S.A.E. for stock list including pots, presets, I.C.'s 7400 0 CMOS,
capacitors, plugs, sockets. switches, cable, etc.
Post free envelope Included for your next order.
I SUPER EXPRESS phone service-ask for details.
Shop at keen prices 5 days per week. Late night-Fri. 7-10p.m.
ITRANSISTORS + 200 OTHER TYPES IN STOCK
AC125

20p
20p
20p

I126

II

I
I
I
I
111

111

127

BC109

Up

128

Up
35p
14p

Up

42p
42p

1490

124

149C

11p
11p

90p

131

154

111p

36P

132
139
155

162

MCH/PR

AFII6
117
124
239

144
210
24p

Sip
379

150
11p

108

Op

50V 3A

I 100V 3A

200V 3A

400V 3A

9p
9p

177

17p
18p
19p

1788
179B
184B
184L

12p
11p
259

60V lA

72

BF158
184

185
194
196

13p
197
15p
199
12p
15p
338
17p BFWII

211p

TIP41A

84
88

22p
22p
17p
16p

42A
TiS43
ZTX300

BFY50
51

52

15p. 8Y164

lip

ME0401

Up

ME4001

14p

0411
4101

---.
20P.
rip
11Ip

Il
12p
120

Itp

91

200

0C28
35
44
71

ORP12TIA

p

113p.

1:pp:
SP
Op

pp
Sp

2N2219

4p
Ilp
9Op

NP

30o
259
4975pp.

Illp 400V lA

5p
gp
10p
Sp
20p
40p

2646

21p

20p
110p TAG 1 600

1 700V IA 129

13T 106

400V 4A
Sip C106D1
500V 6.IA 1 25 BT 109

tap

11 p

10p
ispv
10p
12p

Tipp

3V, 3V3, 5V1, 51/6. 7V5, SNN7560513ND
E5900N
V 10y, 12V, 18V, 22V,
91,
SN70013N
30V. All at 12p* each.
SN76023N
LED TIL 209,0 125 0 2" TBA800
Red
20p
Zip TBA810S
Green
29p
29p TBA820
Clips for above 1p.
ZN414

NT 300
NT 305
NT 311
NT 315
NT 330
NT 400
NT 410
NT 415

..

2 SO

2 30
6 10
5 90
8 95
3 25
3 10
5 25
3 70
5 55
10 75
7 29

.

3 Watt audio amplifier
..
Power amplifier
40 watt AF power amplifier
2 Watt IC universal amplifier
Automatic light control
..
Photo -cell amplifier
_
Theo AC regulator up to 440W
Triac AC regulator up to 2200W
All-round AC/DC regulator
Interval and flasher unit
..
Electronic Roulette ..
..
Light show
..
..
..
Low-cost light/heat control ..
Monolite
Superlite
Strobolite
..
Ouadrolite
Main circuit unit
Hi-Fi pre -amplifier
..
Hi-Fi pre -amplifier ..
..,
Guitar tremolo
..
Diode medium wave receiver
..
FM transmitter/Signal Test Generator

75

..

..
..
...
..
..

Amateur band 2 metre VHF 144 MHZ converter
FM tuner
..
..
..
FM tuner module
Stereo decoder
Mini FM receiver
..
VHF/UHF aerial amplifie.

..
..
..

..
..
..

17 00
2 75
10 80
17 10
20 45
19 45
4 55
24 60
29 10
5 65

4 30
2 50
6 70
11 50
19 85
6 70
2 95
BO

Aerial amplifier AM -FM

4d -stereo..
..
Stereo VU module
..
S -meter module/amplifier

50

..

0 45
4 30
2 95

..
Multivibrator/signal generator
Dial module (meter not Included)
VU module (meter not included)
Balance module (meter not included)
..
Tuning module (meter not included)
..
Semi -conductor tester for diodes/transistors ..
Power pack (transformer not included) ..
Voltage converter
..
Voltage stabiliser
..

2 10
2 60
4 50
10 15
4 40
2 80

..
..
..
..
..
Power Supply (transformer not included)
Power supply ..
..
..
..
..
Power supply (transformer not included)

4 70
17 15
4 50
8 45

Power pack
Power pack

..

1

40

2 55
1

ee

8 75

Please enclose 25p for p & p with order.
All prices include VAT

18p

3053
3055
3702
3703

LM3

69p

I
I
111

16°60p*

756I.
1 75*
1.35. II
1 49.
1

120 I
1

60

Post 6 Packing 25p per order. VAT please add to total *121%, rest 8%.

ORCHARD ELECTRONICS

I

29260 13p
2926G 15p

3705
3707
3819E

mom., Bzu3

329

M 392
M 393
M 402

35p

4002
4005
4006
4148

Ile

M 391

110p

1N914
1N4001

18p
10p

M 310
M 350
M 360
M 390

67P

500
502

40p

MPF102 32p

35809. 0A9047

7Sn

Ile

HF 375
HF 385
HF 395
LF 380

214
Up
30A 55p'
214L
11111p
31A S7p
259.
RESISTORS 11p. each LINEAR I/C's
BRIDGES
741
13p 100V IA 28p 4 WATT 812 (5%)
339
1
ohm
-10m
ohm
15p 200V 1A
LM380S L60745121
399

12p

THYRISTORS
600V IA

557

10p* BD123

120

212A
212L
2138

10p

Up

1578

187

BC1086 11p
108C

147A

303
338

BFX29

3Sp

161

DIODES

1

301

AD149

m CIL108

1

24p

29p

10p BCY7I

107A 129

pp

111p*

142
143

287
300

147B
148
148B

153
176
187
188

AU113

111

117

109E3

BC262A 19p

35p
35p
20p
26p
20p

151

I BC107
1111

109C

11p
12p
13p

Mixer
..
Pre -amplifier

AF 3103

I

Send for free Catalogue to:
JOSTYKIT (UK) LTD., Mail Order Division
P.O. Box 68, Middlesborough,
Cleveland, TS1 50G

NAME
ADDRESS

IFLINT HOUSE, HIGH STREET, WALLINGFORD, OXON, 01(10 ODE
Telephone 0491 35529.

IIMM=1.1 11.=MEMI

ou
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SMALL ADS

CON DMONS OF ACCEPTANCE

OF CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1. Advertisements are accepted subject

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 14
pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number

to the conditions appearing on our current
advertisement rate card and on the express
the
Advertiser
understanding that
warrants that the advertisement does not
contravene any Act of Parliament nor is it

40p extra. Semi -display setting £9.00 per single
column inch (2.5cm). All cheques, postal orders, etc.,

to be made payable to Everyday Electronics and
crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should
always be sent registered post. Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be sent to the

an infringement of the British Code of
Advertising Practice.

2. The publishers reserve the right to
refuse or withdraw any advertisement.
3. Although every care is taken, the

Classified Advertisement Manager, Everyday Electronics, Room 2337, I PC Magazines Limited, King's
Reach Tower, Stamford St., London, SE1 9LS.
(Telephone 01-261 5918).

LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, kits and
cabinets for D.I.Y.,
HI FI, P.A., Disco,
etc. by EMI, Fane,

RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS

Goodmans,
Baker, Kef, Elac,
Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.

COPPER CLAD PC BOARDS 5;" x 5)"
10" x 7"-50p all pp.

6-$5p 12)"

TV CONVERENCE PANELS

2 x AC128

3

slugged coils, 3 slide switches 11 WW pots.
3 Carbon presets, 2 ferrite chokes etc E1. (500

Send stamp for
free booklet"Choos-

NEONS 20--00p (20o)

C 280 POLYESTER CAPS 100-El (15p)
TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPS
THREE
EQUIV 0071, AC128 40p (10p) 3-E1 pp

ing

J.W.B. RADIO

Mail order only

NO LICENSE EXAMS NEEDED
To operate this miniature, solidstate Transmitter - Receiver Kit.

Only £825 plus 20p P&P.
'Brain -Freeze' em with a MINI STROBE Kit, pocket -sized 'lightning
flashes', vari-speed, for discos and
parties. A mere £3.80 plus 20p P&P.
Experiment with a psychedelic

CARTRIDGES

STYLI.

EXPRESS -KITS are

&

EXPRESS COMPONENTS
29 White Road, Stratford,
London EIS 4HA

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE

AUDIO

(EE), Longley Lane, Gatley, Cheadle,
Cheshire SKR 4EE.

1,1,0 T.

swg
14-19
20-29
30-34
35-40

MK III

selling
locator kit; 4,000 sold

LOTS MORE! Send 20p for lists.
Prices include VAT. (Mail order

best

metal

Weighs only 22oz. Fitted with
Faraday shield

U.K. only).

Speaker and earphone operation
Knocks down to only 17in

BOFFIN PROJECTS

2 85

K.,

H.M. ELECTRONICS

From

A BASIC D.I.Y. CASE

can be painted, stained, etc.
* Simulated black leathergrain lid.

REAL VALUE
FOR MONEY
48,1--"11404,

IIVIIIIIP

nvloo for leaflet
sun.& tested £19.75

GB,

v ATM..) Pos. 21 00 -it 58 VAT WO

GB2

.£1475

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS
lb CLEVELAND ROAD,
(Mail order only)
LONDON, Ell 2AN

75

* Whitewood Ply end cheeks, that

Send stamped addressed

Post LI 00-

1-04

* One piece aluminium chassis.

You only need soldering iron,
screwdriver, pliers and snips
Five transistor circuit

kat

2oz
.50
'59
.64

92

260

Prebuilt search coil assembly
Thoroughly professional finish
As seen on SEMI and BBC2 TV

Cunliffe Road, Stoneleigh
Ewell, Surrey. (E.E.)

89

4oz
69

2 45

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
PO Box 30, London E4 9BW

NEW!

Metal Locator

Varicap tuning

Britain's

lb

1

240

inclusive of p&p and VAT.
SAE brings Catalogue of copper and resistance
wires In all coverings.

TREASURE TRACER

sound -catcher; ready-made modules.
£4.75 each plus 20p P&P.

de-

SAE All Enquiries-Mail Order only

FELSTEAD ELECTRONICS,

list to:

modern

signs on fibreglass p.c.b. using top
quality components and include
easy -to -follow instructions. Case
and batteries not supplied.

prices send SAE for free illustrated

speech/sounds with the BIG EAR

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SIIEETS, Radio, TV, etc.,
50p and SAE. Catalogue 20p and SAE.
Hamilton Radio, 47 Bohemia Road, St.
Leonards, Sussex.

Tremolo, Auto-Waa & others

LEADS ETC. For the best at keenest

DREAM LAB, or pick up faint

4

Available NOW
AUTOMATIC PHASE C590 incl.
E5.50 P. & pkg.
FUZZ -TONE
Available LATER: Treble Boost,

Dust ES. Swan Works. Bank Square.
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 IHF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

2 Barnfleld Crescent, Sale Cheshire M33 1NL
Postage in brackets

a speaker"

MUSICAL EFFECTS
Build them yourself with EXPRESS -KIT

WILMSLOW AUDIO

3LBS ASS Computer Panels E1 (70p)

Publishers shall not be liable for clerical
or printers' errors or their consequences.

...... E2 65 I Post and

14" x 6" x 2"

GBla 9" 0 6" a 2"

1.21115

14" x 7" 0 3"
003 14" x 9" x 4"
Mini -Ben 7" x 5" x 3"

E325
E395

Packing

*Op

Plus
E1 75 1 V.A.T.

Other Types and Styles. Dry Transfer lettering.

Send 15p for leaflets to: 2755 Fulwood Road, Broomhill,

Sit 3BD

Sheffield,

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for

BOOKS and PUBLICATIONS

Harrogate,
190 King's Road
N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885.

Start your own business
printing pound notes

service sheets of Radio, TV etc. 75p
plus SAE. Colour TV Service Manuals
on request. SAE with enquiries to
BTS,

See close-up work with
less eye strain. Lightweight
adjustable headband.

MISCELLANEOUS
RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES

Powerful optically around
Can be worn over normal

'AA' (HP7)-£1.05. Sub 'C'-£1.29. 'C'

£9.95

£4.48, £4.48, £5 24, £5.24, £3.98. All

Jewellery, Watchmakers. Any fine work. DE
LUXE model with superior quality lens. PLUS
hinged lens mount. 2x model £11 95 + 75p

(HP11 )-£2.02. 'D' ( HP2 )-£2.92. PP3£4.98. Matching chargers, respectively,

prices include VAT add 10% Post &
Package. SAE for full list, 1 plus, if
wanted, 35p for 'Nickel Cadmium
Power' Booklet. Sandwell Plant Ltd.,
Denholm Road, Sutton Goldfield,
1
West Midlands B73 6PP. Tel. 021-354

glasses. Essential industry, Home
Workshop, Collecting, Modelling,

p. & p., 2ix model E10.50 + 75p p. & p., 3x model
CHF 95 + 75p p. & p.

Access accepted, send name, address & No.

JOHN DUDLEY & CO. LTD. (Dept. EMI),

301 Cricklewood Lane, London, NW2
Tel. 01-451 5917
(Callers welcome)

Printing pound notes? Well not quite --but "Start

your own business rewinding electric motors"
could easily be your licence to make money in
1976.

Lavishly Illustrated. this unique Instruction
manual shows step by step how to rewind motors,

working part or full time, without experience.

Everything you need to know easily explained,
including where to obtain materials, how to get
all the work you need, etc, etc.
A goldrnine of information and knowledge.
Only E3.90 plus 26p P & P from:
Dept EES,
MAGNUM PUBLICATIONS,
Brinksway,
Trading Estate,
Brinksway
Stockport SK3 OBZ.

9764.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT £4.2S

Make your own printed circuits. Contains etching
dish, 100 sq Ins of pc board, 1 lb ferric chloride,
dab
pen, drill bit, laminate cutter.
L_

£4 95.

JC12 POWER KIT

Supplies 25V 1 Amp £3' 75,

JC12 PREAMP KITS
Type 1 for magnetic pickups, mica and tuners.
Mono E1 50. Stereo E3 N. Type 2 for Ceramic or
crystal pickups. Mono

ttp.

£4.95.

New Integrated circuit 20W amplifier kit complete
with chip, printed circuit and date £4 45.

Millenia series. Switched 1 to 30V In 0 1V steps.
I Amp: Kit £12.45. Kit + case 414 95. Built N A.
2 Amp: Klt E14-95. Kit + case £17 90. Built N A.

6 -WAY SPECIAL £520

VOUCHERS

RADIO MODELS
50mA with press -stud battery connectors.OVE3-45.

6V E3 45. 9V+9V £5 45. 6V+6V £5.45. 41V+4.1V
£5 45.

7)V with 5 pin din plug. 150mA £3.95.

NEW FROM AMERICA

Transistor stabilized 8 -way type for low hum.

LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAY WATCHES
FROM FAIRCHILD
TIMEBAND
5 + 4 functions. Continuous

ft- 10.

3/41/6/4/9/12/15116V. 50mA £350. 1 Amp EC 54.
Heavy duty 13 -way types 4}/8/7/8}/11/13/14/17/
21/25/28/34/42V. 1 Amp model £4.95. 2 Amp model
£7-115.

Car convertor kit Input 12V DC. Output 6/71.'9V
DC IA transistor stabilized £1 95.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
6-0-6V 100mA £1. 9-0-9V 75mA £1. 18V IA £1.95.
0,12,15;20/24,30V 1A £4 30. 12-0-12V 50mA £1.

24A £2 95.

6-0-6V 10> E2. 85. 9-0-9V 1A £2.55. 12-0-12V IA

£2.95. 15-0-15V IA E3 20. 30-0-30V IA E4 10.

S-DECS AND T-DECS

readout

mo441140*14407

sockets:-

.401,

16 dil £2 05. 10T05 £195.

-

SPECIAL

CAPACITOR KITS
C280 Kit -PC Mounting polyester 250V 5 of each
value: 0-01, 0-022, 0047. 0,1, 0 22pF, 2 of 0.47,
E1

-98 net

C296 Kit -Tubular polyester, 400V, 5 of each value
0.01, 0.022, 0-047, 0-1, 0.22uF, 2 of 0.470F, E.2.67
net.

"DIGITAL MULTIMETER KIT"
AS IN E.T.I. SAE FOR LIST

of

Grey Watch with free stainless steel bracelet
E16- 45.

SINCLAIR PROJECT 80 AUDIO MODULES

PZ5 £4.95. PZ6 £11' 70. Z40 £5 75. Project 8050

£11-95.

BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES

saso tuner E20 95. AL60 £4 33. PA100 E13- 45.
MK60 audio kit £27-20. Teak 60 £10.95. Stereo 30
£16-95. SPeA80 E4.25. BMT 80 53'70. Send see for
free data.

MULTIMETER U4323
Vac -2,5-1000V In 6 ranges
Idc-0'05-500mA In 5 ranges
Resistance -SO -IMO in 4

Mins, and

ranges.
Accuracy -51% of F.S.D.

for Secs -manual reset.
PLUS
Programmed 4 Yr calendar,

"witile"

Backlight for night viewing,

Optional continuously alternating TimelDate display,
AM/PM setting indicator.

High contrast L.C.D. display
visible in bright sunlight.
Supplied
Boxes,

in

these

Presentation
are

superb

watches selling in jewellers'
shops for up to £80.

TC 411 White
E29 SO
TC 410 Gold
E3250
On Leather Strap
TC 413 White
E34 50
TC 412 Gold
E37 50
Matching adjustable braceir-t.

SINCLAIR CALCULATORS
AND WATCHES'

Cambridge Universal £6 60. Cambridge Scientific
£8.95. Oxford 300 £13'30. Programmable Scientific with free mains unit E24.95. Mains adaptors
for other models (state type) £3.26. Assembled

Hrs,

Dept E.E. PO BOX 68,
SWAN LEY, KENT BR8 8TQ.
Send sae for tree leaflets on all kits. Post 30p on
orders under £2 23, otherwise free. Prices induce
VAT. Overseas customers deduct 7% on items
marked e, otherwise 11 %. Official orders welcome.

Fadeout, AM/PM setting in-

Resistance -1K

Gold plated with S/S back &
matching adj. bracelet. Sold

Everyday Electronics, January 1977

-I M0

in 4 ranges

db scale -10 to + t2db.
Accuracy -do -I}%, ac -2}%.

elsewhere at £22 90.
NEW LOW PRICE £17.50.

curacy to a few secs/month. We believe our prices

are the lowest anywhere and include V.A.T. at
8% & P. & P. Free battery/S. No quibble 1 Year
Guarantee.

Send Cheque/Money Order to:-

CAMBRIDGE, CBI 2LD.

"DOING IT DIGITALLY"
DIGITAL TEACHING KIT TKI
Complete Parts as specified In October E.E.
(including case).
£12 00 inc. V.A.T. & P.P.
(Deduct £2.73 if case not required)

lac-0-6-1500mA in 6 ranges.

dicator. Available in S/S or

5.7,

U4323

33 ranges. Knife edge with mirror scale.
20,0000/Volt. High accuracy, mVdc-75mV.
Vdc-1 .5-600V In 9 ranges.
Vac -1.5-600V in 9 ranges.
Idc-60--120 microamps in 2.
Idc-0.6-150OrnA in 6 ranges.

Secs, Alpha Day, Month &
Date. + PLUS+ Programmed
4 Yr calendar, Auto Hold &

TEMPUS, Dept. EE

OSCILLATOR -1 KHz and
465KHz (A.M.) at approx. 1 Volt.
Size -160 x 97 x 40mm.
Supplied complete with carrying
case, test leads and battery.
PRICE £13.96

MULTIMETER U43I3

OUR SPECIAL L.E.D.
OFFER GALA 6 + 3 functions. At the
touch of a button-Hrs, Mins,

No moving parts to wear out, clean or oil. Ac-

SWAN LEY ELECTRON KS

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.

22 Ranges plus AF/IF Oscillator 20,0000/Volt.
Vdc-0.5-1000V in 7 ranges

pulsating Secs. Single command button, push once for
Month/Date-auto reset; twice

4S-DeC

pr-DeCB £7

carriers with

Veroboard

0%) (Prices include post & packing) 10E12 -W or
SW KIT: 10 of each El 2 value, 22 ohms -IM, a total

100mA cassette type 71V with 5 pin din plug

µ-DeCA £445.

-

battery

terminals. 4IV £2.10. 6V E2.10. 9V E210. 44V+
4SV E2 50. 6V+6V £2-80. 9V+9V £2-86.

£2.24.
T-DeC £4 05.

Modules

Transformers - Knobs Calculators - Audio Leads -

of 570 E529 net. 25E12 SW or SW KIT: 25 of each
E12 value, 22ohms-1M, a total of 1425 £12.64 net.

press -stud

20V

Audio

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS (CARBON FILM

Send sae for free leaflet on range.

2A £5 95.

Coils

-

Batteries - S dec Storage
Units - Heatsinks, etc., etc.

FACTURERS/STOCKISTS

BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS

0/12/15,20/24130V

conductors - Books -

Pots

Accessories - Screws Connectors - Audio -

product range 32p. Overseas Customers 70p, Air -Mail Post Paid.
U.K. & OVERSEAS MANU-

Input 12V DC. Output 6/ 7} -9V DC I Amp stabilized.

100mA radio types with

Resistors - Test
Meters - Capacitors Hardware - Semi-

General Catalogue showing full

Box 392.

and 4 -way multi -jack
Connector. Type 1: 3/41/6V at 100mA E3.20.
Type 2: 6/71,9V at 15OrnA £3- 30.

GUARANTEED
'DISCOUNTS
Boxes - Cases lo!'trb
Kits
PC
o,45.0
Materials - Tools -

plus a final test and

CAR CONVERTERS E5101

3 -WAY MODELS'
With switched output

ALL NEW STOCK
SATISFACTION

near spot-on alignment.

CASSETTE MAINS UNITS

9, 12V et 500mA

66 PAGES -3 000 ITEMS
FULLY ILLUSTRATED

20p CREDIT

ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Australian Readers Please Note Our Complete Range of Coils are
available from Hobipak, Box 224,
South Carlton, 3053, Victoria,
Australia and Watkin Wynne Pty.
Ltd., 32, Falcon Street, CROWS
NEST, 2065, AUSTRALIA. P.O.

Switched output
of 3. 4i, 6, 7i,

ISSUE

liability, every coil
being inspected twice

JCS. AMPLIFIER

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS
STABILIZED POWER UNITS.

CLOSED WEDNESDAY.

977

Our components are
chosen by technical
authors and constructors throughout
the world for their
performance and re-

lifier kit with free printed circuit + date

welcome

E. & O.E. SHOP HOURS 9-12.30, 1.30-5.00 5 days.

CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX C015 3RH

PZ20 Power supply kit for above E3-95.
VP20 Volume, tone -control and preamp kit ET 95.

enquiries
(£5 min.)

Order

Official Orders accepted from Educational and Government Departments.
ALL PRICES include VAT & P 6 P

Dept. E.E.

SINCLAIR IC29
IC20 .10W+10W stereo Integrated circuit amp-

FERRANTI ZN414
IC radio chip £144. Extra parts and pch for radio
£3 85. Case £1. Send sae for free data.

Export

357-8-9 OLD RD.,

Stereo £1.76.

Access and

C.W.O. only. Terms of business as
in our Catalogue.

(CLACTON)
LIMITED

5

JC12 AMPLIFIER
6W IC audio amp
with free data and
printed circuit £2.25.
DELUXE KIT FOR JC12
Contains extra parts except JC12 needed to
complete the amp including balance, volume,
bass and treble controls. Mono £2.33. Stereo

7056.

331

Barclaycard accepted.

DENCO

Norfolk Street,

Tel. 55094
A LOT OF TIME FOR THE MONEY

Size -I15 x 215 x 90mm.
Complete with carrying case.
test leads and battery.
PRICE E111.90 net

U4313

(E.E.), LEIGHTON
ELECTRON ICS CENTRE
59 North Street, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 7EG.
Tel.: Leighton Buzzard 2316 (Std. Code 05253)
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An exciting NEW soncs from

liliN

flowittoTetheitcaiBtro_ks

Each of the books in this series is written by an expert in his own particular field. The books are
authoratative yet easily understood by those with no technical knowledge whatsoever, and the texts
are supplemented by many highly informative illustrations.
A MASTER HI -Fl
INSTALLATION
Gordon J. King
Contents: How it Works - The Amplifier - Programme Signal Sources Importance of a Good F.M. Signal The Loudspeaker - Mono, Stereo
and Quadrophonic Sound - Four channel Techniques - Room Effects
- Best Use of Controls - Terminology - Index.

MASTER ELECTRONICS
IN MUSIC
T. D. Towers
Contents: Creating Musical Sounds
by Electricity - Making Musical
Instruments Louder - Musical
Special Effects by Electronics Electronic Keyboard Instruments Electric Guitars - Magnetic Tape

Music - The Robot Drummer Music Synthesisers - Music by Com-

puter - Index.
130 pages

ENE

0 408 00262 X

£2.50

150 pages

0 408 00237 9

£2.50

MASTER STEREO
CASSETTE RECORDING
I. R. Sinclair
Contents: Stereo Systems - Signal

Sources - Controls and Facilities Making the Recording - Replaying
and Monitoring - Essential Maintenance - Aids to Better Recording
- Noise Reduction Systems - Cassette Recorder and Hi -H.

140 pages

0 408 00238 7

£2.50

NEWNES TECHNICAL BOOKS, Newnes-Butterworths, Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent

OVER 2,000 ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS INA

BA;OWfRft

MAGENTA
electronics ltd.

7-14431-

100 PAGE CATALOGUE

EE, 61 Newton Leys,
Burton on Trent, Staffs.
DE150DW

COMPONENTS & HARDWARE
LATEST CATALOGUE contains NEW PRODUCTS sheet 11.
(sae for sheet 11 only). NEW PRODUCTS. SHEET ONLY.
25p VOUCHER INCLUDED.

Please send me
the 100 page
Tandy catalogue

Send for your copy now -25p.
MI

21

Address_

I
EE 5

ITandy Corporanon ( Branch UK) &Iron Road :41

Nationwide supermarket of sound! L.

BUILD THESE PROJECTS!
EXPERIMENTERS' POWER SUPPLY.
TRANSISTOR TESTER.
TEST METER RANGE EXTENDER.

Circuits & details-send 20p per tem-refunded when all parts are ordered.
Or send sae for further information.

eaburyWedn W Midlands WSIO 7IN

THE 0 EN DOOR TO QUALITY
This 144 page catalogue-Electrovalue Catalogue No. 8 (Issue 2, up -dated)
offers items from advanced opto-electronic components to humble (but
essential) washers. Many things listed are very difficult to obtain elsewhere.

The Company's own computer is programmed to expedite delivery and
maintain customer satisfaction. Attractive discounts are allowed on many
purchases; Access and Barclaycard orders are accepted. FREE POSTAGE
on all C.W.O. mail orders in U.K. over £2.00 list value (excluding V.A.T.) If
under add ISp handling charge.

40p
inc. refund
voucher worth
40p

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

TEACH -IN KIT nett £15.75 inc. v.A.T.

GatalOg-le

ELECTRO ALOE LTD

All tommunicati,.., to Dept. F.E.17
E8 8T. DUDES RD.. ENOLEPIELD GREEN. EGHAM, SURREY
TV720 CHB. Phone Egham 3803. Telex 284475.
NORTHERN BRANCH: 880 Ramage Lane, Burnage, Manchester
11111 1NA. Phone t 0811 432 4845.
Shop hours both addresses 9-1.30 p.m.: 1 pm Sat..

Publiahed approximately the third Friday of each month by 1PC, Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, ParrIngdon St., London EC4 4AD. Printed in England by Index Printers Ltd., Dunstable
Beds. Sole Agents fur Australia and New Zealand --Gordon and Gotch (A/Sla) Ltd. South Africa --Central News Agency Ltd. Everyday Electrodes is sold subject tothe following conditions
namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling
price shown on cover, excluding Eire where the selling price Is subject to V.A.T., and that it shall not be lent, resold, or hired out or otherwise disposed of In a mutilated condition or in
any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matterwhatsoever.
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B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS

Dept EE, 5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS., CB6 10E
Telephone: ELY (0353) 860185 (2 lines) Tuesday to Saturday
PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

Jipppp -063
Dear to alt
our Cuotornerz
VARIABLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY,
mains input. 0-24V output. stabilised and current

limiting at 500mA 32V at 5017A. Brand re. by
British manufacturer. Sire approx.71 a G. x 4M.
complete with external skn 3 -turn pot for voltage

control. connection data supplied. U.
50uA (25-0-25uA) EDGEWISE METERS. modern
typo by Sangamo Western, display area 1 x liin
with 2 mounting lugs. (Can be zeroed left or right
hand.) Et .10 each. while stocks Mat.
Tapped
MAINS ISOLATION TRANS
mains input. 240V at 3A
12V at 503mA output.

New. boxed. made by Gardners. ill.

SOLDER SUCKERS. (Plunger Type). Standard
Model, E4.58. Skirted Model. U115. Spare
Nozzles. lip each.
Good Quality Pressure Gringos, Gin die. flange
mounting 2 models avail 0-60 lb/sq. In. 0-100
lbeq. in. state which. E1.25 each.

2.3055 type Transistors. O.K.. but unmarked.
5 for Et
110V NEONS, SCREW -IN -TYPE. 4 for MOP -

SLOW MOTION MOTORS (suitable for programmers. displays. etc.) 230-240V a.c. Input.
rotation.
rev. every two to three minutes

PROGRAMMERS (magnetic devices). Contain
9 microswItches (auitabO for mains operation)
with 9 rotating cams. all individually adjustable.

ideal for witching disco lights. display.. etc..
industrial machine Programming- (Need
slow motion motor to drive cams. not supplied)
9 switch version Wei.
or

MINIATURE PLIERS High quality "Crescent".
made in USA. W.35 VAT (35.).
SIDE CUTTERS, high quality. 7.370 VAT 35p.
MIXED COMPONENT PACKS, containing resis-

base area Grn x an. with 6 fins. total height
Gon Pap each.

SPERRY 7 -SEGMENT P.G.D. DISPLAYS, digit

height 0 In red. with decimal points. 150V to
200V

(nominal

180V)

°Petal., The. are

high -volt industrial type and therefore brighter

than neon.. displays. All brad new. AT THE
BARGAIN PRICE OF 511. ERRDIGIT. TYPE 332

(two digits in one mount) LI each. (Sorry, no
single digit available.) Data Supilied.
EtSX20 (VHF O.c/Mult). 3 for 5.p.
BC 108 (modal can), 4 for 58..
PBC 106 (plastic BC1081. 5 for Np.
BFY51 Transistors. 4 for Np.
BCY72 Transistors. 4 for Sip.
POP audio:, type TOO Translators, 12 for Wp.
BF152 (UHF amp/mixed. 3 for lap.
203819 Pet., 3 for Np.
BC146 NPN silicon. 4 for 50..
BC158 POP silicon 4 for 50p.
BAY31 Signal Diode.. 10 for 35p.
BA121 Varicap Diodes. 4 for Np.
10914 diodes. 10 for 25p.
SMALL MAINS SUPPRESSORS (small chokes.
ideal for radio. HI-FI inputs. etc.) approx. 11n x
(pin. 3 for 500.

PERIM( TUNER PANELS

for FM Band 2

tuner.) marked 88-108 MHz and Channels 0-70.
clear numbers. rest blacked out, smart modern
appearance. size approx Win x lion. 2 for MP.Lead

suppressors (10kohm) for mobile plug

leads. 4 for 50p.

tors. capacitors. switch.. pots. etc. All new
(random sample bag revealed approx. 700

HEAVY DUTY RELAYS, 24V de. operated
(will work on 18V) 3 h.vy duty make contacts

4 MHz CRUSTAL PACKS (10 assorted Cristals
between 4 MHz and 5 MHz). Our seleCtiOn Only
El per pack.

mounting bracket ideal for switching HT on
Litman.) Many uses for the high quality

items). 12 per pack. while stocks Net.

ALU-SOL ALUMINIUM SOLDER (made by Multi -

core). ScClers aluminium to itself or copper.
brass. steel, nickel or tinplate. 16 evr.g with

multicore flux. with instructions. Approx. 1 metre
coil Sip Pack. Large reel 12.75.

HEAVY DUTY HEATSINK BLOCKS. undrilled.

1

01.25 each.

TO3 transistor insulator eats. 10 tor Np.

4 change over contacts
(around 10A rating)
1
break contact. Now. complete with
unit. 1.1-N each.

VARICAP TUNERS. Mallard Type ELC 1043/45.
brand new 14.45.

I C s. some coded. t4 DIL type. untesteo.
mixed. 20 for 15p.

Mobile Converters. 24V DC input 13.8V at
approx 3.4A DC output. fully stabile.. £310

TV PLUGS AND SOCKETS
TV Plugs (metal type) 5 for Up.
TV Sockets (metal type). 4 for 50p.
TV Line Connectors (beck -to -back packets). 4

for Sip. PI.. add 121% VAT.
PLUGS AND SOCKETS

N -Type Plugs 50 ohm. Np each. 3 for Et -N.
N Type Sockets M -hole chassos mounting). 50
ohms (a small coax load type), lip each.
PL259 Plug. (PIPE), brand new. packed with

reducer.. lip or 5 for U.

50238 Socket. (PTFE). brand new (4 -hole fixing

O.). lip each or 5 for Eil45.

25 -way ISEP Plugs and Sockets. lip set (1 plug
lskt).
Plugs and packets "old separately at 25p each.

&Agin Round Fr. Skts. 3 pin. for maina input

each (ideal for running 121/ far noir° from 24V
lorry battery).

on test equipment. etc.. Sp each.

We now stock Spiralux Tools for the electronic
enthusiast Screwdriver.. Nut Spanner.. BA and
Metric razes. pop rivet guns, etc. S.A.E. for list.

W

Miniature earphones with min. lack plug. 2 for
50p 121& VAT.

Cane. ion square. writable for rewind. 6
for 30. 121% VAT.
I.F.

SOLDERING IRONS

Built -in -spotlight illuminates work
Pistol grip with fingertip trigger. High efficiency
copper soldering tip.
EXPERT SOLDER GUN. W.110 VAT (54p)
EXPERT SOLDER GUN KIT (spare bits case.
EXPERT

stet MOO

VAT (Wp)

SPARE BITS, PAIR, app' VAT (V)
MARKSMAN SOLDERING IRONS
SP15D 15W L3 . VAT WOO
SP25D 25W LT

TWIN I.F. CANS, approx. Tin x On x tin high.
around 3. 5-5MHe 2 temperate transformers in
1 can. internally screened. 5 for lip . 121% VAT.

VAT (24p)

SP25DK 25W - bits. etc kit LIU VAT (31p)
SP40D 40W E3.44 VAT (2ip)
B ENCH STAND with spring for Marksman Irons.
12.22

VAT (111p)

BITS

Dubilier Electrolytic'. 50.1F. 450V. 2 for 50p.
Dubilier Electrolytica. 100uF. 275V, 2 for 50p.
Plessey Electrolytic'. 470uF.113V. 3 for follp.
TCC Electrolytic', 1000uF. WV. 3 for
Plessey Electrolytics, 10011.F. 180V. 40p each
(3 for WI.
Dubilier Electrolytic.. 5000uF. 35V. 50. each
Dubilier El.trotytics. 5000uF. 50V. Np each.
ITT Electrolytics. 68000. 25V. high grads. screw
terminals. with mounting clips, 50. each.
Plessey Elactrolytics. 10.0000 at S3V. 75p each
Plessey Cathodray Capacitors. 0-0 4u F at 12. 5kV

MT8 for 15W. lip VAT (4p).
MT4 for 25W. 3ip . VAT (3p)
1.1710 for 40W 41. VAT (3p)
TCPI TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED IRON.

Temperature controlled iron 6 PSU. tl0. VAT
(WSW
SPARE TIPS
Type CC single flat, Type X double flat fine tip.
VAT Me).
Type P. very fine tip. El each
MOST SPARES AVAILABLE

DC. Screw terminals. LI 50 each.
PLEASE ADD 121% VAT TO ALL CAPACITORS

MULTICORE SOLDER

A LARGE RANGE OF CAPACITORS AVAILABLE
AT SARWAIN PRICES, S.A.E. FOR LIST.

Size 12 SAVBIT 184.w.g. M Wardle reel LI84
VAT (lS.)

Size 5 Savbit 18 s.w.g. in alloy disponi., lap
. VAT Wm.
S'ze C1SAVIS Savbit lis.w.g.. 5111. VAT Op).

Terms of Business: CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM ORDER ft ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST 8 PACKING (UK ONLY). SAE with ALL ENQUIRIES Please.
PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN. ALL GOODS IN STOCK DESPATCHED BY RETURN. CALLERS SATURDAYS ONLY 9.30-12.00, 1.30-5.00.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
IN ELECTRONICS AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ICS can provide the technical knowledge that is so essential
to your success;knowledge that will enable you to take advantage of the many opportunities open to you.. Study in your

own home, in your own time and at your own pace and if
you are studying for an examination ICS guarantee coaching
until you are succeistul.

City & Guilds Certificates
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, TV, Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
MPT Radio Communications Certificate
Diploma Courses:
Colour TV Servicing
Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering and Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installation
and Contracting
A1:111E01111/.I010 Sittl$7:1118I;IS:i I 4:IsIe/

ICSTo: International Correspondence.

AERIAL

VALVE
BARGAINS

BOOSTERS

Any 5 -54p,10 -El 00,5044 50.

Aerial boosters can produce

Your choice from the list
below.

ECC82,

EF80,

EF 183,

EF 184,

EH90, PCF80, PCF802, PCL82,
PCL84, PCL85, PCL86, PCL805,
PL504, PY81/800, PY88, 30PL14,
6F28.

Colour Valves-PL508, PL509,
PL519, PY500/A. All tested.
30p each.

Television Aerial Splitters
2 -way, inside type.
Press

EI.50

remarkable improvements
on the picture and sound,

in fringe or difficult a

811 -For TH stereo and standard VHF/FM radio.
B 12 -For the
older VHF
television -Please state channel numbers.
B 45 -For Mono or colour this
covers

the complete UHF

Television band.
All boosters are complete with
battery with Co -ax plugs &
sockets. Next to the set fitting.
L3.80

Button UHF Tuners -4 Button Transistor -British

made -a -50 each.

50p BARGAIN PACKS
All Packs Un-used Parts-PKI-40-C280 (Mullard) Axial Lead
Capacitor mixed values from OluF to 47µF (250V/W). PK2-30C281 (Mullard) Radial Lead Capacitors mixed values from -015µF to
1.5p.F (250V/W). PIC3-6 Co -ax. plugs. PK4-6 Co -ax connectors,
PK5-8-5m/m formers with slugs, PIC6-25-ACI28 Transistors. PK7-3

BF200 (VHF) Transistors. P1(8-2 BFI82 (UHF) Transistors, PIO
Any 6 Transistors-BCI08, BCII3, BC135, BCI53, BCI71B, C172,

Schools

BF 194, BF 195, BF 196, BE 197. PKIO 8-I amp 400 volts rectifiers.
PKI I 4-5 pin din plugs (180°). PKI2-5 PP3 Battery Connectors.

Dept 71021 lntertext House, London
SW8 4UJ or telephone 622 9911
Subject of Interest

All prices include VAT. P&P 20p per order. Please send uncrossed

Name

Address

P.O. or Cheques for returning if we are out of stock of Bargain
Packs or older types of new valves.

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD.
62 BRIDGE STREET, RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANCS.
Tel. Rams. (070 682) 3036

The new Maplin Catalogue
is no ordinary catalogue...

Catalogue includes a very wide range of
components: hundreds of different capacitors;
resistors; transistors; I.C!s; diodes; wires and
cables; discotheque equipment; organ components;
musical effects units; microphones; turntables;
cartridges; styli; test equipment; boxes and
instrument cases; knobs, plugs and sockets;
audio leads; switches; loudspeakers; books; tools AND MANY MANY MORE.
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construction highly
includes fulleasy
to build,
Proiects section
Extremely
details of a really low-cost,
ignition system.
seconds to switch
effective electronicless than 10
reliable yetrunning
takes if fault should occur.
to normal
sum.
am.' m.o.
/MEM ammo
SM. IMMO
CATALOGUE
OF OUR
MUM.
VOW% COPY
NOW
OM. ./N/Z.
COUPON FOR
NO MONEY
catalogue the
50p - SEND
1977 , 78
rt. SEND THIS
it is
brand new
APPROVAU Price
satisfied that
copy of your
ON
receipt. If I am
rush me a
if I am completely
Iplease
within14 days
instant it is published.
will I send 50p within
you
penny return the catalogue to not purchase
I worth every
that
I
need
ied. I may
I understandshould I choose to keep
I not satisf

al

11...

1

14y of

, 4.)

Iwithout obligation.
your catalogue
anything from

I * Our bi-monthly newsletter keeps you up to date with latest
guaranteed prices - our latest special offers (they save you
pounds) - details of new projects and new lines. Send 30p
for the next six issues (5p discount voucher with each copy).

1

NAME

I

ADDRESS
Eeiz

1

SS6 BLR

Box 3.R ayleig
Owing to
delay in completion of larger
"""'.
warehouse, catalogue will be
delayed by up to four weeks - so there's still
time to order before publication and get your pack of ten
super special offer coupons, giving big discounts on ter different

Maplin

Electronic SuPP

I es P.O.

popular items. YOU COULD SAVE POUNDS! - SO DON'T DELAY FILL IN AND POST COUPON NOWT

nupLun

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
P.O. BOX 3, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 SLR
Shop: 284, London Road, Westcliff -on-Sea, Essex
(Closed on Monday) Telephone: Southend (0702) 44101

